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Abstract
From the beginning of human history, humans needed position information in order to move
in their environment without getting lost. First, they took advantage of natural signs to mark
their position, then they designed their own artificial signs and, as time passed by, they started
to build orientation and localization systems. A localization system is a system that determines
the place where an object or a person is.
The need of knowing the location of objects or people in a controlled environment is increasing
with time. Every time we need more and more to control the position of objects, person or even
of ourselves. An example of this is the localization of patients at hospitals, where knowledge
on the position of mentally ill patients is a matter of high importance and risk. A similar need
appears in prisons, where guards need to know continuously the location of dangerous prisoners.
This Thesis attempts to provide an efficient, low-cost, and easy to deploy solution to local-
ization of people in indoor environments, where the location aware information is absent.
Thesis Outline
The first chapter describes the motivation of this project together with a brief outline of the
basic characteristics of the system to be developed. An introduction to local positioning systems
and a review of the state of art are described next.
In chapter two, the author presents the general design of the localization system and its
functionalities. The RFID system and results on optimal placement of the RFID equipment in
both the human body and the environment are summarized next. Based on these results, the
author determines the design of the system platform described at the end of the chapter.
The localization strategy is presented in chapter 3. Here, the author starts with an in-
troduction to probability theory, and continues with a description of Bayesian filters. As the
localization algorithm will incorporate a Particle Filter, the author devotes a part of this section
to its implementation. The second part of the chapter includes a description of the software ar-
chitecture, the requirements to develop an application under Windows Mobile, and the structure
of the data.
Chapter four provides the evaluation of the system. The author presents experimental results
that serve to evaluate the estimation error of the developed localization system.
The last chapter contains the conclusions of this work and an outline of future work and
suggestions for improvement of the system.

Resumen
Desde el comienzo de la historia, los seres humanos necesitan informacio´n de posicio´n para de-
splazarse por su entorno sin perderse. Primero se sirvieron de marcas naturales para localizar su
posicio´n, posteriormente desarrollaron marcas artificiales, y en una e´poca ma´s reciente comen-
zaron a disen˜ar sistema de orientacio´n y localizacio´n. Un sistema de localizacio´n es un sistema
que determina el lugar en que se encuentra una persona.
La necesidad de conocer la localizacio´n de objetos o personas en un entorno controlado se
esta´ volviendo cada vez ma´s importante. Un ejemplo de esto es la localizacio´n de pacientes en
los hospitales, donde conocer la posicio´n de los enfermos mentales es una cuestio´n fundamental
debido al riesgo que entran˜an. Otro entorno en que este problema es muy importante son
las ca´rceles, donde los funcionarios de prisiones necesitan saber la localizacio´n de prisioneros
peligrosos.
Esta tesis intenta proporcionar una solucio´n eficiente, de bajo coste, y fa´cil de utilizar al
problema de localizar a gente en interiores, donde no se dispone informacio´n de posicionamiento.
Estructura de la tesis
En el primer cap´ıtulo se describe la motivacio´n de este proyecto junto con un breve resumen de
las caracter´ısticas del sistema a desarrollar. A continuacio´n se proporciona una introduccio´n a
los sistemas de posicionamiento locales y una revisio´n del estado del arte.
En el cap´ıtulo dos la autora presenta el disen˜o general del sistema de localizacio´n junto con
sus funcionalidades. Despue´s se describen el sistema de RFID y los resultados de un estudio sobre
la colocacio´n del equipo de RFID sobre el cuerpo del usuario y el entorno. Fundamenta´ndose en
estos resultados, se determina el disen˜o de la plataforma del sistema, que es descrito al final del
cap´ıtulo.
La estrategia de localizacio´n se presenta en el cap´ıtulo 3. Aqu´ı la autora hace una intro-
duccio´n a la a Teor´ıa de la Probabilidad y a los filtros Bayesianos. Ya que el algoritmo de
localizacio´n incorporara´ un Filtro de Part´ıculas, se dedica una parte de esta seccio´n a su im-
plementacio´n. En la segunda parte del cap´ıtulo se incluye una descripcio´n de la arquitectura
software, los requisitos para desarrollar una aplicacio´n bajo Windows Mobile, y una descripcio´n
de la estructura de los datos.
El cap´ıtulo cuatro presenta la evaluacio´n del sistema. Los resultados experimentales sirven
para calcular el error de estimacio´n del sistema de localizacio´n desarrollado.
Por u´ltimo, en el cap´ıtulo final se incluyen las conclusiones de este trabajo y un resumen
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sobre las l´ıneas de trabajo futuro y las posibles v´ıas para mejorar los resultados aqu´ı descritos.
Chapter1
Introduction
From the beginning of human history, humans needed position information in order to move
themselves in the environment around them without be lost. First they used natural signs in
order to mark their position, then artificial and with time they started to build orientation and
localization systems.
A localization system is a system that determines the place where an object or a person is.
The localization systems are classified in two groups: outdoor localization systems and indoor
localization systems. The first group includes well known commercial systems like the Global
Positioning System (GPS) [8], Galileo [29], GLONASS [8], LORAN [28] and CHAYKA [35]. The
first three are localization systems through satellite references, while the last two are terrestrial
radio navigation systems.
The outdoor localization systems often are called global positioning system, since they pro-
vide a global localization at each part of the earth. The indoor systems are called also as local
positioning systems, since they localize a person or object in a controlled environment. As in-
door localization systems we refer to the localization systems used in the interior of buildings
or tunnels, in order to obtain the local position of one or more objects. In this group we find
commercial systems know in the market as they are the Ubisense [34], TimeDomain [9] and Son-
itor [32]. The two first are working using the ultra wide band technology, while the Sonitor with
ultrasonic waves. Even so, an accurate indoor localization system is the subject of numerous
investigation projects.
The need of the knowledge of the location of the objects or persons in a controlled envi-
ronment is increasing with time. Every time we need more and more to control the position
of objects, person or even of ourselves. Examples of this need appear in the localization of
patients in hospitals, where especially the knowledge of mentally ill people is a matter of high
importance and risk. Similar need is presented in prisons, where they need to know the location
of dangerous prisoners on every minute. Besides these examples, where the persons to locate
are under observation, they need of location aware knowledge is present also by people with a
severe visual impairment or people with orientation problems, like older people. This group of
persons faces problems at the time to move in unfamiliar environments, like hospitals, airports,
universities, museums and other public edifices.
This project attempts to provide an efficient, low-cost and easy deployment solution to the
localization problem of people in indoor environments, where the location aware information is
absent. It is a proposal of an indoor localization system, based on the Radiofrequency Identi-
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fication technology and the Bayesian localization methodology. With the purpose to facilitate
the movement of the people, the localization system provides at each instant the position of the
user in the environment and produces audio and written messages with guidance instructions to
reach their end target avoiding obstacles and getting lost.
1.1 Problem and Objectives
The GPS localization system is based on satellite references, because of this fact it is not able to
receive any reference signal from any when the receiver is inside of a building or inside tunnels.
This limitation of the GPS’s coverage impedes its application in indoor localization systems and
leaves a blank in the localization solutions.
Visually impaired and elder people face several problems each time they have to move in
unfamiliar environments. Since they ignore the building’s structure, they face orientation prob-
lems and difficulties to follow a route to a destination. Because of the absence of solution of this
kind, their dependence to other people is increasing. Daily routines like visiting a hospital or
traveling by airplane or train present several difficulties for them and lead them to ask for help.
At the same time projects have been developed for guiding and helping visually impaired
people or elder people with problems of orientation or Alzheimer patients to find they way
in unfamiliar environments. But when it comes to indoor environments it doesn’t exist any
solution. A reliable indoor localization system could provide the independence of these people
from other persons in common works of their daily life. The mentioned system could inform the
user about his position at each instant and furthermore could guide him to move around the
obstacles and reach his target without to get lost or depend to other people.
This project pretends to cover this absence on the indoor localization systems, developing
an accurate location aware system. The system has to be easy to deploy and scalable in every
change of the working area and all these without having a high cost. In doing so, the RFID
technology and the Bayesian localization methods have been chosen for the implementation of
the system.
In order to obtain the exact objectives of this project and the minimum requirements, an
example of its use is described in the next lines. Therefore, imagine a blind person who enters in
the building of the tax offices and wants to register his tax return. Assuming that the person is
visiting these offices for the first time and doesn’t know the infrastructure of the building, he is
unable to reach the right office desk without the guidance of a familiar or a person of the public
service. In case the public service had an indoor guide system, like the one that is pretending
to be built, the person could borrow it from the reception of the building and head him to his
destination. The employee of the public service could insert the destination parameters into the
system, and the user (the blind person) could use it directly to reach his target. Holding this
example in mind, the objectives of this project are clearly deployed in the next lines:
• Localize the user at each instant with accuracy
• Inform the user about his current position
• Guide the user, indicating at each moment the direction in which the user has to go
and the minimum requirements for the correct functionality of the system are:
• Accuracy at the level of some meters
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• Easy to use
• The information has to be constant and understandable
1.2 Local Positioning Techniques
Indoor localization systems can be further classified based on the technology that is used, the
position estimation algorithm, the acquired precision and the function mode of the system. In
the following paragraphs each classification mode and its categories are presented with details.
1.2.1 Classification Based On Technology
Over the last years a plethora of solutions has been developed for the indoor localization problem.
Different technologies have been used in order to improve every time the localization results with
the less cost possible. Characteristics such as precision, accuracy, cost, computation time and
hardware infrastructure are the points of reference when we are talk about an indoor localization
system. Each technology is chosen based on the results that presents for each characteristic.
So far, the following described main technologies have been used: ultrasonic, optical and radio.
The advantages and disadvantages of these technologies are presented below in order to choose
the more appropriate technology for our indoor localization system.
1.2.1.1 Ultrasonic & Acoustic Technology
The ultrasonic localization systems consist of various transmitters (transducers) and one or more
receivers (microphones), or the opposite. In figure 1.1, different kinds of ultrasonic transducers
are shown. Each transmitter sends a unique code through an ultrasonic signal at a frequency
higher than 20 kHz. Once the receiver gets the signal decodes it and correlates it in order to verify
the transmitter’s identification number (ID). In addition, knowing the Time Of Flight (TOF)
of the ultrasonic signal calculates the distance between the transmitter and the microphone.
Transmitter and receiver need to be synchronized and have Line Of Sight (LOS) in order to
calculate the distance with accuracy. The position estimation can be made by the trilateration
or the multilateration algorithm. The biggest advantage of ultrasonic localization systems is
their high accuracy, only some cm of error, and their mayor disadvantages are the high cost and
the low flexibility of the system.
1.2.1.2 Optical Technologies
The optical localization systems are based on technologies such as infrared light, laser and
artificial vision (fig. 1.2). The working area is restricted by the need of visual line between the
tracked object and the sensor, same as occurs when using the ultrasonic technology. The infrared
and laser localization systems work directly with one target, while the artificial vision is able to
localize more than one target at the same time. Another important difference is that the infrared
and laser sensor are commonly carried by the object that wants to be located, while the cameras
can be either carried by the object or placed on the working area. The position estimation is
made upon the TOF, or the Angle Of Arrival (AOA), and the geometrical equations that are
valid depending on the technology. The optical technologies present several problems because
of the sensibility to the luminosity of the environment, the high processing demand and the
difficulty to be installed in complex environments.
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Figure 1.1: An example of an ultrasonic transducer 3DLOCUS, [30].
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(a ) ( b ) ( c )
Figure 1.2: Examples of (a) laser and (b) infrared sensors, and (c) cameras.
1.2.1.3 Radiofrequency Technology
The Global System for Mobile communication (GSM), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN),
Bluetooth, ZigBee, Ultra Wideband (UWB) and Radio-frequency identification (RFID) are the
radio technologies which have been used up to time for localization. The GSM technology is
incorporated in the cell phones, and is used for the purpose of localizing the user of the mobile
phone. The GSM localization systems estimate the position of the user usually via Cell ID, where
the position is being determined by the geographical mapping of the recognized broadcasting
towers. Since the transmitters of the signal are outdoors, the estimation of the user’s position in
indoor environments is difficult and the achieved precision is not very satisfactory. Such systems
are not recommended for indoor localization systems, where accuracy of meters is required.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Examples of (a) ZigBee system and (b) Wi-Fi base station.
On the contrary, localization systems based on wireless networks and Wi-Fi technology are
more recommended for indoor applications. In such cases the user carries a Wi-Fi receiver and
the Wi-Fi Access Points (APs) (fig. 1.3(b)) are placed on fixed known strategic points. The
estimation of the user’s position is based on the signal strength of the Radio signal that the
user’s device receives. The used position estimation methods include Least-square algorithms,
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Bayesian filters, Gaussian processes, pattern matching algorithm (fingerprint), etc. . . .
Bluetooth localization systems can achieve an accuracy of 1 m. The system can consist of
various Bluetooth transmitters placed on fixed and known positions and a receiver that is carried
by the user or the reverse. The main advantage of the Bluetooth localization solutions is that a
Bluetooth receiver device is incorporated in a variety of portable devices. Comparing Bluetooth
localization with Wi-Fi, the main difference is the range of the two systems. The Bluetooth
systems is short range, therefore we talk about Personal Area Network (PAN), while Wi-Fi is a
Local Area Network (LAN) and has a bigger detection range.
ZigBee systems use the IEEE 802.15.4 communication protocol. In figure 1.3(a) example of
a ZigBee system is presented. The system’s infrastructure is similar to the Wi-Fi localization
systems, these are various transmitters placed at known positions and one or more receivers in
unknown positions, in cases they can be used receivers in known positions, as reference nodes.
The distance between the transmitter and the receiver can be determined by the signal strength
or the signal time of flight. Depending on the type of measure an appropriate localization
algorithm is implemented. Therefore the localization algorithms mentioned in the literature
for ZigBee localization are the Maximum-Likehood, the multilateration, the fingerprint, the
signpost and the weighted centroid between others. Amount the main advantages of the ZigBee
localization systems we can mention the low-cost of the hardware and the effortless adaption of
the infrastructure to the environment’s changes.
The Ultra-WideBand (UWB) technology offers the most accurate radio localization systems.
The system can consist of various transmitters placed in known positions and one or more
receives in unknown positions and reverse. Due to the fact that with the UWB systems we
are able to measure TOF, or AOA or Difference Time Delay of Arrival (TDOA) or even the
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), the localization techniques to use vary.
Besides the fact that the RFID technology was not designed for localization purposes, re-
cently the use of this technology in such cases is increasing, due to the low-cost of the RFID
equipment and the easy implementation of the equipment to the working environment, which
characterizes this technology. An RFID localization system also consists of various transmitters
placed in known positions and various receivers in unknown positions, or the reverse. The dis-
tance estimation between the receivers and transmitter is based on the intensity of the signal
that is received. Due to the non-linearity, the noise and the multipath effects of the RF sig-
nal propagation, multilateration or the centroid algorithms are consider inappropriate for RFID
localization. The most common techniques are the Bayesian Filters, the Fuzzy logic, and the
Bayesian Networks.
The next assets are situated among the most significant assets of the RFID technology:
• No need for Line Of Sight (NLOS) between transmitters and receivers, since radiofrequency
signals can penetrate a variety of materials including wood, cement, brick, and crystal.
The NLOS can be an essential condition for a localization system employed in an indoor
environment with several rooms, corridors, halls, etc. The NLOS reduces the total number
of system nodes and as consequence the total cost of the localization system.
• High read range. Based on the radiofrequency signal propagation the detection range
extends in a hundred of meters in many of cases. Therefore the density of the nodes and
the total cost of the system could be decreased.
• Multiple signal Readings. The majority of RFID systems provide the ability of simultane-
ous signal readings from different transmitters at the time. Systems with multiple signal
reading ability are able to localize multiple objects at the same time.
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• Easy installation. Because of its wireless nature, a RFID system is easily deployable, with
low-cost installation and furthermore easily scalable, permitting an easy adaption to the
environment changes.
• Low Cost. Besides its main characteristics that reduce the total cost of an RFID local-
ization system, the technology components are characterized by their low cost comparing
with other technologies like UWB.
After mentioning the technologies used up to time in indoor localization systems we have
justified the use of the RFID technologies considering the previous mentioned assets and the
fact that the position estimation accuracy reaches 1 m. The accuracy of 1 m is enough for the
estimation of the position of the person in our application.
1.2.2 Classification Based On The Positioning Algorithm
The followed localization strategy by each localization system depends on the type of measure-
ment that is used. Each technology provides a specific type of measurement like time of Arrival,
Angle of Arrival, Signal Strength, etc. . . as it has been mentioned above. Therefore when the
provided measurement is type of TOF or TDOA the most common solution is an algorithm
based on trilateration or multilateration. In case that the valid information is the AOA the
appropriate algorithm is the triangulation. Amount the most appropriate algorithms for the lo-
calization systems that provide the RSSI of the received signal, we find the Least-Square [1], the
Centroid and the weighted Centroid [14], the Fingerprint [27], the Bayesian algorithms [21], [11]
and the Gaussian processes [10].
• Trilateration. When the value of the measurement is the TOA of the signal from the
transmitter node to the receiver, the most appropriate localization technique to use is the
trilateration. An example of the position estimation method is depicted in fig. 1.4(a),
where the positions of the three nodes are known and the position of the receiver is to be
estimated. The localization method uses the equations of the trigonometry to estimate the
point where the three circles with radius R1, R2, R3 are intersected. The three radiuses
are being calculated by the TOF of the signal of each transmitter [31].
• Multilateration. The multilateration algorithm works with the difference of arrival time
(DTOA) between the signals that were received from different nodes (transmitters). The
algorithm is called to resolve the equations generated by the differences ∆r1,2, ∆r2,3, ∆r1,3,
each of them represents the distance difference between two nodes. The multilateration is
a technique with high accuracy because of the precise nature of the considered measure-
ments [31].
• Triangulation. The triangulation localization technique uses the AOA to estimate the
position of the receiver node. Due to the non - directionality of the most transmitters, the
most common use of this technique is in combination with optical technologies [31]. In
some cases, triangulation has been use id RF systems with directional antennas.
• Centroid/Weighted Centroid. Centroid localization technique simply employs the centroid
equation for the coordinates of the transmitters and locates the receiver at the resulted
coordinates. Although the computation of the position is very simple and fast, the esti-
mation error is high. Therefore, many optimized versions of the centroid technique exist,
such as the weighted centroid. This technique multiplies the coordinates of the transmit-
ters with a factor, called weight, which represents the importance or the force of each
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Figure 1.4: Typical examples of (a) trilateration and (b) multilateration localization.
node respectively. The weight of each node is calculated using the value of the received
measurement [14].
• Fingerprint. During the Fingerprint localization method or Pattern matching as it is also
called, first are collected samples of signal measurements in several points of the working
area. Once the samples have been gathered, the algorithm is able to calculate the position
of the node by comparing at each instant the received measurement with the stored ones.
The measurement (pattern) with the maximum punctuation is selected as the receiver
node’s position. In order to increase the localization accuracy a large number of the prior
measurements are needed. As the number of prior measurements increase, the computation
time increases exponentially. The major disadvantage of the Fingerprint localization its
vulnerability to the environment changes.
• SignPost. Signpost algorithm assigns as the node’s position the reference node that
presents the higher signal measurement. Obviously the computation complexity is minimal
and the localization accuracy depends directly on the reference node density in the working
area. The Signpost localization technique is referred mostly at RF technologies [20].
• Bayesian Filters. The Bayesian localization methods have increased their use over the last
decade, due to its high adaptability to the environment changes and the ability to work
with measurements of various technologies, at the same time. The Bayesian localization
includes various different techniques like the Maximum Likelihood, the Particle Filter or
Monte Carlo Localization as it is also called, the Kalman Filter, etc. Each of them applies
the Bayesian rule of probability and the position is estimated like the position with the
higher position probability calculated by the rule of Bayes. Because of the uncertainty of
the radiofrequency measurements, we consider the Bayesian filters the most appropriate
for the RFID technology and they have been adopted as the localization strategy in this
work. Extended descriptions of the Bayesian algorithms are presented in chapter 3, in
which the advantages of this group of methods are presented.









Figure 1.5: Function mode of a (a) centralized and (b) privacy oriented system.
1.2.3 Classification Based On Granularity
Generally, a localization system can be classified according to its accuracy in two ways. The
first is made by the type of the accuracy: physical level and symbolic level; and the second by
the level of the accuracy.
• Physical level. A system obtains an accuracy of physical level when it calculates the
position and the estimation error in physical coordinates.
• Symbolic level. A system with accuracy of symbolic level estimates the position in level of
topological regions such as rooms, corridors, etc . . .
In case of the physical level, the obtained accuracy can be further classified as centimetric,
where the estimation error is some centimeters, and as metric, where the error reaches some
meters or some tens of meters.
1.2.4 Classification Based On Functioning Mode Of The System
There are two different modes to structure a localization system: centralized and privacy oriented
system. The classification is made based on the owner of the information of the node’s position.
• Centralized System.In a centralized system, the transmitter node is the one carried by the
object or person who wants to be located and the receiver nodes are placed in known
positions receiving the signal that the transmitter sends (fig. 1.5(a)). This Function mode
is called centralized because the information about the position of the transmitter is known
by the central system where it is also computed, and then it can be transmitted to the
user.
• Privacy oriented System. In privacy oriented system the information about the position of
the person who wants to be located is known only by the mobile or person. The transmitter
nodes are placed in fixed known positions and the receiver is carried by the mobile or person
(fig. 1.5(b)). The estimation of the current position is made at each instant by the system
at the receiver.
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1.3 Previous Works On Indoor Localization With RFID Tech-
nology
Before we proceed into the presentation of the system, some previous works related to the
topic of this project, which are developed by a variety of remarkable researchers during the last
years, need to be presented. Some of them have been chosen to be described in the following
subsections, based on the importance, the similarity and the innovation that presents each of
them.
1.3.1 First Works Of Indoor Radiofrequency Localization
At the beginning of the 3rd millennium they were presented the first samples of LPSs based
on radiofrequency technology. Some of them like the SPOTon, the Landmarc, and the work of
Derek Kurthan et. al, formed the base (or the example) for several afterwards projects.
Based on a commercial equipment of RFID technology, Jeffrey Hightower and Gaetano Bor-
rielo in collaboration with Roy Want, developed an indoor localization system with fixed base
stations working as transmitters of RFID signals and a mobile badge as the receiver [17]. The
localization of the badge was made upon the received signal strength and its comparison with
previous obtained measurements, received oﬄine in fixed points. They built a localization sys-
tem that could determine the badge location in a reliable manner. In their first experiments,
they obtained results which presents a linearity between distance and signal strength, but in
their final and main tests the localization algorithm failed because of the multiple parameters
that affect the normal diminution of the signal strength while the distance is increasing.
In 2004, Landmarc, the location-aware prototype developed by Lionel M. Ni et al was an
RFID system, which consisted of 4 readers located at fixed known positions and 16 tags located
as reference nodes in known positions, too, [22]. The system’s purpose was to locate 8 tags,
which were moving in the working area. In fig. 1.6 can be seen the RFID equipment and its
standard placement in the area. Evaluating the performance of the system, it had been obtained
statistically that 50 percent of the times the system estimated the node position with an accuracy
error of 1m, while the rest of the times the estimation error didn’t exceed 2 m. It has to be
noticed that the tag density for the working area is high.
In 2003, in the International Conference on Intelligent Robot and Systems, the group of
Derek Kurth presented the experimental results of a localization system with radio range-only
sensors, [7]. They worked on localize a mobile robot, which was moving in the area using
measurements of dead reckoning and range, collected by the sensors, and a Kalman Filter.
During the evaluation of the system, they left the robot for an hour collecting measurements,
in total more than 20000, from 13 RFID tags placed in a working area of 1200 m2. The
localization results were compared with the measurements of RTK GPS receivers. In both
executed localization tests the average error didn’t exceed 0.5 m and the maximum error was
1.7 m.
In 2004, Dirk Ha¨hnel worked with other researchers in order to examine the utility of the
RFID technology in the localization of robots, people and objects in indoor environments, in
combination with the probabilistic methods [16]. They developed a system which consisted of
100 RFID tags and one reader connected to 2 RFID antennas type of patch. The 100 tags
were dispersed in an area of 784 m2, all in known positions, and the reader was carried by the
robot. The chosen localization method to apply was a Particle Filter; each particle represented a
possible pose of the robot (Cartesian coordinates and body orientation). As estimated position
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Figure 1.6: Landmarc RFID employed equipment and system deployment.
of the robot at each instant was assigned to the particle with the higher pose probability. The
implementation of the particle filter was studied carefully, especially the time interval between
the correction and the prediction step. The experiments presented an accuracy of more than of
2.5 m in all executed tests.
1.3.2 Further advance on RF LPS
Since the first samples of localization projects appeared, many other projects have been presented
to the end to improve the accuracy of the already existed localization systems or to increase
their robustness in dynamic environments. Some of them are described in the next paragraphs.
1.3.2.1 Accuracy improved Landmarc System
Guang-yao Jin and his colleagues presented in 2006 an efficient proposal to improve the accuracy
of the already existing Landmarc system [36]. Their proposition consisted in a new mechanism
of computation of node’s position taking in account the mean estimation error of the system.
They kept the Landmarc infrastructure and increased the reference nodes. In order to
compute the target node’s position, they implemented a triangulation algorithm. The estimated
position was corrected adding to the coordinates the mean estimation error that presented the
system. Since the real position of the user is unknown, to calculate the estimation error of the
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system, they estimated the position of each reference node with the triangulation algorithm,
and then computed the difference between the estimation position and the real. The mean of
these errors was assumed as the mean error of the system and was added to the target’s node
estimated position to compensate the final estimation error.
Then mean estimation error of the localization system is 0.72 m, reducing about at half the
Landmarc estimation error(1.6 m).
1.3.2.2 Mote-Track
Mote- Track is a location-aware system, developed in 2006by a group of researchers of the of
the Harvard University, Konrad Lorincz and Matt Wels [24]. The system consisted in various
low-power embedded wireless devices (beacon nodes), situated in known positions. The beacon
nodes transmitted periodically a signal, which contained information about the node’s ID, the
transmission channel and the signal power level.
Oﬄine, the system administrator stood in a variety of positions in the working area and
received signals from the beacons. For each position, where he stood, was stored the following
packet with information, called reference signature, for each beacon: position, beacon ID, power
level, frequency channel, mean value of received RSSI and mean value of Link Quality Indication
(LQI).
Online, the estimation of the user’s position was made based on the received signature at
the user’s position and the close reference signatures to the user, since the distance between the
two signatures was unknown. The Manhattan distance was computed between the mean values
of the received RSSI in the reference signature and the user’s signature, for each beacon node
and for each reference signature. The geographic centroid of the reference signatures, for which
their distances were smaller than a constant value c, was taken as the estimated user’s position.
The constant c was calculated empirically.
The test-bed for the system’s evaluation was the entire floor of their department, where they
located 23 beacon nodes. In order to prevent the environment changes, the reference signatures
were collected during day and night, with doors opened and closed. During the evaluation of
the system, many particular parameters that affect the accuracy of the system were studied.
Parameters such as the selection and the density of the reference signatures, the transmission
frequency of the beacon nodes and their position in the working area, including their density, were
some of them. The overall evaluation presented an accuracy of 0.9 m in 50% of the estimations
and 1.6 m in 80% of the cases.
1.3.2.3 Adaptive Radio Localization Maps
The group of Jie Yin intended in 2005 to confront the problem that is generated by the dy-
namic environments when a precalculated prediction model is used in Bayesian localization
methods [37]. In order to avoid the estimation error caused by the variety in the probability
distribution, they proposed a new localization technique based on a temporal prediction model.
The prediction model is built by the measurements that have been collected oﬄine in several
positions of the working area, the temporal prediction model at each instant t, is renewed with
the new measurements that are received at each instant t.
The system structure was similar to Landmarc one, a privacy oriented system. They placed
various transmitters in known positions and the user carried the reader. They also used various
reference nodes that were placed in fixed known positions and were receiving signals from the
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transmitters. The mechanism that was proposed consisted in two phases, the oﬄine and the
online phase. During the oﬄine phase is built with the prediction model of the Bayesian method,
by the calibration data that were collected in different positions in the working area. During the
online phase the RFID map at each instant t is built by the prediction model and the temporal
prediction model at the same instant t (fig. 1.7). The temporal prediction model is built at
each instant by the measurements that were received by the reference nodes, which positions
are known.
The working area was a section of the floor of the computer science at their university
building. The technology equipment consisted of 9 Wi-Fi access points and 8 receivers situated
in fixed known positions. The receivers worked as reference node of the system. The experiments
were executed 6 times/day and during these tests, they were compared three different position
estimation methods, Maximum Likelihood, Multiple Regression and Model Tree. The obtained
results had showed that the most adaptive method to the dynamic environments was the Model
Tree.
Figure 1.7: Adaptive radio maps, proposed by Yin and its colleagues.
1.3.2.4 VIrtual Reference Elimination (VIRE)
In 2007, in the international Conference on Parallel Processing Yiyang Zhao and its colleagues
from the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology presented “VIRE”, a location-aware
system developed [39]. The Virtual Reference Elimination (VIRE) system is another version of
the well known Landmarc system. The basic difference is that the VIRE system used virtual
reference tags besides the real tags, which were the only one that the original Landmarc project
used. The main advantages of the system in comparison with other versions and improvements
of Landmarc system were that did not require any additional readers and tags, the position
estimation was simplest and more accurate and the method was more adaptive to dynamic
environments.
They developed a virtual grid of reference tags based on the real grid formed by real reference
tags. Because of that, they divide each cell of the real grid into several finer cells of the same
size. They considered the existence of a virtual reference tag on each cross of the virtual grid.
This way each virtual cell is formed by four virtual reference tags. The structure of the system
was centralized. They placed various receivers and reference nodes in fixed and known positions
in the working area, and they intended to track the rest of the tags in the working area. They
created virtual signals, which should be transmitted by virtual tags and read by the receivers. To
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achieve it, they implemented a linear interpolation algorithm, taking into account the distance
from the receiver and the RSSI values from the adjacent real tags.
At each instant the system computes the differences between the RSSI value received by
the tags to track and the reference tags. As estimated position for each tag was considered the
position of the reference tag for which the difference was minimum. Due to the fact that more
than one virtual reference tag might be considered that had transmitted the same RSSI value,
they used a proximity map for each reader. The proximity map consisted in a virtual map that
covers the whole working area and was divided in smaller regions. The center of each region was
one virtual reference tag.
For the construction of the proximity map for each reader, the value of each region is cal-
culated based on the obtained RSSI value of the corresponding reference tag. If the difference
between the RSSI value of the reference tag and the user’s tag did not exceed a threshold value,
the region was highlighted. The proximity map of each reader was renewed each time a new
measurement was received. The most probable regions for the position of the tag to track were
obtained by the intersection of the proximity maps of all the readers. Finally to determine the
region with the maximum location probability, they considered two important factors at the
time of the estimation of the coordinates of the tag under tracking.
They evaluated their localization methods in three different test-beds, to study better its
performance. The obtained results were more accurately than the ones obtained by the original
Landmarc system. Informatively, at the worst occasion the system estimated the tag’s position
with accuracy of 2.5m. Since they developed a virtual grid of reference tags, they made their
system adaptive to the environment changes, adding another advantage to their method.
1.3.2.5 Free-Transducer Localization
Dian Zhang, in 2007, surprised the audience of the 5th international conference on pervasive
computing and communication, when they suggested an RF-based localization system of objects
which do not carry any transmitter or receiver [38]. The localization mechanism is based on the
fluctuation of the received RSSI which is provoked by the person’s movement in the environment.
According to the RF signal propagation model, in indoor static environments two basic main
propagation paths exist, besides the multiple reflection paths from the environment status. The
developed system consisted in various nodes, which transmitted periodically an RF signal and
received other RF signals transmitted by adjacent nodes. The expected RSSI on a node coming
by its neighbor was calculated and compared with the received one. The existence of an obstacle
could be determined by the difference of this comparison and the position could be estimated on
one of two critically propagation paths. The position of the person on the virtual propagation
paths affects the dynamic signal property and provokes a variance of the received RSSI value,
which is related to the distance of the person from the midpoint of the two nodes. Midpoint,
was referred as the point in the middle of the distance between two nodes.
In order to estimate the position of the person in the environment, they developed a grid of
sensor nodes with dimensions of 4m x 4m. The grid was placed in an empty room of 108 m2
and at a height of 2,4 m. They used MICA2 nodes with CC1000 Chipcon chips and antennas.
For the purpose of the evaluation of the mechanism they implemented 3 different methods for
the position estimation: Midpoint, Intersection and Best-cover algorithm. The obtained results
showed that the system was able to locate and track the moving object in the working area,
even if they were more than one. Best-cover algorithm presented the most encouraging results
in comparison with the other two algorithms.
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1.3.2.6 Segmented Landmarc
Wan-Young Chung and Erin-Ee-Lin Lau presented a new algorithm for real time mobile location
tracking in 2008, [23]. They pretended to solve the problem caused by the non linearity rela-
tionship between the RSSI and the distance. In doing so, they proposed a segmentation-based
linear spline interpolation algorithm.
Their localization technique is shown in fig. ??, they executed their method in 2 phases,
the calibration phase and the real-time running phase. During the calibration, they collected
the observation data in order to construct an observation model for different distances and are
computed the segmentation equations. While during the real-time function of the system is
calculated the user’s position.
The system consisted in various reference nodes that were placed in known positions and
a blind node that was carried by the user. To the end to eliminate the consequences of the
fluctuation of the RSSI level in indoor environments, they applied a smoothing algorithm to the
received RSSI values before they proceed with the position estimation.
During the evaluation of their method, the obtained results were compared with the results
achieved by the CC2431 Chipcon system. Their test-bed was a mix of indoor and outdoor
environment, with total size of 1056 m2. There, 15 reference nodes located and connected with
a PC equipment through a base station. They performed evaluation tests for one-target and
multi-target tracking. The obtained mean estimation error in each case was 1.41 m and 1.6 m
respectively.
1.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the author presents the motivation for the development of a local position system
for indoor environments.
The need of the knowledge of the location of the objects or persons in a controlled environ-
ment is increasing by the time. Every time we need more and more control of the position of
objects, person or even of ourselves. Examples of this need appear in the localization of patients
in hospitals, where especially the knowledge of mentally ill people is a matter of high importance
and risk.
Indoor localization systems can be further classified based on the technology that is used,
the position estimation algorithm, the acquired precision and the function mode of the system.
Based on the described characteristic of a localization system, the localization system that
the author presents in this project should have the next ones:
1. Since the privacy of the user is a basic requirement, the function mode of the system should
be privacy oriented, this way the user carries the receiver of the signals and only he knows
his actual position.
2. The RFID technology seems the most appropriate at the time of a low-cost solution, since
the total cost doesn’t increase in relation with the working area.
3. Because of the non-linearity between the distance and the RSSI, the most appropriate
localization method for the RFID technology is a Bayesian method.

Chapter2
An RFID Local Positioning System
Subsequently to the introduction to local positioning systems and the revision of the existing
works in the same investigation area, in this chapter it is presented the localization system
that has been developed. Its design and function mode are described. Furthermore, the RFID
equipment that was chosen is presented and its basic components and characteristics. The
description of the RFID system includes the description of the software application for the
RFID signal acquisition. Finally, some calibration tests have been realized, in order to adapt
the system in the test-bed and obtain a better performance. All the executed calibration tests
are presented in the last section of this chapter.
2.1 General Design Of The System
Based on the requirements of the system (privacy, low-cost, accuracy, etc. . . ), a localization
system that intends to fulfill them has been designed. In doing so, the functioning mode of
the system should be privacy oriented, this way the position is estimated in the computation
equipment carried by the user and he is the only one who knows his current position.
The technology to be used should not be too expensive and its cost should increase in a
controlled way with the size of the working area. Taking this in account, the most appropriate
technology seems to be RFID. RFID technology components are not very expensive in compar-
ison with ultrasonic or Wi-Fi. The cost of an RFID reader starts from 90 euro and can reach
200 euro, while the RFID tags can cost from 15 cents to 50 euro, depending on their type. The
structure of a privacy oriented system consists of one reader and various tags, therefore the total
cost of the system can be easy controlled, since the prices of the RFID tags are low.
RFID is a wireless technology, and a privacy oriented system has a high versatility, because
the system can be easy scalable by simply adding or removing tags in the working area.
In figure 2.1 the structure of the system is depicted. The placement of various RFID tags in
the environment (on the walls) and the reader on the human body is shown. The structure of
the system is similar to the GPS, where also more than one transmitters and one receiver exist.
The user of the system, besides the reader also carries a computation unit for signal reception
and processing. The transmitters send signals, which are collected by the receiver, which in its
turn decodes them and passes the information to the computation unit.
The diagram in figure 2.2 presents the function mode of the system. The data flow is
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Transmitters
Receiver
Figure 2.1: Design of the indoor localization system.
explained in the next paragraph.
RFID transmitters send signals, which are received by the RFID reader. Each transmitter
periodically sends a signal with information of its identification code(ID). The receiver gets
the signal with a strength that depends on many factors but mainly on the distance between
transmitter and receiver. The receiver decodes each signal and creates a data packet that sends
to the computation unit. The application is aware of the building’s structure and the position
of the transmitters and uses this information in combination with the received data packets in
a short period of time in order to estimate the user’s position at the time the signals have been
received.
2.2 RFID System And Data Acquisition Application
The basic characteristics of an RFID system are the detection range, the signal strength info,
the operating frequency, the simultaneous tag reading, and the programming mode. These are
also the basic criterions at the time to choose a system.
The acquired RFID system for this project is manufactured by the Wavetrend Company. It
was chosen between others because of its following characteristics:
• Active Tags. The transmitters are active and transmit a signal periodically without need
of reader interrogation.
• High detection range. In outdoors it achieves 30 meters of detection range with a stub
type antenna and 100 meters with a patch type antenna. While in indoors, with a stub
type antenna it detects up to 30-35 m.
• Operating frequency at 433MHz. It is considered the best frequency for RFID active
system (see fig. 2.4), since the needed wavelength for the diffraction of an obstacle is about
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Figure 2.2: Functioning mode of the indoor localization system.
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the size of the obstacle. As at 433MHz the wavelength is about a meter, the signal is able
to diffract a variety of obstacles, while at 2.4 GHz the wavelength reaches a tenth of a
meter, inhibiting the diffraction of the obstacles in indoors environments [2].
• RSSI value. The received data packet of each signal contains the RSSI value.
• PC connection. The Wavetrend system connects to a PC through the serial communi-
cation port RS-232.
• The system is accompanied with a software application for tags detection, and also offers






Figure 2.3: Wavetrend Equipment: (a) RFID Tag L-series, L-TG800 type. (b) RFID Reader
L-RX201. Antennas Wavetrend L-series (c) L-AN350 model (d) L-AN200 model (e) L-AN100
model.
The RFID system consists of various active RFID tags and one RFID reader. Detailed
description of the system components is presented in the next subsections, where the basic
characteristics of each one are described. The product data sheets for each device are attached
in the appendix 8.1.
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2.2.1 RFID Transmitters
The type of the selected RFID transmitters of the Wavetrend Company was the L-TG800 Tag
(fig.2.3(a)). The dimensions of the tags are 85mm x 70mm x 9mm, and weight less than 25
grams. As it can be seen in the figure they are small and they can be easily located wherever
we want in the environment. They are active tags, therefore they carry their own battery that
allows them to transmit radio frequency signals in a pre-set time interval.
The duration of the battery depends on this time interval, as the more often the tag transmits
the less time the battery lasts. The tags in our systems are programmed to transmit every 1.5
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Figure 2.4: Frequencies between 100 MHz and 1 GHz offer the best technical performance for
active RFID. c©Copyright autoid.org [2]
The RFID signal contains a 39 bytes message with information about the tag identification
number, the tag age, the Firmware version, and other information. All the data that the tag
transmits are programmable from the manufacturer.
2.2.2 RFID Receivers and Antennas
The RFID reader is easy to use and not particularly large in dimensions, as it is shown in
figure 2.3(b). The reader has two RJ-45 ports. One of them serves for the power alimentation
of the reader and the other as the output port through which the data are transferred to the
computation unit.
The reader can be connected directly through its RS-45 to the RS-232 port of the computation
unit or connected in a network of various RFID readers of the same model. In the last case, the
data received by each reader passes to the next until they are transferred to the computation
unit. The power supply of the last reader is direct and extends to the reader network(fig. 2.5).
The function of the reader is very simple, it detects and decodes the signal sent by the
Wavetrend tags and when the computation unit interrogates the reader, it returns all the infor-
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Figure 2.5: Basic Reader Network
mation. The reader is configurable. Besides the fact that some of its features are fixed by the
manufacturer, others can be configured at the moment, for example:
• Reader Id, the identification number of the reader.
• RSSI threshold, the minimum value of the detectable signal strength.
• Site Code, the code of the group of tags, from which we want to receive signals. When the
Site Code value is zero (0) then the reader ignores the site code of the tags and receives
from all the tags that are detectable.
• Autopoll, the mode that the reader transfers the data to the computer. When the Autopoll
is enabled the reader sends to the computer RS-232 port the received data continuously
without the need of a computer interruption.
• Gain Mode, the sensibility of the reader.
The reader is connected to an RFID antenna. There exist three types of antennas, the patch
type(fig. 2.3(c)), the stub(fig. 2.3(d)) and the whip type(fig. 2.3(e)). The patch type antennas
are unidirectional antennas and they have the form of a square panel. The stub and the whip
type antennas are Omni-directional antennas which have the shape shown in figure 2.3.
In this project two models of Omni-directional antennas have been used, the L-AN200 and
the L-AN100 (fig. 2.3(d) & 2.3(e)). Each antenna has a different detection range: the L-AN200
antenna has 30 meters in indoor environments, while the L-AN100 antenna reaches to 35 meters.
As it is above mentioned both antennas have an Omni-directional reception pattern around the
vertical axis with null points of reception at the extreme ends of the stub, and they both receive
at 400 to 450 MHz
2.2.3 Data Acquisition Application
The Wavetrend equipment is connected to a computation unit (PC or PDA), the company
offers a software application to receive the data from the reader and visualize them. For further
data processing the company offers the serial communication protocol of the reader. Based on
this protocol it has been developed an acquisition application. According to the manufacturer
the reader is able to return to the computation unit the received data in two ways: when the
PC interrogates the reader (polling) or continuously the reader returns the data without to
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wait for the PC’s interrogation (autopolling). It has been demonstrated that working with one
reader with a low density of tags both ways present the same performance, therefore it has been
implemented the first method.
In figure 2.6 the data acquisition mode is depicted. It is a very simple procedure, each time
the computation unit asks the reader for data, the reader answers with a packet. The packet
size varies depending on the existence or not of data. If the reader receives a signal, the packet
size is normally 39 bytes. While in case of no data answer the packet size is 8 bytes for the
empty packet.
Figure 2.6: Acquisition application function mode.
In table 2.1 the contents of a data packet received by the reader are shown in case of the
reader answers with the data of a received signal. The table depicts among others the size of
the contained data, No. Data Bytes (2nd byte), and the receiver and transmitter identification
number, 4th byte and 23th to 26th byte respectively. The signal strength value, RSSI, is contained
in the 29th byte. As it can be seen there is no information about the signal arrival time at the
reader, for this reason we assume like time of arrival the instant that the application on the PC
receives the data packet.
Each reader contains a buffer for three data packets which are replaced upon arrival of a new
detection. If they are not read in time, these data get lost.
The acquisition application can be executed oﬄine as well as online. During the oﬄine
function the application receives each packet, decodes it and saves the RECIEVER ID, the
TAG ID, the RSSI and the TOA, while during the online function the data are passed to the
localization method in order to localize the user.
2.3 System Location Study In Order To Achieve Maximum Cov-
erage
Studying the previous works on localization systems all the researchers agree in the fact that
the calibration of the system is a topic of high importance and that should be realized carefully.
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Byte Name Data Example Description
1 Header 0x55 55 Header of 485 packet
2 No. Data Bytes 0x20 20 Number of bytes in Data part (Byte 7
to 38)
3 Network ID 0x01 0 Network identifier
4 Receiver ID 0x01 0 Actual value from reader that is stored
5 Node ID 0x01 1 Position no of the reader on the reader
network
6 Command ID 0x06 6 Command identifier linked to a re-
sponse
7 Header ’ !’ 21 Header. Fixed value
8 Header ’*’ 2A Header. Fixed value
9 Header ’* 2A Header. Fixed value
10 Interval 31 Time Interval between transmissions
0x30 Transmission every 30 seconds
0x31 Transmission every 1.5 seconds
0x32 Transmission every 0.8 seconds
0x33 Transmission every 0.4 seconds
0x20 Transmission every 15 seconds
11 Counter 0 → 127 1 2nd Counter (7 Bit Counter with bit
(Bits 0 → 6)) Bit 7 → Reed Open/-
Close
12 FW Version 0 → 255 0F Firmware Version Number (31/ 10) =
v3.1
13 Reserved ’B’ 42 Reserved
14 Reserved ’C’ 43 Reserved
15 Alarm Counter 0 → 255 0 Movement Counter
16 Age byte 0 → 255 0 Life Cycle Counter Byte of Tag (MSB)
17 Age byte 0 → 255 32 Life Cycle Counter Byte of Tag
18 Age byte 0 → 255 27 Life Cycle Counter Byte of Tag
19 Age byte 0 → 255 5F Life Cycle Counter Byte of Tag (LSB)
20 Site code 0 → 255 41 Vendor Code (MSB)
21 Site code 0 → 255 49 Vendor Code
22 Site code 0 → 255 54 Vendor Code (LSB)
23 Tag ID 0 → 255 0 Tag ID (MSB)
24 Tag ID 0 → 255 7 Tag ID
25 Tag ID 0 → 255 14 Tag ID
26 Tag ID 0 → 255 75 Tag ID (LSB)
27 Type of tag 0 → 255 33
0x30 Tag is Fused. Cannot be re-
programmed
0x33 Tag is not Fused. Can be re-
programmed
28 Reader Address 0 → 255 0 Stored address of the reader
29 RSSI Value 0 → 255 48 RSSI Value (Signal Strength)
30 Tag CRC 0 → 255 8B Tag data checksum (see below to cal-
culate)
31 Reserved 0x20 20 Reserved
32 Alarm byte 0 → 255 50 Alarm Byte (50 or 51)
33 Node ID 0 → 255 01 Node ID
34 Network ID 0 → 255 0 Network ID
35 Reader RSSI 0 → 255 0 RSSI Threshold set on the reader
36 FW Version 0 → 255 0F Firmware Version
37 LF 0 → 255 0A Post-amble
38 CR 0 → 255 0D Post-amble
39 Reader CRC 0 → 255 C1 Checksum of total packet
Table 2.1: Received data packet contents.
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A previous step to the calibration is the placement of the localization equipment in the working
area. It has been shown that the position of the transmitters in relation with the position of the
receiver could affect the signal strength. In addition the coverage of the system depends directly
on the position and the density of the transmitters in the working area.
The propagation of the radiofrequency signal is difficult to model in indoor environments be-
cause the multiple reflections, absorptions and penetrations. In purpose to obtain the maximum
coverage possible and the maximum accuracy for the localization system, some signal reception
tests have been realized. In particular, different positions of the RFID tags on the walls of the
building and different positions of the reader on the human body have been tested. The tested
locations for each part of the equipment are:
• RFID Tags
– On the ceiling
– At the angle formed by the ceiling and the wall
– On the wall at 2 m height
• RFID Reader
– On the human chest
– On the dorsum
– At the side of the human body, at the level of the hip
In the next section the details of the executed tests are reported and the obtained results are
commented. All the above mentioned tests were executed in a long corridor with no environment
changes. The corridor has 27.6 m length and 2.5 m width. There were placed 3 tags in the
proposed positions and the user with the reader was walking along the corridor collecting signals.
Because of the reflections the distance of the user from the wall can also cause variations in the
received RSSI value. Even so, the variations aren’t meaningful in comparison with the variation
caused by the position of the tag and the reader; therefore it is assumed that the user is walking
in the middle of the corridor in all the tests.
2.3.1 Signal Propagation
The modeling of the radiofrequency signal is more complicated when the transmission takes
place in indoor environments. The first executed test was the study of the signal propagation
in a static environment while the user is receding from the transmitter. The tag was located on
the wall at a height of 2 m meters and the user carried the reader in his chest.
In figure 2.7 the obtained RSSI values in two conditions are depicted: in the first case the
user is receding from the Tag and in the second case the user is approaching the tag. The reason
of this test is the study of the variations in the RSSI value caused by the reflections of the
environment. As it can be seen the diminution of the received RSSI in relation with the increase
of the distance does not present any linearity. It’s obvious that the received RSSI tends to reduce
when the user is receding and to increase when is approaching, but in distances ranging from
half to one meter we can have variations of 10 to 20 units.
The objective of the second test was to study the possible influence of the human body on
the signal strength. In doing so, the user stood in a fixed point, in 2.3 m far from the tag, for
120 seconds, and every 30 second was turning 90o around his position. In the figure 2.8(a) the
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Figure 2.7: Example of attenuation of the RSSI while the distance between the transmitter and
the user is being increased with constant velocity. The user walks with a constant velocity in
the center of the corridor with the receiver placed on its chest, while the transmitters are placed
on the wall at a height of 2 m.
obtained results of the test are depicted. The graphic is splat in 4 parts, the data of each part
correspond to mentioned angle. The angle in the graphic is formed by the tag and the human
body as it is depicted in figure 2.8(b).
Analyzing the data, it can be easily noticed that when the human body blocks the signal
propagation, cases of 90o and 270o, the RSSI of the received signals is reduced about 30 units.
In the case of the 90o the RSSI is reduced because of the absorption of the human body, while
in the case of the 270o is reduced because of the reflections that cause the human body. In the
case where the human body was not blocking the signal propagation, cases of 0o and 180o, the
variation of the RSSI of the received signals was acceptable, since it didn’t exceed 5 units. In
addition, the RSSI level was around the 117 units.
2.3.2 The Influence Of The Reader Position
The major advantage of the RF signals is that they do not need line of sight between the trans-
mitter and the receiver because they can penetrate various types of materials, including wood,
glass, cement of the walls, human body etc. In our system we consider that the environment
is static and doesn’t change. This is actually an approximation, because the environment does
change (people walking through, holding objects with different sizes etc...) and these changes
influence the propagation of the signal (reflections etc). But for our interest we consider that the
environment doesn’t change because of the difficulty to control those influences. On the other
hand, we do consider the influence of the human body and for this reason we study the quality
of the signal reception working with different positions of the reader on the human body.
At beginning, the first tested position for the reader was on the human chest. The user
could hang the reader from his neck or just hold it with his hands. The data from the received
signals are presented in the figure 2.9, purple line. The second position was on the back of the
human body, again the user could hang the reader from his shoulders or just hold it with his
hand (although the last option doesn’t seems very comfortable at the time of continuous use).
The obtained RSSI in this position are presented with the green line figure 2.9,. At last, to
place the reader on the body side at the height of the hip has been also tested. The user could
carry the reader easily with the help of a belt. The data from this last test are presented with
the blue line.
The obtained results (fig. 2.9) show that the RSSI received when the reader is located on the



















Figure 2.8: Influence of the human body in signal propagation. (a) Variation of the RSSI
standing in a fixed point located 2.3 m from the tag and turning around its position 360 degrees.
(b) Angles formed by the human body and the tag.
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back are lower than the ones received when the reader is located on the chest. In addition, the
signals received when the reader is located on the body side are decreasing more clearly than on
the other two cases, maintaining the level of maximum signal strength at the same level that the
position on the chest. In order to reduce the influence of the body on the strength of the signal,
we chosen like the best position of the reader the side of the human body, and particularly at
the level of the hip for the user’s convenience.


































Figure 2.9: Examples of the attenuation of the RSSI while the distance between the transmitter
and the user is being increased with constant velocity, for the three different positions of the
reader. The user walks in the center of the corridor, while the transmitters are placed on the
wall at a height of 2 m.





Figure 2.10: The three positions of the RFID Tags that they have been studied in order to
choose the optimum position.
Because of the multiple reflections of the RF signals that the walls provoke in the indoor
environment, the placement of the tags in the working area should be studied in order to achieve
the maximum coverage possible and the best reception of the signals. In doing so, three different
positions have been studied, as they are mentioned in section 2.3 and depicted in figure 2.10.
The data received from the tags in the case that the tags are placed on the ceiling are depicted
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in the figure 2.11 with the blue line. The graphic is almost the expected, even though the level of
the received RSSI values isn’t very high, attains only to 100 units in the best occasion while most
of the time is under the 95 units. The attenuation of the signal is not very smooth and there
are large regions with common RSSI values, which could provoke wrong position estimations.
In addition, the placement of the tags on the ceiling seem to provoke reduction of the detection
range.




































Figure 2.11: Examples of the attenuation of the RSSI while the distance between the transmitter
and the user is being increased with constant velocity, for the three different position of the
transmitter. The user walks in the center of the corridor, while the reader is placed at the side
of the user’s body at the hip level.
The second position that has been tested was the angle that form the ceiling with the wall.
They have been received signals while the user in one case was walking away of the tag and
in the other walking to the tag. The obtained results are presented with the red line in the
figure 2.11. In comparison with the data obtained in the previous position, the level of the RSSI
is higher, even though the attenuation of the signal isn’t smooth enough neither.
At last, it has been tested to locate the tag on the wall at a height of 2 m and repeat the
same test. The results are presented with the green line in figure 2.11. The most important
aspects in this test as they have been mentioned are the attenuation of the signal, the detection
range and the maximum values of the received RSSI. As it can be seen, the results in the last
position are more encouraging since the maximum RSSI values are around the 100-115 units.
Furthermore, the signal seems to attenuate more smoothly without abrupt variations and the
detection range is satisfactory.
Therefore the optimum position for the RFID tags seem to be on the wall at a height of 2 m,
a position which has presented the best results of the signal strength attenuation and the higher
values.
2.4 System Platform Design
2.4.1 Working Area
The area where the localization system has been implemented is the building A of the Industrial
Automatic Institute. The total area is 1816 m2 as shown in figure 2.12. The environment
consists of typical office rooms. In the figure are depicted the locations where the RFID tag
were located. The experiments took place mainly in the region that tags enclose. The blue point
is the coordinate’s system center and the red rectangles are the RFID tags.






Figure 2.12: Floor plan of the building A of the Industrial Automatic Institute of the Spanish
Superior Research Council.
2.4.2 Equipment
As it has been mentioned the RFID equipment is a commercial product of the Wavetrend
Company. In total, 27 tags, 1 reader, 1 Portable Device (PDA), and a pair of rechargeable
batteries have been used.
The RFID tags have been placed on the walls at a height of 2 m, as it has been suggested in
the signal propagation subsection (2.3.3). Each tag has been placed in a distance about 10 m
from the others in order to achieve maximum coverage. This distance has been decided because
of the obtained results in subsection 2.3.1, where it was shown that the signal is attenuating
more radically after the 10 meters. In the case of NLOS between the two tags this distance can
be smaller, since the attenuation of the signal is bigger. In figure 2.12, the tags positions in the
working area are marked with the red bullets. The exact coordinates of each tag are needed,
for this reason we consider that the origin of the Cartesian coordinates system is the blue point
marked on the left bottom of the picture. The exact coordinates are stored in a database for
further use by the localization and navigation algorithm.
The reader has been placed on the side of the human body at the level of the hip as it has
been suggested in subsection 2.3.2. At the same time it is connected to a portable computation
unit, which it is also carried by the user.
In figure 2.13 is shown the position of the tag on the wall(2.13(a)) and the position of the
reader on the human body(2.13(b)).
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: Equipment placement:(a) tag position on the wall and (b) reader position on the
human body.
2.4.3 Pocket PC
The user carries the RFID reader and the portable computation unit, with which the reader
is connected. In this project a PDA is used as computation unit. The PDA is carried by
the user in his hands or it can be placed on his belt. The used PDA in this project is a HP
iPAQ 214 Enterprise working with Windows Mobile 6.0 and a Marvel PXA310 microprocessor a
624MHz. The PDA memory is 384MB. More details about the PDA characteristics are presented
in appendix 8.3. In fig. 2.14 it can be seen how the PDA looks.
2.4.4 PDA Connection
The communication between the PDA and the receiver is obtained by connecting the reader
RJ-45 socket to the USB port of the PDA through a USB-Serial adapter(fig. 2.16). The pins of
the connection between the reader RJ-45 socket and the adapter RS-232 are shown in table 2.2.
Pin Pin name Description
1. RS-232 RXD RS-232 Receiver Pin
2. RS-232 TXD RS-232 Transmit Pin
3. PWR 6 V → 18 V DC
4. GND Ground
5. RS-485 + Non- Inverted RS-485
6. RS-485 - Inverted RS-485
7. TTL TXD TTL RS-232 Transmit Pin
8. TTL RXD TTL RS-232 Receive Pin
Table 2.2: Pins of the connection between the RJ-45 socket and the RS-232
For a good functioning of the reader, it needs to be supplied by 10-12 volts. Therefore, four
rechargeable batteries are connected to the right RJ-45 port of the reader. In figure 2.15 the
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Figure 2.14: HP iPAQ 214 Enterprise Pocket PC
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Figure 2.15: Reader connection mode.
Figure 2.16: UC232R-10. USB - RS232 Serial Converter Cable
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connection mode of the user is depicted. One of its RJ-45 ports serves for the DC supply and
the other for the data transfer.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the localization system structure had been presented. It is a privacy oriented
localization system, with various RFID tags placed in known position in the environment and a
receiver carried by the user. The user of the system, besides the reader also carries a computation
unit for signal reception and processing. The transmitters send signals, which are collected by
the receiver, which in its turn decodes them and passes the information to the computation unit.
The RFID equipment is a commercial product of Wavetrend Company. The system consists
in active RFID tags, which provide higher detection range that the passive tags and transmit
a signal every 1.5 seconds. It operates at 433MHz and provides the RSSI value of the received
signal. In addition, the system offers the possibility to be connected with a PC. Based in the
above characteristics, the author chose this equipment.
The author completed a study in order to optimize the RFID system placement in the
environment. For this purpose, they have been realized a series of experiments, where different
tags position have been tested. The obtained results show that the most regular decrease of
the received RSSI in relation with the increase of the distance is presented when the tags are
placed on the wall at a 2 m height. Similar experiments were executed for the placement of
the RFID receiver, where different positions on the human body were tested. In these cases the
results show that the best position was at the side of the human body at the level of the hip.
The localization system platform was presented and the main characteristics of the technology
systems (RFID, PDA) were described. The communication of the RFID system with the PDA
is achieved through a USB-serial connector and a RS-232 to RJ45 cable.
Chapter3
Localization Theory and Implementation
The radiofrequency technology presents many difficulties for modeling the propagation of signals,
that is because the multiple reflections of the signal and its propagation through walls and other
objects. Therefore, geometric localization methods such as trilateration do not seem appropriate.
A good alternative are the Bayesian localization methods which seem to be more appropriate due
to their efficiency to take in mind the variations on the signal propagation from the environment
influences. In this chapter the bases of bayesian localization methods theory will be presented
and in continuation the Particle Filter localization method will be described.
3.1 Probability Theory
The probability theory was born early. During the pass of the time many theories intended to
represent and explain the probability of an event. The first attempt to quantify the probability
and the frequency of an event was presented by Bernoulli in 1713. The Bernoulli’s approach
was far from the current Bayes theory. After the death of Thomas Bayes a manuscript of him
was published, it was found between his papers. This paper is the base of what we call today
Bayesian statistics. Even thought, the mathematically expression of the Bayes rules came later
by Laplace [18].
3.1.1 Bases of Probability theory
A random variable can be viewed as the name of an experiment with a probabilistic outcome. Its
value is the outcome of that experiment.
Tom Mitchell, 1997
If A is random variable and a is an event, of which value the A can take on, and if the space
of possible values that A can take is discrete, we call probability of A be a:
P (A = a) or p(a). (3.1)
As it can be seen the probabilities are always major or equal to zero, they cannot be negatives,
p(A) ≥ 0.
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The sum of the probabilities of all the possible events for a random variable A is:
∑
a
p(a) = 1 (3.2)
Therefore, the probability of a possible event is:
P (A) ≤ 1
The joint distribution of two random variables A and B is the probability of joint event that
A takes on the value a and the B takes on the value b and is given by:
p(a, b) = p(A = a and B = b). (3.3)
In case of the two random variables are independent then the joint probability is:
p(a, b) = p(a)p(b), while if not then p(a|b) = p(A = a|B = b), conditional probability. If
p(b) > 0, then :
p(a|b) = p(a, b)
p(b)
. (3.4)




This means that if A and B are independent, then the conditional probability is equal to p(a)
because there is no need of information about the variable B in order to calculate the probability
p(a).
A very important continuous probability distribution is the Normal or Gaussian distribution.




























where xi denotes the ith measurement of X. The mean and expected value for a random
variable are related by:
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E [X] = lim
n→∞ x˜n (3.9)
The variance V [X] of a random variable X is defined by:





where µ = E [X].





According to the Bayes theorem, if we have two propositions A and B, which are dependent on
each other, and if we are observing the proposition A by receiving observation of the proposition
B, the posterior probability of the A after each observation of the B is:
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
(3.12)
where P (A) is the prior probability of the A, obtained previously with no knowledge of the
B. The P (B) is the prior probability of the B and is used as auxiliary variable for normalize
purposes. The P (B|A) is the conditional probability of the B when A is true. The P (B|A) is
obtained by observed data and frequency of cases where the B is true when A is true.
The general form of Bayes theorem is given by:







P (B|Aj)P (Aj) (3.14)
3.2 Bayesian Filters
The Bayes theorem or rule, as it is also called, can be applied in many dynamic systems. In
Bayesian localization schemes, the Bayes theorem is used in order to estimate the position of
the user. The estimation of the current location of the user xt at time t, is represented by a
probability distribution Bel(xt), called the Belief. The Belief is constructed by the set of all
past sensor measurements z1, z2, . . . , zt obtained up to time t, and corresponds to the conditional
probability:
Bel(xt) = p(xt|z1, z2, . . . , zt). (3.15)
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In the Bayesian approach the estimation of the dynamic state of the user’s position is made
by two models. As each dynamic system is described by a model that describes the evolution of
the system with the time (we call it motion model) and a model that is constructed by a set of
observation data of the system (we call it observation model). The construction of the posterior
probability of the dynamic state is intended to be made based on all the available information.
The user’s position estimation is constructed in two steps, called respectively the prediction and
the correction step.
In the prediction step the estimated position is extrapolated from the motion model taking
in account the time that has passed since the last measurement and without actually taking into
account any measurement. Bayesian localization schemes often use the Markov assumption,
according to which the current location xt is completely determined by the previous location




where the minus sign stands for the a priori probability (meaning that is previous of the
information reception), and p(xt|xt−1) is the motion model which represents the estimation of
where the user might be at the next time interval. For example, if it is known that the maximum
displacement velocity of the user is v and that the time internal between two consecutive mea-
surements is ∆t, if the users heading is unknown the motion model predicts that the user could
have moved v · ∆t meters at most from his previous position, fig. 3.1. Therefore he might be
anywhere in the region contained within a circle of radius v ·∆t around the last known position.
Figure 3.1: Since the users heading is unknown, the v · ∆t is taken as the maximum distance
where the user will be if he walk straight ahead in any direction.
At continuation, the correction step matches the computed position estimation by the pre-
diction step with the newly received sensor measurement, zt. According to the Bayes rule,
the posterior probability is found by multiplying the prior probability Bel−(xt−1), with the
observation model p(zt|xt−1):
Bel(xt) = atp(zt|xt−1)Bel−(xt−1). (3.17)
The observation model p(z|x) describes the probability of receiving the measurement z when
the user is standing at position x. This model is generated empirically from a large set of em-
pirical measurements obtained previously at different locations in the test-bed of the system. In
equation 3.17, at is a normalization constant such that the integral of the probability distribution
over all possible positions is unity.
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Equations 3.16 and 3.17 are applied consecutively each time a new measurement is available
to refine the current estimation of the user’s position.
3.3 Different Bayesian implementations
Within the generic frame of Bayesian methods, many different implementations exist, fig. 3.2.
The main difference of these implementations is the way they represent probability densities
over the state xt [13]. The Bayes filters are classified in discrete filters, like grid-based approach,
topological and particle filter, and in continuous filters like Kalman filter, extended kalman filter
and multi-hypothesis tracking. The Kalman filters are the most used, they approximate the
belief by gaussian distribution, where the mean gives the location estimation and the variance
the uncertainty in the estimation. Their main advantage is the computational complexity, but
they are limited in implementations where the uncertainty of the location estimation is not too
high. The multi-hypothesis tracking represents the belief by the same way as Kalman filters, only
that its´ used to represent multi-modal beliefs [13], which is their main advantage. The grid-based
approaches can represent arbitrary distributions over the discrete state space, they have high
computational complexity which can be avoid by using topological filters. The topological filters
give a non-metric estimation of the location, so they are adequate in cases where the sensors
provide not too precise location information [13]. The particle filter can represent arbitrary
probability densities on the contrary of the Kalman filters, [13], and their main advantage in
front of grid-based approaches is their computational efficiency, since they can focus on regions
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Figure 3.2: Advantages and disadvantages of different bayesian localization methods.
The radiofrequency signals give a high uncertainty on location estimation, therefore the
Kalman filters are not appropriate. The grid-based has high computational complexity that
makes them inappropriate for an execution in PDA device, and the topological approaches
provide only symbolic level information. Based on the above information, it seems more adequate
to use a particle filter for the user position estimation.
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3.4 Particle Filter Algorithm Implementation
A Particle Filter method was applied for position estimation, since it is an efficient technique
which reduces computation requirements by focusing in the area with higher position probability
[12]. The Particle Filter is a sequential Monte Carlo approach, in the literature is also mentioned
as bootstrap filtering [15], condensation algorithm [26], asinteracting particle approximations [6],
and as survival of the fittest [19]. In particle filter the Belief is represented by set of N random
samples of points, called particles, where each one of them has physical coordinates and a weight,
which represents the importance of the point:
Bel(xt) ≈ {(xit, wit)}, i = 1, . . . , N, (3.18)
where xit is the location of the i -th particle at time t, and w
i
t is a nonnegative weight called
the importance factor of the i -th particle. The weight approximates the distribution probability
of the particle at position x at time t: wit ' P (xit). Each weight is normalized in order to ensure





Algorithm 1: Particle Filter algorithm
Draw N random points xi ;1










for i = 1 to N do10
normalize wi = wi/s11
end12
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Since the technology in use is RFID, the measurements z consist of the RSSI values of the
radio signals from the adjacent tags received by the reader. The range r, which represents the
distance between the tag and the particle(eq. 3.19), is linked to the RSSI value through the
observation model P (RSSI|r).
rij = ‖xi − yj‖, (3.19)
where xi is the position of the i -th particle, and yj is the position of the j -th tag.
The observation model P (RSSI|r) quantifies the probability of receiving the measurement z
when the user is standing at position x. The probability is based on the frequency of appearance
of the state “received the z at a distance r”.
The weight factors are assigned to particles as a function of their relative range to the
detected tag in two stages.
Initialization:
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It is assumed that the particles are distributed randomly and uniformly all over the environ-
ment and all weights are equal to 1/N , since the prior location probability P (xi) is unknown.
Correction Step:
Following the steps of the Bayes filter, the posterior probability, or weight, of all particles is
updated whenever a new set of m RSSI measurements is received, using the prior probability of
the particle (i.e., the previous weight) and the observation model:
P (xit|RSSI1:mt ) = at
m∏
j=1
P (RSSIjt |rijt )P (xi), (3.20)
where P (xit|RSSI1:jt ) is the probability of being situated at the position xi when we receive
the measurements RSSI1:m, m is the number of measurements received, and P (RSSIjt |rijt ) is
the probability of receiving the value RSSI from the j -th tag which, at this particular time is
situated at distance rij from the particle. This probability is obtained by the observation model,
which is represented by a normal probability distribution for a given signal strength RSSI at a
given range, as we will see in the next section.
Prediction Step:
At the time, it has finished the first circle of the particle filter. When receiving a new
set of RSSI measurements, the prior position probability is updated with the prediction step,
which incorporates the available information of the motion of the user. The prediction step is
achieved by resampling a new set of particles from the previous belief with a new distribution
{(xi, 1/N)}. Again all particles will have equal weights but no uniform spatial density. The
resampling procedure is further detailed in subsection 3.4.3.
3.4.1 Observation Model
The observation model or measurement probability, [33], quantifies the likelihood of receiving
a given RSSI value while the user is standing at a given range r from the tag transmitter.
The observation model of a dynamic system is constructed experimentally by a large set of
measurements.
The objective of the observation model is the creation of likelihood map of the displacement
region, where for each point in the working area there are a set of expected values assigned with
a probability of true. In order to construct the observation model, they have been collected
several measurements in many different points in the working area of the system. In doing so,
the user stood up in 90 different points and received signal during 60 seconds in each point. This
way a good sampling of all tags within reach has been obtained. This set of measurements has
been subdivided in measurements received at given distance r from the transmitter. For each
distance the probability density for all the possible values RSSI has been built, see fig. 3.4. The
observation model consists of the total set of these probability densities. Each one was presented
the probability distribution for a given range of distance: 0-1 m, 1-2 m, 2-3 m, etc, until 19 m.
3.4.1.1 Double Observation Model
One of the main advantages of the RF localization systems is the no need of LOS between the
emitter and the receiver. For that reason, it has been observed that in each room the user was
able to receive signals that were coming from tags which were located such as in the same as
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Figure 3.3: Particles evolution with time. The particles are focused on the higher position
probability region.
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Figure 3.4: Example of the RSSI probability density for a given range of distances between of 2
to 4 meters.
in adjacent rooms. In details, it has been observed that one third of the receptions came from
tags in a different room. Furthermore, these measurements usually presented a decrease of the
received RSSI value of the signal in comparison with the respective ones from the same room.
A typically decrease around 10 RSSI units has been observed, see fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the RSSI level in case of signal propagation with line of sight and in
case of no line of sight.
Because of that, it has been thought that the use of two different observation models could
be an efficient proposal that, could improve the accuracy of the localization system. The idea is
the construction of an observation model that is subdivided in two. One submodel will be for the
RSSI measurements coming from tags in the same room and the other for the ones coming from
a different room. The use of each model is determined by the location of the tag transmitter of
the signal.
3.4.1.2 Normal Distribution Of The Probability Of The RSSI vs. The Distance
The observation model presents the probability distribution for discrete values of RSSI. There-
fore, it has been thought that if a normal distribution was fitted to the probability density of
each distance, probabilities for continuous RSSI values will be obtained. Thus, in this work a
double observation model is used , which consists in a set of normal distributions probabilities
for given distances. The set of Normal PDFs is obtained by calculated each one based on the
values of the original observation model. Samples of normal distributions probabilities of the
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used observation model are shown in fig. 3.6, where the probability density and the fitted normal
distributions for the two models are depicted.
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Figure 3.6: Observation models P (RSSI|r) for tags with LOS to the reader (left column) and with
NLOS (right column). The raw data is shown as histograms, and the fitted normal distributions
as red lines. The complete models consist of 16 different ranges of 2 m, of which three samples
(r = 2− 4, 10− 12 and 20− 22 m) are shown.
3.4.2 Motion Model
The motion model represents our estimation of where the user might be at the next time interval.
It is used during the prediction step, which is executed every time a new measurement is received
but without to take in account the value of the measurement.
The motion model quantifies the motion of the user in mode that based on the passed time it is
possible to determine the position of the user. In this work, there is not much information about
the user motion. Therefore, the motion model assumes that the user walks with a maximum
velocity v m/s. Thus, after 2 sec the user could have displaced 2v m at most. However, it
is ignored if the user has moved from his previous position or not and there is no information
about the direction of his movement. This way after 2 sec the user could have displaced in any
position within a circle with radius 2v m and center his previous position. In figure 3.7 it is
depicted an example of the used motion model in this project, when the user is moving with a
maximum velocity of 2m/s. As it can be seen the used motion model predicts a region and not
a point as the user’s position.
The motion model can include information about the environment. Thus, the region where
the user is possible to be located after n seconds is restricted by the infrastructure of the
environment. The user is not possible to walk through walls or jump above furniture; the
motion model takes in account this information and restricts the area of user displacement as
the figure 3.7 shows. In this work, restrictions of the furnitures are not considered, only wall
restrictions are taken in account.
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Figure 3.7: An example of motion model. The user has a maximum velocity of 2m/s.
3.4.3 Resampling Algorithm
In the prediction step of the algorithm, the position of the user at the time of the measurement
reception using the motion model is predicted. The estimation of the prior Belief is calculated
by making a resampling1 of the particles in the working area. The resampling of the particles is
done taking in account the current weight of each particle. Each particle of the set is resampled
wiN times, where wi is its weight and N is the total number of particles. The resampling process
is recognized as one of the critical parts of particle filters, and is usually fine tuned depending
on the characteristics of the sensor model and the environment [25].
Algorithm 2: Resampling algorithm
Initialize c1 = 0;1
for i = 2 to N do ci = ci − 1 + wi;2
for i = 1 to N do3
Draw randomly β ∈ (0, 1);4
Find β in CDF;5
Return i∗;6
Draw x∗i = xi;7
Assign w∗i = 1/N8
end9
3.4.3.1 Particles Distribution
The new distribution of the tags in the working area is done based on the motion model and
the weight of each particle. The new set of particles is produced through the previous in the
next way, every particle is resampled wiN times, the possible position for the new particles are
in the region that the motion model estimates for the particle parent.
The new distribution of the particles in the working area is structured in the following way:
the biggest fraction of the particles aN is resampled based on the motion model of each particle.
1resampling : drawing randomly with replacement from a set of data points, also called bootstrapping.
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Therefore, from each particle are redrawn aNwi particles in the region where according to the
motion model the user should be (fig.3.7). A smaller fraction of (1− a)N particles is resampled
in the rest of the working area. This set of particles is resampled in the whole test-bed in order
to facilitate the system recovery in case of failure of the estimation or kidnapping2.
To the end to achieve the maximum localization accuracy, in this work the selected distri-
bution factors are a = 0.9 and b = 0.1.
3.4.3.2 Resampling Frequency
The time of the execution of the prediction step is discussed now. In theory the prediction step
can executed each time a new measurement is received or after a number of signal receptions or
after a determined time interval.
In purpose to optimize m and achieve the minimal influence in the results, it has been
studied the number of measurements that the reader can receive per second and according to
the velocity in which the user is moving the m is calculated. In this project is assumed that,
the user is walking with a maximum velocity of 0.32m/s. Studying the reception frequency
it has been found that if the user is standing in an area with high density of tags the reader
receives 10 ∼ 11 textsignals/second, while in an area with low density or absence of tags receives
5 ∼ 6 textsignal/second. Therefore, every 6 measurements has been chosen the best value for
m, in order to cover this way the occasions that the signals are received in areas with lower
density.
3.4.4 Position Estimation
The estimation of the user’s position is calculated after the correction step of the algorithm. At
the time, the weights of the particles are updated with the Bayes equation and all the available
information is included.
The position of the user is calculated by the equation 3.21, where the position with the mayor







In case where the weighted mean is located outside the building, the algorithm takes it as
correct. In these cases the algorithm fails to estimate correctly the position of the user. In
order to avoid this fail, it should be implemented a cluster particle filter, which takes as the user
position the cluster of particles with higher position probability instead of the weighted mean.
The software development of the localization system is discussed now. In the next sections the
necessary programming tools are presented in addition with a detail description of the software
structure and function.
2kidnapping : commonly refers to a situation where a person or a mobile object in operation is carried to an
arbitrary location
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3.5 Programming Tools
Programming a PDA is not a complicate process, but has several requirements. The PDA is
needed to be connected through USB port to a table PC in order to be programmed. This
process needs several software applications, the first is the Microsoft ActiveSync application.
3.5.1 Microsoft ActiveSync 4.5
The Microsoft ActiveSync application, is a program used for the synchronization between a table
PC and Windows Pocket PC (PDA, Smartphones). It is free distributed by Microsoft Co. and
can be downloaded directly from its official website, [3]. The ActiveSync permits explore the
PDAs file system and also the file transfers from or to PDA.
Figure 3.8: Microsoft ActiveSync configuration
The use of this software is very simple. Every time the PC start the ActiveSync is executed
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in background, therefore each time a PDA is connected the ActiveSync detects it directly and
ask you to configure the connection between the two devices. In order to be able to install
the program that we develop, the PDA is needed to be connected in mode Invited. Once the
connection configuration is made, the program can be closed, it will still running background, and
there is no further need for working directly with it. The Microsoft Visual Studio automatically
uses this software in order to transfer the files of our implemented program.
3.5.2 Microsoft Visual Studio 2008
Since the PDA is working with Windows Mobile 6.0 operating system, the software development
platform that has been used in order to program the PDA, is the Microsoft Visual Studio
2008(VS). This application is a complete programming tool, which offers a grand variety of
programming solutions for intelligent and quality applications.
The Microsoft Visual Studio is a shareware software but it can be acquired a 90-days trial
version through Microsoft official website, [4].
Since we want to develop a mobile application, when we choose the kind of the project we
want to create, a new smartdevice project has to be created. The new project uses the WM
emulator and the ActiveSync in order to help the programmer to develop his application and
install it to the smart device. Depending from the OS of our target pocket PC, the visual studio
requires to be installed the respective Windows Mobile SDK.
3.5.3 Windows Mobile 6.0
Microsoft Co. offers various versions of Windows Mobile(WM) SDKs. In this case it is required
the version 6, since the PDA works with Windows Mobiles 6.0. The Windows Mobile 6 SDKs
add documentation, sample code, header and library files, emulator images and tools to Visual
Studio that let you build applications for Windows Mobile 6. As it can be seen picture 3.9, the
WM installs a PDA emulator that permits the emulation of the developing program as it would
have been executed in the PDA.
The WM 6.0 can be free downloaded from Microsoft official website [5].
3.5.4 Programming language C#
Microsoft Visual Studio offers a variety of programming languages to choose. In this work the
program is written in Visual C#.
The C# language was created alongside the .NET platform. It should be considered the
’¨native¨’ language of .NET, providing access to the vast majority of language features that the
.NET runtime is optimized to support. It takes the best bits of Java, C and C++, producing a
language with clear object-oriented programming constructs of Java along with useful features
such as enumerations and structures from C.
3.6 Data Structure
Programming an application of this type needs a careful structure design. In the next paragraphs,
the data structure is presented.
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Figure 3.9: Microsoft Windows Mobile 6 SDK Emulator
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The information that is introduced or returned to or by the application, the used import
mode and the way this information is saved is described in the next sections.
3.6.1 Type of Information Data
The main information that is managed by the application, are the received signals, the location
information of the tags, the location information of the building, the Observation Model data,
and the Motion Model data. Furthermore, the algorithm development produces more data that
needs to be stored and managed. In this category belong the particles data. As particles data
we refer to particles position info and their weight. Al last the most important maybe data is
the estimation of the users position.
The data packet of each received signal transmitted by reader to the pocket pc contains
the information about the signal transmitter(ID), the reception time and the signal strength
between others. This information is used by the localization algorithm.
Another type of information is the location information of the tags and the environment.
The localization algorithm needs the coordinates of the tags and the coordinates of the walls
and the doors of the building. The first is needed for the calculation of the distance between the
transmitter and the each time candidate particle. And the second is need by the motion model
in order to resample the new particles.
The Observation model data are the mean and the standard deviation for each distance. As
it has been mentioned the Observation model is constructed until 19 m of distance.
The Motion model data contains uniquely the walking velocity of the user.
The particles data contains several information like their position, their current weight, and
the room where they are located.
3.6.2 Data Storage Mode
All the above information is stored in a particular way in order to facilitate the use of the
information.
For the storage and manage of the signal data it has been created a new data structure named
DataPacket. The structure has the next variables: reception time(ReceptionTime), transmitter
ID(TagID), receiver ID(READER), and signal strength(RSSI). The structure is defined like this:
public struct DataPacket
{
public long ReceptionTime ;
public int TagID ;
public int Reader ;
public int RSSI ;
}
where the reception time is a long variable in order to be able to store the large values of
times, and the rest of the properties are type integer.
The struct DataPacket is part of the namespace ReaderCommunication.
For the particles data process, it has been created another structure named Particles, part
of Particle Filter namespace. As it can be seen in its definition the Particles struct has the
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next properties: particles coordinates(Particles), its weight(weight), and the room where is
located(Room).
public struct P a r t i c l e s
{
public Coordinates P a r t i c l e ;
public double weight ;
public int Room;
}
The property Particles is type Coordinates. This type is defined by the author, used for the





public Coordinates (double Xvalue , double Yvalue )
{
X = Xvalue ;
Y = Yvalue ;
}
}
The struct is part of the namespace KHP, which a namespace that contents methods created
by the author in order to provide solution in several calculations that were considered necessary
during the development of the application. The contents of KHP namespace can be seen in
attachment 8.5.
The location information of the tags and the building is saved in bidimensional arrays type
Coordinates in the namespace Particle Filter, where they used. The same way are stored the
coordinates of the doors that connect the rooms. Their content can be seen in attachment 8.5.
The Observation model is stored in a tridimensional array type double, where the first
dimension is for the distance, the second for the mean and the third for the standard deviation.
The walking velocity of the Motion model is stored in a double variable.
3.7 Procedures Analysis
The software of the application is divided in three namespaces, Particle Filter, ReaderCommu-
nication and KHP. Detailed contents of each one can be found in 8.5. All of them are friendly
and referred to the namespace RFID LPSv.2,fig. 3.10. Which it has been created for the main
program that creates the window form that the user uses. The RFID LPSv.2 refers to Read-
erCommunication in order to use its methods for receiving the signals data packet from the
receiver. The position estimation is obtained using the methods of the referred Particle Filter.
And finally, the RFID LPSv.2 refers to PDA in order to draw the building walls and the current
position of the user.
The function of the program has already been detailed in chapter 2.1. Here in fig. 3.11 the
data flow between the main processes is presented. The main class of the RFID LPSv.2, has two



























Figure 3.10: Classes Diagram. References between the classes.
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important methods, Start and Stop, for starting and stopping respectively the main processes
Receive and Localize. The program is executed in three different parallel threads. The main
thread is created for the basic methods of the program, like start, stop, close. The first thread
executes exclusively the method localize, and the second the method receive, as it is depicted
in fig. 3.11. As it be seen, the DataPacket queue is used by both threads, this can provoke
execution errors. In order to avoid any execution error or data lost, each method locks the
DataPacket queue every time want to set or get a value. Locking the variable guaranties that
the other thread cannot access to the variable and change its value while the other is setting or
getting it.
3.7.1 Data Acquisition
The data acquisition is achieved by the Receive method. This method is executed in parallel
with the Localize until the user stops the execution by pulsing the STOP button. The method
is separated in two phases, send a request and receive answer phase, which are continuously
repeating:
In first phase we construct the request packet to send for each reader of the network(in case
of more than one reader connected) and we send it through serial port to the receiver.
The second phase, receive answer, is divided in two parts. In first part we receive the first
14 bytes of the data packet. At this point we save the reception time and we check if the data
packet is empty or has signal info. In the second case we pass two the second part and read the
rest 32 bytes of the packet.
Supposed that we received a complete data packet, first we check the checksum of the packet
to guaranty the correct reception of it. If so, we start to get one by one the useful info, Tag ID,
RSSI, and Reader ID. In continuation we lock the DataPacket and enqueue the received data.
3.7.2 Users position calculation
The user position estimation is achieved by the Localize method, where the particle filter algo-
rithm is used.
The process starts when the first signal is received, then the particles are initialized and then
when at least 3 signals have been received the correction step of the particle filter is executed.
After the correction step, the current user’s position is estimated.
In next group of signals the method instead of initialize again the particles it resamples them,
prediction step.
Each time a new position estimation is available the method calls the results visualization
method.
3.7.3 Position Presentation
The results visualization on the screen is achieved with the method Pintar. This method is a
courtesy of Estela Garc´ıa Herna´ndez, who is the developer of the source code.
The visualization method, reads the building coordinates and taking in account the estimated
current position of the user draws the building area focusing to the region with the estimated
position. In addition, in a small area of the screen draws the whole building and the current
position of the user, in order to have a global vision the users of his position.





































































































































































































































Figure 3.11: Application Data Flow Diagram.
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In picture 3.12 is shown how the method visualizes the user’s position.
Figure 3.12: Example of the visualization of the user’s position estimation.
3.8 Software Applications
Totally, three software applications were developed in order to realize the measurements, test
and performance of the presented project.
1. RFID LPSv.2, is the online version of the localization system.
2. RFID LPSv.1, is the oﬄine version of the localization system. It has been used for the
accuracy evaluation of the localization system.
3. Signal Reception, is the signal acquisition application. It has been used for the signal
reception and storage in order to construct the observation model. The same application
was used also during the execution of the evaluation route, the user stored the received
signals with this application and processed them later with the off line version of the
localization system.
In appendix 6, user manual for all three applications is offered.
3.9 Conclusions
In this chapter was presented a small introduction to probability theory and especially to Bayes
theorem, in order to the reader be able to understand all the chosen localization method by the
author.
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The localization strategy was based on Bayesian filter, and the position estimation algorithm
was the Particle Filter. A detailed description of the Bayesian filters and the different algorithms
were presented in addition with a detailed presentation of the Particle Filter algorithm. The
description of the particle filter contained details of its implementation by the author, as are the
used observation and motion model, the resampling algorithm and the position estimation.
• The author used an observation model, which was divided in two parts. One part was for
the signal coming from tags with LOS and the second part from a tag with NLOS. This
new observation model improves the estimation of the room of the user position.
• The motion model assumes that the user walks with a maximum velocity v m/s. Thus,
after 2 sec the user could have displaced 2v m at most.
• The resampling of the particles is done taking in account the current weight of each particle.
Each particle of the set is resampled wiN times, where wi is its weight and N is the total
number of particles.
• The position with the mayor probability of the user to be is the weighted mean of all the
particles.
The software implementation of the localization strategy was also presented in this chapter.
In order to program a PDA application, the Microsoft ActiveSync 4.5 for the PC-PDA com-
munication is needed. In purpose of simulating and developing PDA forms, the programming
platform needs to be Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 and the Windows Mobile 6.0 SDK needs to
be installed. The author chose as programming language the C#, which takes the best bits of
Java, C and C++, producing a language with clear object-oriented programming constructs of
Java along with useful features such as enumerations and structures from C.
The main information that is managed by the application, are the received signals, the
location information of the tags, the location information of the building, the Observation Model
data, and the Motion Model data. In addition the particle filter algorithm produces more data as
are the particles information. The received signal is stored in new structure named DataPacket.
The location information of the tags and the building are stored in bi-dimension arrays of the
new type Coordinates. And the particles data are stored in the new structure Particles.
The program is executed in three different parallel threads. The main thread is created for
the basic methods of the program, like start, stop, close. The first thread executes exclusively
the method localize, and the second the method receive. The receive method interrogates the
reader for signals and then receives the signal data packet and extracts the information. The
localize method uses the data return by the receive method, estimates the current user position
and shows it to the PDA screen.
Chapter4
System Evaluation Results
Different experiments have been planned in order to evaluate the implemented localization sys-
tem. In this chapter, the obtained results in each one of them are presented. The basic char-
acteristic of a localization system is its estimation accuracy, and this is the metric the author
chose to evaluate the system.
The localization estimation of the system was tested in fixed points and in tracking routes.
An extra study was realized in order to find out the influence of the users walking speed to
estimation accuracy.
4.1 Location Estimation in fixed points
The localization estimation in fixed points was the first test of the system accuracy. This study
offers information about the system accuracy in fixed points inside the working area of the
building and outside of the working area. The purpose was to find out how the system behaves
in points out of the working area and compare it with its behavior in the working area.
For each point the user stood up for 60 s and received signals. This is considered one trial,
totally 3 trials for each point was realized. Posterior, the author used the data in an oﬄine
version of the localization system and obtained an estimation for every 3 received signals.
4.1.1 Points inside the working area
Four fixed points were chosen in the working area, in fig. 4.1 the position of these 4 points(point
5,6,7,8) can be seen. In next table(4.1) the estimation results are presented. Each result value
is calculated as the mean value of the estimations that the localization system returned for each
trial and the total mean for all the trial of each point.
As it can be seen, the localization system is able to locate with mean estimation error of
2.6 m fixed points that are located in the tags round up area. These tests provide information
about the concentration of the particles in a point. As we had already said a small percent
of particles is resampled each time in the total area of the building. Therefore, when a signal
from a long distance tags is received, then these particles can take high position probability and
provoke a resampling of some particles in their closed area. In these cases the estimation is
affected because is calculated as the weighted mean value, as explained in 3.4.4.
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Figure 4.1: Chosen fixed points position in the building.
Point 1st trial 2nd trial 3rd trail Mean
(mean) (mean) (mean)
5 5.6 m 4.6 m 2.9 m 4.4 m
6 2.8 m 1.9 m 2.7 m 2.5 m
7 1.7 m 1.5 m 1.8 m 1.7 m
8 2 m 1.9 m 1.5 m 1.8
Table 4.1: Fixed points inside the working area localization results
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Fixedpoint 5 - Trial 2
Mean Estimation
Error: 4.6m
Figure 4.2: Estimation results for fixed point 5 during the 2nd trial.






Fixed point 6 - Trial 2
Mean Estimation
Error: 1.9m
Figure 4.3: Estimation results for fixed point 6 during the 2nd trial.
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Fixedpoint 7 - Trial 3
Mean Estimation
Error: 1.8m
Figure 4.4: Estimation results for fixed point 7 during the 3nd trial.






Fixed point 8 - Trial 3
Mean Estimation
Error: 1.5m
Figure 4.5: Estimation results for fixed point 8 during the 3nd trial.
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4.1.2 Points outside the working area
Six fixed points were chosen out of the working area. In fig. 4.1 the position of these 6 points(point
1,2,3,4,9,10) can be seen.
In table 4.2 the estimation results are presented. Each result value is calculated as the mean
value of the estimations that the localization system returned for each trial and the total mean
for all the trial of each point.
Point 1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial Mean
(mean) (mean) (mean)
1 3.8 m 2.9 m 5.4 m 4 m
2 3.7 m 4.9 m 4.8 m 4.5 m
3 2.4 m 3.2 m 3.7 m 3.1 m
4 1.9 m 2.8 m 4.6 m 3.1 m
9 3.1 m 7.5 m 8.7 m 6.4 m
10 5.7 m 6.7 m 4.4 m 5.6 m
Table 4.2: Fixed points outside the working area localization results
The obtained results shows that the mean estimation error is bigger than the tags enclosed
fixed points, mean value 4.5 m. But looking carefully in the next figures the estimation positions
for each point, can be seen that even thought the distance from the real position is not big, the
system most of the time estimates the position to near rooms and not to the real room. Therefore,
the localization of the user outside of the working area would not be accurate and should not
be expected.






Fixedpoint 1 - Trial 2
Mean Estimation
Error: 2.9m
Figure 4.6: Estimation results for fixed point 1 during the 2nd trial.
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Fixedpoint 2 - Trial 3
Mean Estimation
Error: 4.8m
Figure 4.7: Estimation results for fixed point 2 during the 3nd trial.






Fixed point 3 - Trial 3
Mean Estimation
Error: 3.7m
Figure 4.8: Estimation results for fixed point 3 during the 3nd trial.
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Fixedpoint 4 - Trial 1
Mean Estimation
Error: 1.9m
Figure 4.9: Estimation results for fixed point 4 during the 1nd trial.






Fixed point 9 - Trial 1
Mean Estimation
Error: 3.1m
Figure 4.10: Estimation results for fixed point 9 during the 1nd trial.
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Fixedpoint 10 - Trial 3
Mean Estimation
Error: 4.4m
Figure 4.11: Estimation results for fixed point 10 during the 1nd trial.
4.2 Route Tracking
The main localization experiments consist in user route tracking. Continuous walking routes
were realized by the user inside the working area. The user used the acquisition application,
in order to collect the signals and oﬄine they were managed by the oﬄine application in order
to estimate the users position and calculate the mean estimation error for each route tracking.
The routes provide information about the behavior of the localization system especially about
the particles move through walls and changing rooms.
In total 6 different routes have been tested, as they appearance in fig.4.12. Each route was
executed 3 times. In table 4.3 the mean estimation errors for each route are presented.
Route 1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial Mean
(mean) (mean) (mean)
1 2.7 m 2.9 m 2.5 m 2.7 m
2 2.4 m 2.1 m 2.5 m 2.3 m
3 2.4 m 1.7 m 2.1 m 2.1 m
4 2.4 m 2.5 m 2.2 m 2.3 m
5 2.1 m 2.4 m 2.8 m 2.4 m
6 2.7 m 2.5 m 2.2 m 2.5 m
Total Mean: 2.4 m
Table 4.3: Routes tracking localization estimation results.
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Figure 4.12: The 6 different routes that they have been evaluated.






Tracking Route 1 - Trial 2
Mean Estimation
Error: 2.9m
Figure 4.13: Tracking estimation of route 1, second trial. Mean position estimation error 2.9 m
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TrackingRoute 3 - Trial 2
Mean Estimation
Error: 1.7m
Figure 4.14: Tracking estimation of route 4, second trial. Mean position estimation error 1.7 m






Tracking Route 4 - Trial 3
Mean Estimation
Error: 2.2m
Figure 4.15: Tracking estimation of route 4, third trial. Mean position estimation error 2.2 m
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TrackingRoute 5 - Trial 1
Mean Estimation
Error: 2.1m
Figure 4.16: Tracking estimation of route 5, first trial. Mean position estimation error 2.1 m






Tracking Route 6 - Trial 3
Mean Estimation
Error: 2.2m
Figure 4.17: Tracking estimation of route 6, third trial. Mean position estimation error 2.2 m
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4.3 Walking Velocity Influence in Accuracy
Besides the realized experiments, an extra study of the system localization accuracy has been
done. The users walking speed influence to the systems accuracy was studied. For this purpose,
a simple route was executed in four different walking speeds, 0.15 m/s, 0.4 m/s, 0.6 m/s and
1m/s. The results of the route tracking are presented in table 4.4.
Walking 1st trial 2nd trial 3rd trial Mean
speed (mean) (mean) (mean)
0.15 m/s 3.2 m 3.7 m 3.4 m 3.4 m
0.4 m/s 2.4 m 2.7 m 2.8 m 2.6 m
0.6 m/s 3.5 m 2.7 m 2.6 m 2.9 m
1 m/s 2.5 m 2.2 m 2.5 m 2.4 m
Table 4.4: User walking speed influence results.
The localization system uses a resampling radio equal to velocity*passed time. As it can be
seen from the results, the system responds better in a medium-high walking velocity. When the
users velocity is low the estimation error is higher, that’s because the resampling radio is getting
smaller and the system cannot easily recover from a kidnapping or a wrong estimation.
In next figures are depicts the route tracking of the tested route in the 4 different velocities.






Trackingroute with users walking velocity at 0.15 m/s
Mean Estimation
Error: 3.2m
Figure 4.18: Position estimation results for walking velocity 0.15 m/s. Mean position estimation
error 3.2 m
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Trackingroute with users walking velocity at 0.4 m/s
Mean estimation
error: 2.8m
Figure 4.19: Position estimation results for walking velocity 0.4 m/s. Mean position estimation
error 2.8 m






Tracking route with users walking velocity at 0.6 m/s
Mean Estimation
Error: 2.7m
Figure 4.20: Position estimation results for walking velocity 0.6 m/s. Mean position estimation
error 2.7 m
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Trackingroute with users walking velocity at 1 m/s
Mean Estimation
Error: 2.2m
Figure 4.21: Position estimation results for walking velocity 1 m/s. Mean position estimation
error 2.2 m
4.4 Online localization system
The above experiments were off line in order to calculate the estimation error of the system.
The online version of the localization system is structured as it has been described in section 3.7.
The position estimation of this version can only be evaluated by the user during the experiment
by the visualization of the estimation in the building.
The Online version, is returning an estimation every 2 3 seconds. In cases of kidnapping the
system is able to recover in the next 2 or 3 estimations.
It can be seen the needed estimation time and a perception of the system estimation accuracy.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the obtained results from the localization system evaluation results have been
presented.
In order to evaluate the system, the author studied the behavior of the system inside the
working area and outside the working area. In these cases the experiments consisted in estimate
the position of the use in fixed point with no user movement. The results have shown that the
system is able to localize the user inside of the working area with a mean error of 2.6 m. While
outside of the working area the estimation error is higher and the room estimation is wrong in
many cases.
The main evaluation tests consisted in route tracking. For this purpose, six different routes
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were design. The objective was the users route tracking through different rooms. Our system,
was able to localize the user in the covered working area with a mean estimation error of 2.4 m
approximately. The accuracy of the system seems low in comparison with other localization
systems like Landmarc, the main difference of the two systems is the working area and the
subject to localize.
The system evaluation is concluded with a study of the walking velocity influence in the
accuracy. The obtained results showed that the system can follow the user in 3 different walking
velocities without important accuracy differences. In particularly low velocities the system has
more problems, because the difficulty to move fast the particles in cases of lost signals or wrong
estimations.
There is an online version of the localization system, which the user can use it and be




Conclusions and Future Work
The need of the knowledge of the location of the objects or persons in a controlled environment
is increasing by the time. Every time we need more and more to control the position of objects,
person or even of ourselves. Examples of this need appear in the localization of patients in
hospitals, where especially the knowledge of mentally ill people is a matter of high importance
and risk.
Indoor localization systems can be further classified based on the technology that is used,
the position estimation algorithm, the acquired precision and the function mode of the system.
Based on the described characteristic of a localization system, the localization system that
the author presents in this project should have the next ones:
1. Since the privacy of the user is a basic requirement, the function mode of the system should
be privacy oriented, this way the user carries the receiver of the signals and only he knows
his actual position.
2. The RFID technology seems the most appropriate at the time of a low-cost solution, since
the total cost doesn’t increase in relation with the working area.
3. Because of the non-linearity between the distance and the RSSI, the most appropriate
localization method for the RFID technology is a Bayesian method.
The developed system is a privacy oriented localization system, with various RFID tags
placed in known position in the environment and a receiver carried by the user. The user of the
system, besides the reader also carries a computation unit for signal reception and processing.
The transmitters send signals, which are collected by the receiver, which in its turn decodes
them and passes the information to the computation unit.
The RFID equipment is a commercial product of Wavetrend Company. The system consists
in active RFID tags, which provide higher detection range that the passive tags and transmit
a signal every 1.5 seconds. It operates at 433MHz and provide the RSSI value of the receive
signal. In addition, the system offers the possibility to be connected with a PC. Based in the
above characteristics, the author chose this equipment.
The author realized a study in order to optimize the RFID system placement in the envi-
ronment. In this purpose, they have been realized a serie of experiments, where different tags
position have been tested. The obtained results shown that the best diminution of the received
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RSSI in relation with the increase of the distance is presented when the tags are placed on the
wall at a 2 m height. Similar experiments were executed for the placement of the RFID receiver,
where different positions on the human body were tested. In these cases the results shown that
the best position was at the side of the human body at the level of the hip.
The localization strategy was based on Bayesian filter, and the position estimation algorithm
was the Particle Filter. A detailed description of the Bayesian filters and the different algorithms
were presented in addition with a detailed presentation of the Particle Filter algorithm. The
description of the particle filter contained details of its implementation by the author, as are the
used observation and motion model, the resampling algorithm and the position estimation.
• The author used an observation model, which was divided in two parts. One part was for
the signal coming from tags with LOS and the second part from a tag with NLOS. This
new observation model improves the estimation of the room of the user position.
• The motion model assumes that the user walks with a maximum velocity v m/s. Thus,
after 2 sec the user could have displaced 2v m at most.
• The resampling of the particles is done taking in account the current weight of each particle.
Each particle of the set is resampled wiN times, where wi is its weight and N is the total
number of particles.
• The position with the mayor probability of the user to be is the weighted mean of all the
particles.
In order to program a PDA application, the Microsoft ActiveSync 4.5 for the PC-PDA
communication is needed. In purpose of simulating and developing PDA forms, the programming
platform needs to be Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 and the Windows Mobile 6.0 SDK needs to be
installed. The author chose as programming language the C#, because it is an efficient program
language.
The main information that is managed by the application, are the received signals, the
location information of the tags, the location information of the building, the Observation Model
data, and the Motion Model data. In addition the particle filter algorithm produces more data as
are the particles information. The received signal is stored in new structure named DataPacket.
The location information of the tags and the building are stored in bi-dimension arrays of the
new type Coordinates. And the particles data are stored in the new structure Particles.
The program is executed in three parallel threads. The main thread is created for the basic
methods of the program, like start, stop, close. The first thread executes exclusively the method
localize, and the second the method receive. The receive method interrogates the reader for
signals and then receives the signal data packet and extracts the information. The localize
method uses the data return by the receive method, estimates the current user position and
shows it to the PDA screen.
In order to evaluate the system, the author studied the behavior of the system inside the
working area and outside the working area. In these cases the experiments consisted in estimate
the position of the use in fixed point with no user movement. The results have shown that the
system is able to localize the user inside of the working area with a mean error of 2.6 m. While
outside of the working area the estimation error is higher and the room estimation is wrong in
many cases.
The main evaluation tests consisted in route tracking. For this purpose, six different routes
were designed. The objective was the user’s route tracking through different rooms. Our system,
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was able to localize the user in the covered working area with a mean estimation error of 2.4 m
approximately. The accuracy of the system seems low in comparison with other localization
systems like Landmarc, the main difference of the two systems is the working area and the
subject to localize.
The system evaluation is concluded with a study of the walking velocity influence in the
accuracy. The obtained results showed that the system can follow the user in 3 different walking
velocities without important differences. In particularly low velocities the system has more
problems, because the difficulty to move fast the particles in cases of lost signals or wrong
estimations.
There is an online version of the localization system, which the user can use it and be
informed during his walk about his current position in building. The position estimation is
produced about every 2-3 seconds.
5.1 Future Work and Improvements
Several improvements could be realized in the current version of the localization system. Here
are presented some of them.
The obtained estimation error is about 2.6 m, in comparison with Landmarc system(1.7 m)
seems high. The difference in this case is that the developed system localizes people and not
objects or robots as other localization systems do. Localizing people increases the estimation
error because of the absence of user’s motion information. In order to improve the localization
accuracy of the system, in the future a sensor, which will provide information about the user’s
motion should be used.
The position estimation is made upon the weighted mean of the particles. This way the
estimation can be inside, outside or including between the walls of the building. These cases are
wrong and not possible. In the future version of the system, a Cluster Particle Filter algorithm
should be implemented, in order to avoid this kind of problems and estimate more correctly the
user’s position
At the time the localization results are only depicted to PDA screen. In the next version of
the system the current position of the user should be reproduced by an audio message. This
way the localization system could be used by visually impaired people also.
As future work, the author presents the development of a guiding algorithm in order to





6.1 RFID LPSv.2 User Manual
Run the application RFID LPSv.2 from the PDA directory Archivos de Programa and appears
the fig. 6.1
Figure 6.1: RFID LPSv.2
Press Start and the application start receiving signals and presents the position estimation.
Below the building plan is shown the past time from the last position estimation.
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6.2 RFID LPSv.1 User Manual
Run the application RFID LPSv.1 from the directory where the application is stored in your
PC.
Before you need to have introduced in the source files of the application, in file measure-
ments.cs, the received signals based on which the position estimation is going to be.
When you run the application appears the form of fig. 6.2:
Figure 6.2: RFID LPSv.1
The user pushes the Particle Filter button and then File → Start, 6.3.
The application starts the localization method and visualizes the results in the screen as it
can be seen in fig. 6.4
When the application finishes the user chooses File → Stop and the application closes.
The position estimation results are saved in text file Estimation in directory“C:help filesEstimation.txt”.
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Figure 6.3: RFID LPSv.1 START
Figure 6.4: RFID LPSv.1 working
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6.3 Signal Reception User Manual
Run the application Signal Reception from the PDA directory Archivos de Programa and appears
the fig. 6.5
Figure 6.5: Signal Reception
Choose Continue Reception.
Set the number of the connected readers to the correspond field.
Set the Reception Time and press Start.
In the fig. 6.6, in field Name write the name of the archive where the received data want to
be saved and press Save.
The application starts to receive signals and shows the received data packets in the below
area of the form as it can be seen in fig. 6.7
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Figure 6.6: Signal Reception Save File
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Here, the total execution cost is detailed.
7.1.1 Execution Costs





All the physical materials are included in hardware cost.
Description Price Units Subtotal
Table PC 1400e 1 1400e
PDA 399 e 1 399e
RFID equipment
- Antenna 30e 1 30
- Reader 210e 1 210
- Tag 30e 27 810e
USB-SERIAL converter 19e 1 19e
Rechargeable Batteries 5e 2 10e
Subtotal 2878e
7.1.1.2 Software cost
In software cost are included the next software programs and applications:
90 Budget
Description Price Units Subtotal
Microsoft Windows XP 115e 1 115e
Microsoft Office 2007 280 e 1 280e
Miktex 2.7 0e 1 0e
TeXnic Center 0e 1 0e
CoreDRAW X3 700e 1 700e
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 764e 1 764e
Microsoft ActiveSync 4.5 0e 1 0e
Microsoft Windows Mobile 6.0 SDK 0e 1 0e
Matlab 2008 2900e 1 2900e
Subtotal 4759e
7.1.1.3 Labor cost
As labor cost is included the total hours of work of one person during 11 months. in details the
first 8 months were dedicated in system development and the last 3 months in typescript. Each
day is calculated as 8 hours of work, except of the last 3 months where each working day is 6
hours.
Function Price / hour Hours Subtotal
Engineering 25e 1408 32200e
Typescript 15 e 396 5940e
Subtotal 38140e






7.1.2 General Costs and Industrial Benefits
Here are the total costs from the common use of the building installation and the industrial
benefits are included. The above are estimated as the 16% of the total execution cost.
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Document No. Product No. Wavetrend Technologies Date Page 
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L-Series 
Product Information Sheet 
Tag 
Product Code: L-TG800 / L-TG800 MS 
Description: Tag Asset 
An internal battery powers The Wavetrend series of Active Asset 
Tags. The Asset Tag will, for the duration of its life, transmit a Radio 
Frequency (RF) signal at a pre-set time-interval. The Tag life is 
estimated at 5 years at a transmission time interval of 
approximately 1.5 seconds. The life span of the Tag ends when the 
battery life is exhausted. Battery status can be inferred by 
interrogating the internal Tag Age Counter Value. 
The transmitted Tag data includes Customer Site Code (CSC), Tag 
ID, Tag Age Counter Value, Movement Alarm and Tamper Alarm 
status.  
For protection against adverse environmental conditions, 
Wavetrend Asset Tags are encapsulated in a moulded plastic case, 
which is ultrasonically sealed during the manufacturing process. 
The L-TG800 Tag generally used for Asset tagging applications. 
The L-TG800 is ideally suited for operating on metallic surfaces (or plastics containing a high metal content). The mounting 
and affixing of a Tag depends on the type of application. The standard method is by VHB type double-sided adhesive tape 
(Product Code L-TA600).  
The Tag can be configured to accommodate Wiegand interfacing. 
Features: 
• Configurable settings, including Site / Vendor ID, Tag ID, Transmission Repetition Interval and Alarm functions (these are 
programmed at order placement stage). 
• Low power consumption. Tag life is estimated at 5 years when transmitting at a 1.5-second interval. 
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L-Series 
Product Information Sheet 
Specifications 
Environmental  
Operational temperature - 10º C to + 60º C 
Storage temperature - 20º C to + 70º C 
Humidity 5% to 90% (non condensing) 
Physical  
Size  85 mm x 70mm x 9 mm 
Weight < 25 grams 
Colour  Grey (Clariant 04-600 2%) 
Type of material  ABS (ultrasonically sealed) IP 65 
RF Specifications  
TX Frequency 433 Mhz 
Field strength < 1600 µV/m 
Modulation ASK 
Stability Saw Stabilised 
Electrical Specifications  
Power Internally powered Lithium Battery 
Certification 
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.  Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 
1. This device may not cause harmful interference and 
2. This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. 
The following standards applied in accordance with Article 5 of the directive, 1999/5/EC: 
EN 300 220-1 V1.2.1 (1997-11) 
ETS 300 683 (1997-03). 
Summary of tests 
Effective radiated power 25MHz - 4GHz 
Range of modulation bandwidth for wideband equipment 
Frequency stability under low voltage conditions 
EN55022 Radiated emissions 30MHz – 1GHz 
EN61000-4-3 Radiated immunity 80MHz – 1GHz, excl 433 MHz ± 20MHz 
EN61000-4-2 Electrostatic discharge 
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Product Code: L-RX201 
Description: Reader RS485 / RS232 
The L-RX201 RS485 / RS232 Reader detects and 
decodes RF transmitted signals from the Wavetrend 
family of tags. Interpreted data is converted into electrical 
information that is passed down the RS485 Reader-net 
(Network of readers).  
Antenna not included 
L-RX201 Readers can be used in stand-alone mode or in 
a multi-drop asynchronous network where the “Node ID” 
is automatically assigned. The electrical connection 
between the host PC and the first reader may be RS232 
or RS485. 
This reader is also available in a proximity or close range 
model without antenna. Product code: L-RX201-PR. This 
reader will typically be used in an environment where the 
tag has to be very close range to the reader. 
Features 
• Up to 255 unique Receiver Addresses possible. 
• Remote readers are powered via the CAT5 cable, centralised or distributed PSU topology may be used.  
• Reader status indication by LED’s at RJ45 connectors. 
• ESD protection as specified by FCC and CE requirements. 
• Conformance to the RF standards required by the internationally accepted regulatory bodies: i.e. FCC, CE and ETSI. 
• Sensitivity adjustment, and reader addressing done remotely via PC software application. 
• Reader programming (configuration) done dynamically via PC software. 
Basic Configuration 
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Typical read ranges of Wavetrend Tags with various antennas 
(Distances may vary depending on the ambient RF environment) 
(The following tests were conducted in free air) 
L-RX201 
 Min Max 
Antenna Type Range (metre) Range (metre) 
None 0.2 7 
L-AN200 (Stub) 1 30 
L-AN100 (Whip) 3 35 
L-AN300 (Patch) 3 100 
RSSI threshold 130 72 
L-RX201-PR 
 Min Max 
Range (metre) 0.01 1 
RSSI threshold 130 72 
Specifications 
RF Specifications  
Rx Frequency 433 Mhz 
Demodulation ASK 
Sensitivity - 103 dBm (Not applicable to the L-RX201-PR) 
Stability 2ppm / °C 
RF Input 50 Ohm BNC (Female) 
  
Electrical Specifications  
Supply Voltage 6 V DC – 16 V DC 
Max current consumption ±72 mA to 80 mA 
ESD protection 
 
2 kV Human Body Model 
Protocol Specifications  
Standard Data Rate  (Baud) 115 200, 8, n, 1 (Configurable down to 9600 Baud) 
Interface RJ45 connectors 
 
Environmental  
Operational temperature - 10º C to + 60º C 
Storage temperature -20º C to + 70º C 
Humidity 5 % to 90 % (non condensing) 
 
Physical  
Size  84 mm x 40 mm x 19 mm 
Weight 45 grams 
Colour Grey 
Type of material  ABS (ultrasonically sealed) 
Input/Output Connections 2 x RJ45 Sockets 
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The following standards applied in accordance with Article 5 of the directive, 1999/5/EC: 
• EN 300 220-1 V1.2.1 (1997-11) 
• ETS 300 683 (1997-03). 
• FCC 
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.  Operation is subject to the following two conditions:  
• This device may not cause harmful interference, and  
• This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation 
Summary of tests 
Effective radiated power 25 MHz - 4 GHz 
EN55022 Radiated emissions 30 MHz – 1GHz 
EN55022 Conducted emissions 150 kHz – 30 MHz 
EN61000-4-3 Radiated immunity 80 MHz – 1GHz, excl 433 MHz ± 20 MHz 
EN61000-4-4 Electrical fast transients 
EN61000-4-2 Electrostatic discharge 
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Product Code: L-AN200 
Description: Stub Antenna for 433 MHz 
The L-AN200 433 MHz Wavetrend stub antenna has been designed for optimal 
RF receiving performance with the Wavetrend reader range. This antenna 
attaches to the reader via a BNC(M) connector. 
This antenna has an omni-directional reception pattern around the vertical axis 
with null points being at the extreme ends of the stub. 
The antenna is housed in a rugged waterproof rubber mould that is UV resistant 
and can be used outdoors. 
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Specifications 
Mechanical Specifications 
Size 87 mm x 15 mm tapered to 6 mm diameter 
Finish UV resistant black rubber coating 
Mass ≤ 22 gram 
Temperature Range - 40 °C to + 70 °C 
Environmental Specification Conforms to ETS 300 019 
Electrical Specifications 
Antenna type Eighth wave Whip 
Frequency band 400 MHz to 450 MHz 
Gain at connector -3 dBi (With reference to a 1/8 wave ground plane) 
VSWR < 1.5 : 1 
Impedance 50 Ohms 
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Product Information Sheet 
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Antenna 
Product Code: L-AN100 
Description: Whip Antenna for 433 MHz 
The L-AN100 433 MHz Wavetrend whip antenna has been designed for 
optimal RF receiving performance with the Wavetrend reader range. This 
antenna attaches to the reader via a BNC(M) connector. 
This antenna has an omni-directional reception pattern around the vertical 
axis with null points being at the extreme ends of the stub. 
The antenna is housed in a rugged waterproof rubber mould that is UV 
resistant and can be used outdoors. 
Specifications 
Mechanical Specifications 
Size 174 mm x 15 mm tapered to 6 mm diameter 
Finish UV resistant black rubber coating 
Mass ≤ 25 gram 
Temperature Range - 40 °C to + 70 °C 
Environmental Specification Conforms to ETS 300 019 
Electrical Specifications 
Antenna type Quarter wave Whip 
Frequency band 400 MHz to 450 MHz 
Gain at connector -3 dBi (With reference to a 1/8 wave ground plane) 
VSWR < 1.5 : 1 
Impedance 50 Ohms 
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8.2 Comandos de bajo nivel proporcionados por el fabricante
1. Reset de la red por causa de fallo, su paquete de datos es el siguiente:
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 0x00 0x00 0xFF 0x00 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector 0x01 0x00 Ckecksum
2. Habilita la recepcio´n automa´tica de datos de toda la red:
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x01 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x01 Ckecksum
3. Deshabilita la recepcio´n automa´tica de datos de toda la red:
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x02 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x02 Ckecksum
4. Env´ıa un Ping a todos los lectores para comprobar su buen funcionamiento:
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x03 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x03 Numero de Error Ckecksum.
El “nu´mero de error” que se da en este paquete corresponde a la siguiente lista:
- 0 no existen errores
- 1 desconocido el comando le´ıdo
- 2 error en la tabla de datos del tag
- 3 error en el ckecksum
- 4 Desconocido el comando de respuesta de un lector
- 5 Desconocido la respuesta general de la red.
- 6 error en el sincronismo.
- 7 el comando de respuesta erro´neo
- 8 recibe una respuesta de fallo del lector.
- 9 No responde al paquete enviado.
5. Introduce un identificador de red
• Comando:
0xAA 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x04 NuevoID.red Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x04 Ckecksum
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6. Introduce un identificador de lector
• Comando:
0xAA 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x05 NuevoID.lector Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x05 Ckecksum
7. Recibe el paquete de datos de un lector especifico
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x06 Ckecksum
• Respuesta vac´ıa:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x06 Ckecksum
• Respuesta con datos:
0x55 longitud de datos Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x06 Datos Ckecksum.
Los datos que vienen en este paquete del tag son varios, como el valor de RSSI, la
identificacio´n del tag, la edad del tag, la identificacio´n del lector, y varios ma´s que
establecen todos los para´metros del equipo cuando se tomo´ la medida de RSSI. Todos
esos datos vienen para un lector, tag y red especificados en el comando.
8. Configura un valor mı´nimo de RSSI a un lector.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x07 Nuevo RSSI Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x07 Ckecksum
9. Recibe el valor de RSSI mı´nimo configurado de un lector.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x08 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x08 RSSI Ckecksum
10. Introduce un co´digo de sitio para la lectura de tags que tengan ese co´digo, este puede ir
desde 0 0 0 hasta 255 255 255, si es cero todos los tags del medio son medidos.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x03 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x09 Site1 Site2 Site3 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x09 Ckecksum
11. Recibe el co´digo de sitio configurado del lector.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0A Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x03 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0A Site1 Site2 Site3 Ckecksum
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12. Configura el tipo de “ganancia” que se quiere para el lector, 1 si se desea alta ganancia y
0 si se desea baja ganancia.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0B Ganancia Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0B Ckecksum
13. Recibe el tipo de ganancia que esta configurado el lector, 1 si es alta ganancia y 0 si es
baja ganancia.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0C Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0C Ganancia Ckecksum
14. Introduce un filtro de alarma para lectura de los tags. En la variable“Estado” se introduce:
1 si se quiere el reporte de todos los tags, 0 si solo quiero el reporte de tags con alarma y
2 si deseo el reporte de los tags sin alarma.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0D Estado Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0D Ckecksum
15. Recibe el estado del filtro de alarma para lectura de tags. La variable sigue los mismos
para´metros del comando anterior.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0E Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0E Estado Ckecksum
16. Recibe el nu´mero de tags que fueron le´ıdos incorrectamente por un lector
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0F Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x02 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x0F Contador Ckecksum
17. Recibe el dato alimentacio´n de voltaje de la red.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x10 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x10 Voltaje Ckecksum
18. Inicia el ca´lculo del nivel de ruido de la red.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x11 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x11 Ckecksum
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19. Recibe el valor del nivel de ruido de la sen˜al recibida por los lectores. El valor que entrega
esta´ entre 0 y 255, siendo 0 el estado de menor ruido.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x12 Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x01 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0x12 Ruido Ckecksum
20. Cambia la velocidad de transmisio´n de la red. Las velocidades en baudios pueden ser:
1=115200, 2=57600, 3=38800, 4=19200, 5=9600.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x01 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF velocidad Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x00 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF Ckecksum
21. Recibe los datos de la versio´n del hardware y Firmware utilizados.
• Comando:
0xAA 0x00 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0xFF Ckecksum
• Respuesta:
0x55 0x04 Id.red Id.lector Id.nodo 0xFF CF RF CH RH Ckecksum.
Siendo:
- CF=Versio´n del controlador del Firmware
- RF=Versio´n del mo´dulo de RF del Firmware
- CH=Versio´n del controlador del Hardware
- RH=Versio´n del mo´dulo de RF del Hardware
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8.4 HP iPAQ 214 Enterprise Pocket PC characteristics
Mobilise your business process, maximise your results
HP iPAQ 200 Enterprise Handheld
Designed for the enterprise, the HP iPAQ 200
Enterprise Handheld can help you solve specific
business problems and meet today’s mobility needs.
Designed with business in mind
There is much to appreciate about the sophisticated
design of the iPAQ 200: the large 4-inch TFT touch
screen display for improved visibility in a variety of
environments, the robust SDIO and CF expansion, and
the convenient I/O of headphone, microphone, voice
record and USB. You’ll also enjoy the standard
Microsoft® Office Mobile suite of Word Mobile,
Excel® Mobile and PowerPoint® Mobile; and the
ability to easily synchronise Outlook® Mobile via
mini-USB or Wi-Fi connectivity 1. However, what you
may appreciate the most is the planned threeyear
product life cycle, to support your enterprise testing and
deployment efforts.
Enterprise-class connectivity
Integrated IEEE 802.11 b/g wireless networking allows
Internet and e-mail access at the office or other Wi-Fi
hot spots in airports, cafes and hotels 1, 2. With
Bluetooth®, connect to peripherals like headsets and
keyboards. And the new HP 24-pin Connector enables
unique business solutions by attaching a variety of
peripherals.
Powerful mobile solutions go beyond the device
Whether you’re an IT manager or a mobile
professional, you work in a complex environment. Your
world – spanning countries and continents, an array of
wireless technologies and networks, and powerful
applications and communication tools – has a singular
purpose: to drive business results. HP, a global leader
in technology, services, and support, understands that
mission. Our mobile devices are just a small piece of
the challenging puzzle that is your enterprise mobility
program. Your business runs on key applications. Your
proprietary data is irreplaceable and must be
protected. The effort you put into testing, approval,
deployment and remote management of your IT is
enormous. HP can help you deploy and support your
mobility strategy – from device-level support to
enterprise support solutions, across geographies and
vendors. Put our mobile devices and global support to
work for you.
Think mobile. Think global. Think HP.
For Evaluation Only.
Copyright (c) by Foxit Software Company, 2004 - 2007
Edited by Foxit PDF Editor
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HP iPAQ 200 Enterprise Handheld
Operating system Windows Mobile® 6 Classic
Processor Marvell PXA310 Processor 624 MHz
Memory 128 MB SDRAM main memory for running applications, 256 MB flash ROM
Software Outlook® Mobile (Calendar, Contacts, Messaging, Tasks), Office Mobile (Word Mobile, Excel® Mobile, Powerpoint® Mobile), Internet Explorer®
Mobile, Windows Media® Player 10 Mobile, Games, Calculator, Audio Recorder, File Manager, MSN Messenger
HP exclusive applications: HP iPAQ Help and Support, HP iPAQ QuickStart Tour, HP iPAQ Setup Assistant, Certificate Enroller, Asset Viewer, iPAQ
Wireless Manager, HP Photosmart Mobile, Bluetooth® Manager, Today Panel Lite, HP Enterprise Mobility Agent, HP Mobile Print
Dimensions (w x d x h) 7.54 x 1.75 x 13.39 cm
Weight 190 g
Display 4.0” transflective TFT, 65K colours, 640 x 480 pixel touch panel display with LED backlight
Integrated Wireless Integrated WLAN 802.11b/g, Bluetooth® 2.0 with EDR
GPS receiver No integrated GPS
Expansion Slots SDIO and CF card slots
Multimedia HP Photosmart Mobile Software, Windows Media Player 10 Mobile
Power Battery: removable/rechargeable 2200 mAh Lithium-Ion (user changeable)
AC Power - AC Input: 100~240 Vac, 50/60 Hz, AC Input current: 0.5 Aac max, Output Voltage: 5.2 Vdc (typical), Output current: 2 A (typical)
Pointing device Touch Screen and Stylus
Audio Integrated microphone, receiver, 2 speakers and one 3.5 mm 4 pin stereo headphone jack
Integrated camera No integrated camera
Warranty 1 year pick-up and return service, 90 days technical support for software, may vary by region
What's in the box Removable/rechargeable Lithium-Ion 2200 mAh battery, AC Adapter with 6 ft (1.83 m) power cord, 1 24-pin connector synchronization/charge
cable, stylus, slip case, HP iPAQ Companion CD, documentation kit
Design features 5-way navigation with press to activate, 4 programmable keys, voice recorder, 1 power button, 1 reset button
Security HP Enterprise Mobility Agent
1 A standard WLAN (Wi-Fi) infrastructure, other Bluetooth-enabled devices, separately purchased equipment, and a service contract with a wireless airtime provider may be required for applicable wireless
communication. Wireless Internet use requires a separately purchased service contract. Check with wireless network service providers for availability and coverage in your area. Not all web content available;
2 Wireless access points required and are not included. Availability of public wireless access points limited. Wireless Internet use requires separately purchased Internet service contract.
© Copyright 2007 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express
warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained
herein.
Microsoft, Windows Mobile, Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint, Internet Explorer and Windows Media are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. or other countries. Bluetooth is a registered
trademark owned by its proprietor and used by Hewlett-Packard Company under licence.
For more information, please visit www.hp.com/eur/handhelds
4AA1-4012EEE. March 2008
For Evaluation Only.
Copyright (c) by Foxit Software Company, 2004 - 2007
Edited by Foxit PDF Editor
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HP iPAQ 200 Enterprise Handheld
For more information, please visit www.hp.com/eur/hpoptions
Recommended accessories
HP iPAQ 200 Series Standard
Battery
Always have a spare battery and you’ll never be without power while on the go.
Product number: FB036AA
HP iPAQ 200 Series Stylus Kit Because you never know when you might need that spare stylus.
Product number: FB020AA
HP iPAQ 200 Series Skin-Fit
Case
Form fitting silicone skins in professional colors offer bump and scratch protection.
Product number: FB016AA
HP iPAQ 200 Series Screen
Protector
Protect your screen from scratches with an anti-glare coating that allows use in direct
sunlight.
Product number: FB019AA
HP iPAQ 200 Series Belt Case Give your iPAQ Pocket PC that professional look.
Product number: FB014AA
For Evaluation Only.
Copyright (c) by Foxit Software Company, 2004 - 2007
Edited by Foxit PDF Editor
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8.5 Source Code
1 using System ;
2 using System . C o l l e c t i o n s . Generic ;
3 using System . Text ;
4 using System . Drawing ;
5 using KHP;
6
7 namespace P a r t i c l e F i l t e r
8 {
9
10 public class P a r t i c l e F i l t e r
11 {
12 // p r o p e r t i e s d e c l a r a t i o n
13 // p u b l i c s t a t i c Coordinates [ ] P a r t i c l e s ; // s e t o f p a r t i c l e s
14 // p u b l i c s t a t i c doub le [ ] we igh t ; // weigh t o f p a r t i c l e s
15 public stat ic P a r t i c l e s [ ] P a r t i c l e s S e t = new P a r t i c l e s [ Constants .N
] ;
16 public stat ic double RadioSampling ; // rad io o f resampl ing ,
motion model
17 public stat ic long LastAppearance ; // Time o f l a s t packe t r e c e p t i o n
18 public stat ic Coordinates Pos i t i on ; // Current P o s i t i o n Est imat ion
19 public stat ic int [ ] TagRoom = new int [ Constants . Tags . GetLength (0 ) ] ;
// Array with the
20 // l ineID o f the po lygon where each tag be lo ng
21 public stat ic double TotalArea ; // The t o t a l area o f the b u i l d i n g
22 public stat ic int New N ; // The number o f p a r t i c l e s to resampl ing
every new s t e p
23 public stat ic int current N ; // The number o f curren t p a r t i c l e s
24 public stat ic bool Thre sho ld f l ag = fa l se ; // f l a g , f o r the cases
t h a t th sumweight i s too low
25 public stat ic Coordinates [ ] GridVector ;
26 public stat ic int numberOfgrids = 0 ;
27
28 // c r e a t o r
29 public P a r t i c l e F i l t e r ( )
30 {
31 // P a r t i c l e s S e t [ ] . P a r t i c l e = new Coordinates [ Constants .N] ;
32 // P a r t i c l e s S e t [ ] . we igh t = new doub le [ Constants .N] ;
33 for ( int j = 0 ; j < Constants .N; j++)
34 {
35 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;
36 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . weight = 0 ;
37 }
38
39 RadioSampling = 0 ;
40 LastAppearance = 0 ;
41 Pos i t i on .X = 0 ;
42 Pos i t i on .Y = 0 ;
43
44 // Find the room where each tag i s
45 double x , y ;
46 Coordinates curr = new Coordinates ( ) ;
47 for ( int j = 0 ; j < Constants . Tags . GetLength (0 ) ; j++)
48 {
49 x = Constants . Tags [ j , 1 ] ;
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50 y = Constants . Tags [ j , 2 ] ;
51 curr .X = x ; curr .Y = y ;





57 public stat ic void P a r t i c l e F i l t e r I n i t ( )
58 {
59 Coordinates Point tmp = new Coordinates ( ) ;
60 Coordinates MinCoor = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;
61 Coordinates MaxCoor = new Coordinates (66 . 0454 , 40 .5443) ;
62 Random RandomNumber = new Random( ) ;
63
64 //MinCoor = KHP.KHP. MinBuildingCoordenates ( Constants .
Outs ideWal ls ) ;
65 //MaxCoor = KHP.KHP. MaxBuildingCoordenates ( Constants .
Outs ideWal ls ) ;
66
67
68 TotalArea = (MaxCoor .X − MinCoor .X) ∗ (MaxCoor .Y − MinCoor .Y) ;
69
70 int i = 0 ;
71
72 // sample randomly N p o i n t in the b u i l d i n g and a s s i g n at each
p a r t i c l e we igh t 1/N
73 while ( i < Constants .N)
74 {
75 // sample coordenates
76 Point tmp .X = ( MinCoor .X + (MaxCoor .X − MinCoor .X) ∗
RandomNumber . NextDouble ( ) ) ;
77 Point tmp .Y = ( MinCoor .Y + (MaxCoor .Y − MinCoor .Y) ∗
RandomNumber . NextDouble ( ) ) ;
78
79 int roomm = Constants . FindRoom( Point tmp ) ;
80 i f (roomm != 9999)
81 {
82 // a s s i g n coordenates at each p a r t i c l e
83 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .X = Point tmp .X;
84 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .Y = Point tmp .Y;
85
86 // a s s i g n weigh t a t each p a r t i c l e
87 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight = 1 / (double ) Constants .N;
88
89 // a s s i g n room of p a r t i c l e
90 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . Room = roomm ;
91





97 //Take the number o f curren t p a r t i c l e s
98 current N = Constants .N;
99 // Last appearance




103 public stat ic void P a r t i c l e F i l t e r I n i t o f f l i n e ( long
f i r s tAppe r eance )
104 {
105
106 Coordinates Point tmp = new Coordinates ( ) ;
107 Coordinates MinCoor = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;
108 Coordinates MaxCoor = new Coordinates (66 . 0454 , 40 .5443) ;
109 Random RandomNumber = new Random( ) ;
110
111
112 TotalArea = (MaxCoor .X − MinCoor .X) ∗ (MaxCoor .Y − MinCoor .Y) ;
113
114 int i = 0 ;
115
116 // sample randomly N p o i n t in the b u i l d i n g and a s s i g n at each
p a r t i c l e we igh t 1/N
117 while ( i < Constants .N)
118 {
119 // sample coordenates
120 Point tmp .X = ( MinCoor .X + (MaxCoor .X − MinCoor .X) ∗
RandomNumber . NextDouble ( ) ) ;
121 Point tmp .Y = ( MinCoor .Y + (MaxCoor .Y − MinCoor .Y) ∗
RandomNumber . NextDouble ( ) ) ;
122
123 int roomm = Constants . FindRoom( Point tmp ) ;
124 i f (roomm != 9999)
125 {
126 // a s s i g n coordenates at each p a r t i c l e
127 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .X = Point tmp .X;
128 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .Y = Point tmp .Y;
129
130 // a s s i g n weigh t a t each p a r t i c l e
131 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight = 1 / (double ) Constants .N;
132
133 // a s s i g n room of p a r t i c l e
134 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . Room = roomm ;
135





141 //Take the number o f curren t p a r t i c l e s
142 current N = Constants .N;
143 // Last appearance




148 public stat ic void P a r t i c l e F i l t e r I n i t G r i d ( )
149 {
150 Coordinates MinCoor = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;
151 Coordinates MaxCoor = new Coordinates (66 . 0454 , 40 .5443) ;
152 Coordinates Grid = new Coordinates ( ) ;
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153
154 int GridLength = 1 ;
155
156 int SetGridOnX = ( int ) (MaxCoor .X − MinCoor .X) / GridLength ;
157 int SetGridOnY = ( int ) (MaxCoor .Y − MinCoor .Y) / GridLength ;
158 GridVector = new Coordinates [ 2 6 4 1 ] ;
159
160 for ( int y = 0 ; y < SetGridOnY ; y++)
161 {
162 Grid .Y = MaxCoor .Y − GridLength ∗ y + GridLength / 2 ;
163 for ( int x = 0 ; x < SetGridOnX ; x++)
164 {
165 Grid .X = MinCoor .X + GridLength ∗ x − GridLength / 2 ;
166 //Check i f g r i d i s v a l i d
167 i f ( Constants . FindRoom( Grid ) != 9999)
168 {
169 GridVector [ numberOfgrids ] = Grid ;







177 public stat ic void P a r t i c l e F i l t e r P r e d i c t ( long ReceptionTime )
178 {
179 int Hour , Minute , Second , Mi l l i s egundos ; // time v a r i a b l e s
180 TimeSpan ck2 ; // Declare Time v a r i a b l e s
181
182 // Get the time t h a t has passed s i n c e the l a s t p r e d i c t i o n
183 ck2 = new TimeSpan (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , ( int ) ReceptionTime − ( int )
LastAppearance ) ;
184 Hour = ck2 . Hours ;
185 Minute = ck2 . Minutes ;
186 Second = ck2 . Seconds ;
187 Mi l l i s egundos = ck2 . M i l l i s e c o n d s ;
188
189 long TimePassed = Hour ∗ 60 ∗ 60 ∗ 1000 + 60000 ∗ Minute + 1000
∗ Second + Mi l l i s egundos ;
190
191
192 // Checking f o r the dimension o f the area to cover
193 Coordinates Minimum = new Coordinates (999 , 999) ;
194 Coordinates Maximum = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;
195 for ( int j = 0 ; j < current N ; j++)
196 {
197 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .X < Minimum .X)
198 Minimum .X = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .X;
199 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .Y < Minimum .Y)
200 Minimum .Y = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .Y;
201
202 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .X > Maximum.X)
203 Maximum.X = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .X;
204 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .Y > Maximum.Y)





209 // Change the number o f the p a r t i c l e s
210 i f ( ! Thre sho ld f l ag )
211 {
212 double CoveredArea = (Maximum.X − Minimum .X) ∗ (Maximum.Y −
Minimum .Y) ;
213 New N = ( int ) ( Constants .N ∗ CoveredArea / TotalArea ) ;
214 i f (New N < 50) New N = 50 ;
215 }
216 i f ( Thre sho ld f l ag && ( ( current N + 100) < Constants .N) ) New N
= current N + 100 ;
217 else New N = Constants .N;
218
219 i f (New N > Constants .N)
220 New N = Constants .N;
221
222 //New N = 1000;
223
224 // C a l c u l a t e the rad ious o f the resampl ing
225 RadioSampling = Constants . Ve loc i ty ∗ ( ( ( double ) TimePassed ) /
1000) ;
226 RadioSampling = Constants . Ve loc i ty ∗ ( ( int ) ReceptionTime − ( int
) LastAppearance ) /1000 ;
227 // doub le Resampling Factor = 2∗ CoveredArea / TotalArea ;
228 i f ( RadioSampling > 10)
229 RadioSampling = 10 ;
230 // RadioSampling = 2 ;
231 // Resampling the p a r t i c l e s
232 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r R e s a m p l i n g ( ) ;
233
234 // Reassing w e i g h t s
235 for ( int i = 0 ; i < New N ; i++)
236 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight = 1 / (double )New N ;
237
238 // Set curren t as the l a s t r e c e p t i o n
239 LastAppearance = ReceptionTime ;
240 }
241
242 public stat ic void P a r t i c l e F i l t e r P r e d i c t o f f l i n e ( long
ReceptionTime )
243 {
244 long TimePassed = ( int ) ReceptionTime − ( int ) LastAppearance ;
245
246 // Checking f o r the dimension o f the area to cover
247 Coordinates Minimum = new Coordinates (999 , 999) ;
248 Coordinates Maximum = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;
249 for ( int j = 0 ; j < current N ; j++)
250 {
251 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .X < Minimum .X)
252 Minimum .X = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .X;
253 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .Y < Minimum .Y)
254 Minimum .Y = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .Y;
255
256 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .X > Maximum.X)
257 Maximum.X = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .X;
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258 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ j ] . P a r t i c l e .Y > Maximum.Y)




263 // Change the number o f the p a r t i c l e s
264 i f ( ! Thre sho ld f l ag )
265 {
266 double CoveredArea = (Maximum.X − Minimum .X) ∗ (Maximum.Y −
Minimum .Y) ;
267 New N = ( int ) ( Constants .N ∗ CoveredArea / TotalArea ) ;
268 i f (New N < 50) New N = 50 ;
269 }
270 i f ( Thre sho ld f l ag && ( ( current N + 100) < Constants .N) ) New N
= current N + 100 ;
271 else New N = Constants .N;
272
273 i f (New N > Constants .N)
274 New N = Constants .N;
275
276 //New N = 1000;
277
278 // C a l c u l a t e the rad ious o f the resampl ing
279 RadioSampling = Constants . Ve loc i ty ∗ ( ( ( double ) TimePassed ) /
1000) ;
280 // RadioSampling = Constants . V e l o c i t y ∗ ( ( i n t ) ReceptionTime − (
i n t ) LastAppearance ) /1000;
281 // doub le Resampling Factor = 2∗ CoveredArea / TotalArea ;
282 i f ( RadioSampling > 10)
283 RadioSampling = 10 ;
284 RadioSampling = 2 ;
285 // Resampling the p a r t i c l e s
286 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r R e s a m p l i n g ( ) ;
287
288 // Reassing w e i g h t s
289 for ( int i = 0 ; i < New N ; i++)
290 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight = 1 / (double )New N ;
291
292 // Set curren t as the l a s t r e c e p t i o n




297 public stat ic void P a r t i c l e F i l t e r C o r r e c t ( int RSSI , int TagID)
298 {
299 int d i s t anc e = 0 ;
300 double [ ] Obse rvat ionProbab i l i ty = new double [ 2 ] ;
301 // doub le SumWeight = 0 ;
302 Coordinates tagCoor = new Coordinates ( ) ;
303
304 //For a l l p a r t i c l e s
305 for ( int i = 0 ; i < current N ; i++)
306 {
307 // C a l c u l a t e the d i s t a n c e between the tag and the p a r t i c l e
308 // i n t ind = KHP.KHP. FindValues2DimArray double ( Constants .
Tags , Constants . TagsCount , 3 , 1 , TagID) ;
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309 int ind = TagID ;
310 //Get the mean and the var f o r the s p e c i f i c d i s t a n c e and
t a k i n g in account the LOS
311 tagCoor .X = Constants . Tags [ ind , 1 ] ; tagCoor .Y = Constants .
Tags [ ind , 2 ] ;
312
313 d i s t ance = ( int )Math . Sqrt ( ( ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .X −
tagCoor .X) ∗ ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .X − tagCoor .X) ) +
( ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .Y − tagCoor .Y) ∗ (
P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .Y − tagCoor .Y) ) ) ;
314
315 i f ( d i s t ance > 19)
316 d i s t ance = 19 ;
317
318 // i f ( P a r t i c l e F i l t e r C r o s s W a l l s ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e ,
tagCoor ) )
319 i f ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . Room != TagRoom [ ind ] )
320 Observat ionProbab i l i ty = Constants .
ReturnObservat ionProbabi l i ty ( d i s tance , 1) ;
321 else
322 Observat ionProbab i l i ty = Constants .
ReturnObservat ionProbabi l i ty ( d i s tance , 0) ;
323
324
325 i f ( Obse rvat ionProbab i l i ty [ 0 ] == 0 | |
Observat ionProbab i l i ty [ 1 ] == 0)
326 throw new Exception ("Mean or desviation equal to zero" )
;
327
328 // C a l c u l a t e the p o s t e r i o r p r o b a b i l i t y
329 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight = ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight ∗ KHP.KHP.
NormPDF( Observat ionProbab i l i ty [ 0 ] ,
Obse rvat ionProbab i l i ty [ 1 ] , (double ) RSSI ) ) ;





335 public stat ic void P a r t i c l e F i l t e r P o s i t i o n ( )
336 {
337 double SumWeight = 0 ;
338
339 Pos i t i on .X = 0 ;
340 Pos i t i on .Y = 0 ;
341
342 // Separate the c l u s t e r s
343 for ( int i = 0 ; i < current N ; i++)
344 {




349 // Contro l Threshold
350 i f (SumWeight < 0 . 6 )
351 Thre sho ld f l ag = true ;
352 else Thre sho ld f l ag = fa l se ;
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353
354 // Normalize the w e i g h t s
355 for ( int i = 0 ; i < current N ; i++)
356 {
357 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight / SumWeight
;
358
359 Pos i t i on .X = Pos i t i on .X + ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .X ∗
P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . weight ) ;
360 Pos i t i on .Y = Pos i t i on .Y + ( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ i ] . P a r t i c l e .Y ∗





365 private stat ic void P a r t i c l e F i l t e r R e s a m p l i n g ( )
366 {
367 Random RandomNumber = new Random( ) ;
368 double [ ] Cumsum = new double [ current N ] ;
369 int I d p a r t i c l e ;
370 Coordinates [ ] NewPart ic les = new Coordinates [ New N ] ;
371 int [ ] currRoom = new int [ New N ] ;
372 bool V a l i d P a r t i c l e s ;
373 double d i s t anc e = 0 ;
374 int [ ] CheckRoom = new int [ 2 ] ;
375 // h e l p i n g v a r i a b l e s
376 // doub le f , o ;
377 double l ook ;
378 Coordinates MinCoor = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;




383 // C a l c u l a t e the Cumsum of the w e i g h t s
384 double [ ] currWeight = new double [ current N ] ; for ( int g = 0 ; g
< current N ; g++) { currWeight [ g ] = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ g ] . weight ;
}
385 Cumsum = KHP.KHP. CumSumCalculation ( currWeight ) ;
386
387 // Resample the new p a r t i c l e s
388 for ( int j = 0 ; j < (New N ∗ 99 / 100) ; j++) // the 90% i s
resampled c l o s e to the p a r t i c l e s wi th h i g h e r p o s i t i o n
p r o b a b i l i t y
389 {
390 // Choose a p a r t i c l e to resample
391 look = RandomNumber . NextDouble ( ) ;
392 I d p a r t i c l e = KHP.KHP. LookInCumSum(Cumsum, look ) ;
393 i f ( I d p a r t i c l e == 9999) I d p a r t i c l e = current N − 1 ;
394 // Assign v a l i d c o o r d i n a t e s = f a l s e
395 V a l i d P a r t i c l e s = fa l se ;
396
397
398 // While no new v a l i d c o o r d i n a t e s are found
399 while ( ! V a l i d P a r t i c l e s )
400 {
401 //Take new coordenates f o r i t
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402 NewPart ic les [ j ] . X = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ I d p a r t i c l e ] . P a r t i c l e .X
+ RadioSampling ∗ (1 − (2 ∗ RandomNumber . NextDouble
( ) ) ) ;
403 NewPart ic les [ j ] . Y = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ I d p a r t i c l e ] . P a r t i c l e .Y
+ RadioSampling ∗ (1 − (2 ∗ RandomNumber . NextDouble
( ) ) ) ;
404
405 d i s t ance = ( ( ( NewPart ic les [ j ] . X − P a r t i c l e s S e t [
I d p a r t i c l e ] . P a r t i c l e .X) ∗ ( NewPart ic les [ j ] . X −
P a r t i c l e s S e t [ I d p a r t i c l e ] . P a r t i c l e .X) ) + ( (
NewPart ic les [ j ] . Y − P a r t i c l e s S e t [ I d p a r t i c l e ] .
P a r t i c l e .Y) ∗ ( NewPart ic les [ j ] . Y − P a r t i c l e s S e t [
I d p a r t i c l e ] . P a r t i c l e .Y) ) ) ;
406 // a . Check i f i n s i d e the c i r c l e o f the motion model
407 i f ( d i s t ance <= ( RadioSampling ∗ RadioSampling ) )
408 {
409 // b . i f c r o s s e s a w a l l o f the room
410 int roomidef = P a r t i c l e s S e t [ I d p a r t i c l e ] . Room;
411 CheckRoom = ChangeRoom( P a r t i c l e s S e t [ I d p a r t i c l e ] .
P a r t i c l e , NewPart ic les [ j ] , Constants . Rooms [
roomidef ] , roomidef ) ;
412 i f (CheckRoom [ 1 ] != 9999)
413 {
414 // c . i f i t i s i n s i d e the b u i l d i n g
415 V a l i d P a r t i c l e s = true ;
416 i f ( !KHP.KHP. InPolygon ( NewPart ic les [ j ] ,
Constants . Rooms [ CheckRoom [ 1 ] ] ) )
417 V a l i d P a r t i c l e s = fa l se ;
418
419 currRoom [ j ] = CheckRoom [ 1 ] ;
420
421 }
422 else i f (CheckRoom [ 0 ] == 0)
423 {
424 V a l i d P a r t i c l e s = true ;
425 i f ( !KHP.KHP. InPolygon ( NewPart ic les [ j ] ,
Constants . Rooms [ P a r t i c l e s S e t [ I d p a r t i c l e ] .
Room ] ) )
426 V a l i d P a r t i c l e s = fa l se ;
427






434 int i = (New N ∗ 99 / 100) ;
435 while ( i < New N) // the r e s t 10% i s resampled in the r e s t o f
the area
436 {
437 NewPart ic les [ i ] . X = ( MinCoor .X + (MaxCoor .X − MinCoor .X) ∗
RandomNumber . NextDouble ( ) ) ;
438 NewPart ic les [ i ] . Y = ( MinCoor .Y + (MaxCoor .Y − MinCoor .Y) ∗
RandomNumber . NextDouble ( ) ) ;
439
440 int roomm = Constants . FindRoom( NewPart ic les [ i ] ) ;
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441 i f (roomm != 9999)
442 {
443
444 // a s s i g n room of p a r t i c l e
445 currRoom [ i ] = roomm ;
446





452 for ( int l = 0 ; l < New N ; l++)
453 {
454 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ l ] . P a r t i c l e = NewPart ic les [ l ] ;
455 P a r t i c l e s S e t [ l ] . Room = currRoom [ l ] ;
456 }
457





463 public stat ic int [ ] ChangeRoom( Coordinates PointOrigen , Coordinates
PointTarget , Coordinates [ ] Walls , int RoomID)
464 {
465 //The f u n c t i o n r e t i r n s an array wi th two data . The f i r s t i s the
f l a g i f the p a r t i c l e changes room( v a l u e = 1) or not ( v a l u e =
0) ,
466 //and the second i s in case t h a t the p a r t i c l e change room , the
roomID of the new room . I f i t doesn ’ t change room
467 // t a k e s v a l u e 9999;
468 int [ ] CrossFlag = new int [ 2 ] { 0 , 9999 } ;
469
470 double x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , u , v , ai , a i i , bi , b i i ;
471
472 x1 = PointOrigen .X; y1 = PointOrigen .Y;
473 x2 = PointTarget .X; y2 = PointTarget .Y;
474
475
476 // s p e c i a l check f o t the machines in T a l l e r
477 i f (RoomID == 51 /∗T a l l e r ∗/ )
478 {
479 Coordinates [ ] WallsTemp = Constants . Rooms [ 5 9 ] ;
480 for ( int i = 0 ; i < WallsTemp . GetLength (0 ) − 1 ; i++)
481 {
482 x3 = WallsTemp [ i ] . X; y3 = WallsTemp [ i ] . Y;
483 x4 = WallsTemp [ i + 1 ] .X; y4 = WallsTemp [ i + 1 ] .Y;
484
485 a i = ( y2 − y1 ) / ( x2 − x1 ) ; b i = y1 − x1 ∗ ( ( y2 − y1 ) /
( x2 − x1 ) ) ;
486 a i i = ( y4 − y3 ) / ( x4 − x3 ) ; b i i = y3 − x3 ∗ ( ( y4 − y3 )
/ ( x4 − x3 ) ) ;
487
488
489 // Case 1 :
490 // a i or a i i i g u a l a I n f i n i t o or a i=a i i=I n f i n i t o
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491 i f ( ( a i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i i . ToString ( ) !=
"Infinito" ) )
492 {
493 u = x1 ;
494 i f ( ( x1 < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && ( x1 > Math . Min( x3 ,
x4 ) ) )
495 {
496 v = a i i ∗ u + b i i ;
497 i f ( ( Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y1 ,
y2 ) ) && (Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < v ) && ( v < Math
.Max( y3 , y4 ) ) )
498 {
499 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




504 else i f ( ( a i i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i . ToString
( ) != "Infinito" ) )
505 {
506 u = x3 ;
507 i f ( ( x3 < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && ( x3 > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) )
508 {
509 v = a i ∗ u + bi ;
510 i f ( ( Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y3 ,
y4 ) ) && (Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < v ) && ( v < Math
.Max( y1 , y2 ) ) )
511 {
512 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




517 else i f ( ( a i i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i . ToString
( ) == "Infinito" ) )
518 {
519 i f ( x1 == x3 )
520 {
521 i f ( ( Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) && (
Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) )
522 {
523 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
524 return CrossFlag ;
525 }
526 else i f ( ( Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) )
&& (Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) )
527 {
528 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
529 return CrossFlag ;
530 }
531 else i f ( ( Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) )
&& (Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) )
532 {
533 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
534 return CrossFlag ;
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535 }
536 else i f ( ( Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) )
&& (Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) )
537 {
538 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




543 // Case 2
544 // a i = 0 or a i i = 0 or a i = a i i = 0
545 else i f ( ( a i == 0) && ( a i i != 0) )
546 {
547 v = y1 ;
548 i f ( ( y1 < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) && ( y1 > Math . Min( y3 ,
y4 ) ) )
549 {
550 u = ( v − b i i ) / a i i ;
551 i f ( ( u < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) && (u < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u > Math
. Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
552 {
553 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




558 else i f ( ( a i != 0) && ( a i i == 0) )
559 {
560 v = y3 ;
561 i f ( ( y3 < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) ) && ( y3 > Math . Min( y1 ,
y2 ) ) )
562 {
563 u = ( v − bi ) / a i ;
564 i f ( ( u < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x3 ,
x4 ) ) && (u < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u > Math
. Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
565 {
566 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




571 else i f ( ( a i == 0) && ( a i i == 0) )
572 {
573 i f ( y1 == y3 )
574 {
575 i f ( ( Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (
Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
576 {
577 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
578 return CrossFlag ;
579 }
580 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) )
&& (Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
581 {
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582 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
583 return CrossFlag ;
584 }
585 else i f ( ( Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) )
&& (Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
586 {
587 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
588 return CrossFlag ;
589 }
590 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) )
&& (Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
591 {
592 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




597 // Case 3
598 // a i != 0 , I n f i n i t o and a i i != 0 , I n f i n i t o
599 else
600 {
601 i f ( a i == a i i )
602 {
603 i f ( b i == b i i )
604 {
605 i f ( ( Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) )
&& (Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) )
)
606 {
607 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
608 return CrossFlag ;
609 }
610 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 ,
x4 ) ) && (Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 ,
x4 ) ) )
611 {
612 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
613 return CrossFlag ;
614 }
615 else i f ( ( Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 ,
x2 ) ) && (Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) )
616 {
617 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
618 return CrossFlag ;
619 }
620 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 ,
x2 ) ) && (Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) )
621 {
622 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;







629 u = ( bi − b i i ) / ( a i − a i i ) ;
630 v = a i ∗ ( ( b i − b i i ) / ( a i − a i i ) ) + bi ;
631 i f ( ( ( u > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u < Math .Max( x1
, x2 ) ) ) && ( ( u > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u <
Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) ) )
632 i f ( ( ( v > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) && ( v < Math .
Max( y1 , y2 ) ) ) && ( ( v > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) )
&& ( v < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) ) )
633 {
634 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;







642 WallsTemp = Constants . Rooms [ 6 0 ] ;
643 for ( int i = 0 ; i < WallsTemp . GetLength (0 ) − 1 ; i++)
644 {
645 x3 = WallsTemp [ i ] . X; y3 = WallsTemp [ i ] . Y;
646 x4 = WallsTemp [ i + 1 ] .X; y4 = WallsTemp [ i + 1 ] .Y;
647
648 a i = ( y2 − y1 ) / ( x2 − x1 ) ; b i = y1 − x1 ∗ ( ( y2 − y1 ) /
( x2 − x1 ) ) ;
649 a i i = ( y4 − y3 ) / ( x4 − x3 ) ; b i i = y3 − x3 ∗ ( ( y4 − y3 )
/ ( x4 − x3 ) ) ;
650
651
652 // Case 1 :
653 // a i or a i i i g u a l a I n f i n i t o or a i=a i i=I n f i n i t o
654 i f ( ( a i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i i . ToString ( ) !=
"Infinito" ) )
655 {
656 u = x1 ;
657 i f ( ( x1 < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && ( x1 > Math . Min( x3 ,
x4 ) ) )
658 {
659 v = a i i ∗ u + b i i ;
660 i f ( ( Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y1 ,
y2 ) ) && (Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < v ) && ( v < Math
.Max( y3 , y4 ) ) )
661 {
662 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




667 else i f ( ( a i i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i . ToString
( ) != "Infinito" ) )
668 {
669 u = x3 ;
670 i f ( ( x3 < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && ( x3 > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) )
671 {
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672 v = a i ∗ u + bi ;
673 i f ( ( Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y3 ,
y4 ) ) && (Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < v ) && ( v < Math
.Max( y1 , y2 ) ) )
674 {
675 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




680 else i f ( ( a i i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i . ToString
( ) == "Infinito" ) )
681 {
682 i f ( x1 == x3 )
683 {
684 i f ( ( Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) && (
Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) )
685 {
686 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
687 return CrossFlag ;
688 }
689 else i f ( ( Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) )
&& (Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) )
690 {
691 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
692 return CrossFlag ;
693 }
694 else i f ( ( Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) )
&& (Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) )
695 {
696 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
697 return CrossFlag ;
698 }
699 else i f ( ( Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) )
&& (Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) )
700 {
701 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




706 // Case 2
707 // a i = 0 or a i i = 0 or a i = a i i = 0
708 else i f ( ( a i == 0) && ( a i i != 0) )
709 {
710 v = y1 ;
711 i f ( ( y1 < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) && ( y1 > Math . Min( y3 ,
y4 ) ) )
712 {
713 u = ( v − b i i ) / a i i ;
714 i f ( ( u < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) && (u < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u > Math
. Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
715 {
716 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;





721 else i f ( ( a i != 0) && ( a i i == 0) )
722 {
723 v = y3 ;
724 i f ( ( y3 < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) ) && ( y3 > Math . Min( y1 ,
y2 ) ) )
725 {
726 u = ( v − bi ) / a i ;
727 i f ( ( u < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x3 ,
x4 ) ) && (u < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u > Math
. Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
728 {
729 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




734 else i f ( ( a i == 0) && ( a i i == 0) )
735 {
736 i f ( y1 == y3 )
737 {
738 i f ( ( Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (
Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
739 {
740 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
741 return CrossFlag ;
742 }
743 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) )
&& (Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
744 {
745 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
746 return CrossFlag ;
747 }
748 else i f ( ( Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) )
&& (Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
749 {
750 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
751 return CrossFlag ;
752 }
753 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) )
&& (Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
754 {
755 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




760 // Case 3
761 // a i != 0 , I n f i n i t o and a i i != 0 , I n f i n i t o
762 else
763 {
764 i f ( a i == a i i )
765 {
766 i f ( b i == b i i )
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767 {
768 i f ( ( Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) )
&& (Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) )
)
769 {
770 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
771 return CrossFlag ;
772 }
773 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 ,
x4 ) ) && (Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 ,
x4 ) ) )
774 {
775 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
776 return CrossFlag ;
777 }
778 else i f ( ( Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 ,
x2 ) ) && (Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) )
779 {
780 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
781 return CrossFlag ;
782 }
783 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 ,
x2 ) ) && (Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) )
784 {
785 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;






792 u = ( bi − b i i ) / ( a i − a i i ) ;
793 v = a i ∗ ( ( b i − b i i ) / ( a i − a i i ) ) + bi ;
794 i f ( ( ( u > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u < Math .Max( x1
, x2 ) ) ) && ( ( u > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u <
Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) ) )
795 i f ( ( ( v > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) && ( v < Math .
Max( y1 , y2 ) ) ) && ( ( v > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) )
&& ( v < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) ) )
796 {
797 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;









807 // Check i f they c r o s s wi th one o f the doors o f the room




810 x3 = Constants . Doors [ RoomID ] [ i ∗ 2 ] .X; y3 = Constants . Doors
[ RoomID ] [ i ∗ 2 ] .Y;
811 x4 = Constants . Doors [ RoomID ] [ i ∗ 2 + 1 ] .X; y4 = Constants .
Doors [ RoomID ] [ i ∗ 2 + 1 ] .Y;
812
813 a i = ( y2 − y1 ) / ( x2 − x1 ) ; b i = y1 − x1 ∗ ( ( y2 − y1 ) / ( x2
− x1 ) ) ;
814 a i i = ( y4 − y3 ) / ( x4 − x3 ) ; b i i = y3 − x3 ∗ ( ( y4 − y3 ) / (
x4 − x3 ) ) ;
815
816
817 // Case 1 :
818 // a i or a i i i g u a l a I n f i n i t o or a i=a i i=I n f i n i t o
819 i f ( ( a i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i i . ToString ( ) != "
Infinito" ) )
820 {
821 u = x1 ;
822 i f ( ( x1 < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && ( x1 > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
823 {
824 v = a i i ∗ u + b i i ;
825 i f ( ( Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y1 , y2 )
) && (Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y3 ,
y4 ) ) )
826 {
827 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;




832 else i f ( ( a i i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i . ToString ( )
!= "Infinito" ) )
833 {
834 u = x3 ;
835 i f ( ( x3 < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && ( x3 > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
836 {
837 v = a i ∗ u + bi ;
838 i f ( ( Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y3 , y4 )
) && (Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y1 ,
y2 ) ) )
839 {
840 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;





846 // Case 2
847 // a i = 0 or a i i = 0 or a i = a i i = 0
848 else i f ( ( a i == 0) && ( a i i != 0) )
849 {
850 v = y1 ;
851 i f ( ( y1 < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) && ( y1 > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) )
852 {
853 u = ( v − b i i ) / a i i ;
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854 i f ( ( u < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x1 , x2 )
) && (u < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x3 ,
x4 ) ) )
855 {
856 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;




861 else i f ( ( a i != 0) && ( a i i == 0) )
862 {
863 v = y3 ;
864 i f ( ( y3 < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) ) && ( y3 > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) )
865 {
866 u = ( v − bi ) / a i ;
867 i f ( ( u < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x3 , x4 )
) && (u < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) )
868 {
869 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;





875 // Case 3
876 // a i != 0 , I n f i n i t o and a i i != 0 , I n f i n i t o
877 else
878 {
879 i f ( a i == a i i )
880 {
881 i f ( b i == b i i )
882 {
883 i f ( ( Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (
Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
884 {
885 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;
886 return CrossFlag ;
887 }
888 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) )
&& (Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
889 {
890 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;
891 return CrossFlag ;
892 }
893 else i f ( ( Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) )
&& (Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
894 {
895 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;
896 return CrossFlag ;
897 }
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898 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) )
&& (Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
899 {
900 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;






907 u = ( bi − b i i ) / ( a i − a i i ) ;
908 v = a i ∗ ( ( b i − b i i ) / ( a i − a i i ) ) + bi ;
909 i f ( ( ( u > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u < Math .Max( x1 , x2
) ) ) && ( ( u > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u < Math .Max(
x3 , x4 ) ) ) )
910 i f ( ( ( v > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) && ( v < Math .Max( y1
, y2 ) ) ) && ( ( v > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) && ( v <
Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) ) )
911 {
912 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = Constants .
DoorsConnections [ RoomID ] [ i ] ;






919 // Check i f they c r o s s wi th the w a l l s
920 for ( int i = 0 ; i < Walls . GetLength (0 ) − 1 ; i++)
921 {
922 x3 = Walls [ i ] . X; y3 = Walls [ i ] . Y;
923 x4 = Walls [ i + 1 ] .X; y4 = Walls [ i + 1 ] .Y;
924
925 a i = ( y2 − y1 ) / ( x2 − x1 ) ; b i = y1 − x1 ∗ ( ( y2 − y1 ) / ( x2
− x1 ) ) ;
926 a i i = ( y4 − y3 ) / ( x4 − x3 ) ; b i i = y3 − x3 ∗ ( ( y4 − y3 ) / (
x4 − x3 ) ) ;
927
928
929 // Case 1 :
930 // a i or a i i i g u a l a I n f i n i t o or a i=a i i=I n f i n i t o
931 i f ( ( a i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i i . ToString ( ) != "
Infinito" ) )
932 {
933 u = x1 ;
934 i f ( ( x1 < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && ( x1 > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
935 {
936 v = a i i ∗ u + b i i ;
937 i f ( ( Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y1 , y2 )
) && (Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y3 ,
y4 ) ) )
938 {
939 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;





944 else i f ( ( a i i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i . ToString ( )
!= "Infinito" ) )
945 {
946 u = x3 ;
947 i f ( ( x3 < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && ( x3 > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
948 {
949 v = a i ∗ u + bi ;
950 i f ( ( Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y3 , y4 )
) && (Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < v ) && ( v < Math .Max( y1 ,
y2 ) ) )
951 {
952 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




957 else i f ( ( a i i . ToString ( ) == "Infinito" ) && ( a i . ToString ( )
== "Infinito" ) )
958 {
959 i f ( x1 == x3 )
960 {
961 i f ( ( Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) && (Math .
Min( y1 , y2 ) > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) )
962 {
963 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
964 return CrossFlag ;
965 }
966 else i f ( ( Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) && (
Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) )
967 {
968 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
969 return CrossFlag ;
970 }
971 else i f ( ( Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) ) && (
Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) )
972 {
973 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
974 return CrossFlag ;
975 }
976 else i f ( ( Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) ) && (
Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) )
977 {
978 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




983 // Case 2
984 // a i = 0 or a i i = 0 or a i = a i i = 0
985 else i f ( ( a i == 0) && ( a i i != 0) )
986 {
987 v = y1 ;
988 i f ( ( y1 < Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) && ( y1 > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) )
989 {
129
990 u = ( v − b i i ) / a i i ;
991 i f ( ( u < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x1 , x2 )
) && (u < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x3 ,
x4 ) ) )
992 {
993 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




998 else i f ( ( a i != 0) && ( a i i == 0) )
999 {
1000 v = y3 ;
1001 i f ( ( y3 < Math .Max( y1 , y2 ) ) && ( y3 > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) )
1002 {
1003 u = ( v − bi ) / a i ;
1004 i f ( ( u < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x3 , x4 )
) && (u < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u > Math . Min( x1 ,
x2 ) ) )
1005 {
1006 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




1011 else i f ( ( a i == 0) && ( a i i == 0) )
1012 {
1013 i f ( y1 == y3 )
1014 {
1015 i f ( ( Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (Math .
Min( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
1016 {
1017 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
1018 return CrossFlag ;
1019 }
1020 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (
Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
1021 {
1022 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
1023 return CrossFlag ;
1024 }
1025 else i f ( ( Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (
Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
1026 {
1027 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
1028 return CrossFlag ;
1029 }
1030 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) ) && (
Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
1031 {
1032 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;




1037 // Case 3
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1038 // a i != 0 , I n f i n i t o and a i i != 0 , I n f i n i t o
1039 else
1040 {
1041 i f ( a i == a i i )
1042 {
1043 i f ( b i == b i i )
1044 {
1045 i f ( ( Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) ) && (
Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
1046 {
1047 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
1048 return CrossFlag ;
1049 }
1050 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) < Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) )
&& (Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) )
1051 {
1052 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
1053 return CrossFlag ;
1054 }
1055 else i f ( ( Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) )
&& (Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
1056 {
1057 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;
1058 return CrossFlag ;
1059 }
1060 else i f ( ( Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) < Math .Max( x1 , x2 ) )
&& (Math .Max( x3 , x4 ) > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) )
1061 {
1062 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;






1069 u = ( bi − b i i ) / ( a i − a i i ) ;
1070 v = a i ∗ ( ( b i − b i i ) / ( a i − a i i ) ) + bi ;
1071 i f ( ( ( u > Math . Min( x1 , x2 ) ) && (u < Math .Max( x1 , x2
) ) ) && ( ( u > Math . Min( x3 , x4 ) ) && (u < Math .Max(
x3 , x4 ) ) ) )
1072 i f ( ( ( v > Math . Min( y1 , y2 ) ) && ( v < Math .Max( y1
, y2 ) ) ) && ( ( v > Math . Min( y3 , y4 ) ) && ( v <
Math .Max( y3 , y4 ) ) ) )
1073 {
1074 CrossFlag [ 0 ] = 1 ; CrossFlag [ 1 ] = 9999 ;






1081 return CrossFlag ;
1082 }




1086 public struct P a r t i c l e s
1087 {
1088 public Coordinates P a r t i c l e ;
1089 public double weight ;
1090 public int Room;
1091 }// S t r u c t P a r t i c l e s
1092
1093
1094 public class Constants
1095 {
1096 // S t a t i c v a r i a b l e s
1097 public stat ic int N = 1000 ; // Number o f p a r t i c l e s




1101 // Environment S t a t i c Data
1102
1103 // Rooms Coordinates
1104 public stat ic readonly Coordinates [ ] [ ] Rooms = new Coordinates [ ] [ ]
{ /∗ Salvador ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 0 3 9 , 3 4 . 2 5 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 9 . 0 3 9 , 3 4 . 4 5 ) , new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 3 4 . 4 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 8 3 , 4 0 . 2 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 4 0 . 2 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 3 4 . 4 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 7 . 9 9 , 3 4 . 4 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 7 . 9 9 , 3 4 . 2 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 0 3 9 , 3 4 . 2 5 ) } ,
1105 /∗V i c e p r e s i d e n t e ∗/ new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 3 . 7 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 4 . 8 8 , 3 3 . 7 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 . 8 8 , 3 4 . 2 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 3 4 . 2 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 2 8 . 4 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 . 8 4 , 2 8 . 4 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 . 8 4 , 3 2 . 6 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 2 . 6 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 3 . 7 4 ) } ,
1106 /∗ P a s i l l o S a l v a d o r ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 4 . 2 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 2 . 6 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 2 . 6 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 4 . 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 3 4 . 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 3 4 . 2 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 4 . 2 4 ) } ,
1107 /∗E l i a s ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 2 . 1 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 , 3 6 . 9 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 3 6 . 9 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 8 3 , 3 8 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 5 3 , 3 8 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 5 3 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 2 . 1 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 2 . 1 5 ) } ,
1108 /∗B i b l i o 1 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 3 . 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 6 , 3 3 . 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 6 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 2 . 1 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 2 . 1 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 3 . 6 ) } ,
1109 /∗B i b l i o 2 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 7 . 6 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 5 9 , 3 7 . 6 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 5 9 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 4 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 4 , 3 2 . 1 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 7 , 3 2 . 1 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 7 , 3 6 . 6 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 6 . 6 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 7 . 6 1 ) } ,
1110 /∗ SalaAzul ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 0 . 8 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 3 0 . 8 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 3 2 . 3 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 . 1 1 , 3 2 . 3 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 . 1 1 , 2 6 . 0 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 2 6 . 0 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 2 9 . 1 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 2 9 . 1 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 0 . 8 9 ) } ,
1111 /∗Rufi ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 . 6 9 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 . 6 9 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 2 8 . 1 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 8 . 1 4 ) ,new
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Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 . 7 7 9 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 . 7 7 9 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 . 6 9 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) } ,
1112 /∗R u f i H a l l ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 5 . 7 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 2 5 . 7 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 8 8 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 5 . 7 8 ) } ,
1113 /∗BanoHombres∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 3 1 . 0 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 6 . 1 9 , 3 1 . 0 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 6 . 1 9 , 3 0 . 7 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 3 0 . 7 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 9 3 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 9 3 , 3 0 . 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 0 . 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) } ,
1114 /∗CarlosAush ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 4 . 5 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 2 . 1 8 , 2 4 . 5 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 2 . 1 8 , 2 4 . 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 4 . 4 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 2 . 1 8 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 2 . 1 8 , 2 5 . 4 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 5 . 4 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 4 . 5 3 ) } ,
1115 /∗ banosMujer∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 4 . 0 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 2 . 1 8 , 2 4 . 0 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 2 . 1 8 , 2 4 . 1 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 6 . 0 5 , 2 4 . 1 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 6 . 0 5 , 2 3 . 4 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 6 . 3 1 , 2 3 . 4 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 6 . 3 1 , 2 4 . 1 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 4 . 1 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 2 . 9 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 2 . 1 8 , 2 2 . 9 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 2 . 1 8 , 2 3 . 1 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 3 . 1 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 4 . 0 2 ) } ,
1116 /∗admin1∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 8 4 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 8 4 , 2 3 . 6 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 8 8 , 2 3 . 6 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 2 1 . 7 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 3 7 , 2 1 . 7 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 3 7 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) } ,
1117 /∗admin2∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 . 8 9 3 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 . 8 9 3 , 2 0 . 7 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 2 0 . 7 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 0 . 3 7 7 7 , 1 7 . 2 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 3 7 , 1 7 . 2 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 3 7 , 2 0 . 7 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 7 . 9 2 2 , 2 0 . 7 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 7 . 9 2 2 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 . 8 8 6 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 . 8 8 6 , 2 0 . 7 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 . 9 2 1 , 2 0 . 7 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 . 9 2 1 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 . 8 9 3 , 2 1 . 1 ) } ,
1118 /∗ r e c i b i d o r ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 0 . 2 3 , 3 2 . 1 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 2 . 1 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 2 . 7 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 7 , 2 2 . 7 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 7 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 1 . 8 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 0 . 2 3 , 3 1 . 8 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 0 . 2 3 , 3 2 . 1 5 ) } ,
1119 /∗ sa lon ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 . 5 6 8 , 1 2 . 4 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 . 5 6 8 , 0 . 4 5 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 5 1 , 0 . 4 5 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 5 1 , 1 0 . 2 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 1 0 . 2 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 4 1 ) } ,
1120 /∗Begona∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 0 . 9 8 , 9 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 1 9 , 9 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 1 9 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 8 8 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 8 8 , 6 . 8 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 4 9 , 6 . 8 4 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 4 9 , 6 . 3 9 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 4 . 4 4 , 6 . 3 9 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 4 . 4 4 , 2 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 2 . 7 4 , 2 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 2 . 7 4 , 6 . 4 4 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 2 . 5 2 , 6 . 4 4 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 2 . 5 2 , 2 . 2 5 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 4 5 , 2 . 2 5 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 4 5 , 0 . 4 5 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 0 . 4 5 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 0 . 9 8 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 0 . 9 8 , 9 . 5 7 ) } ,
1121 /∗Medico∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 5 . 7 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 6 . 7 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 6 . 7 5 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new
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Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 3 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 3 , 2 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 4 . 6 7 , 2 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 4 . 6 7 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 5 . 7 8 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 5 . 7 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1122 /∗ p a s i l l o ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 2 . 3 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 9 . 2 5 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 9 . 2 5 , 2 6 . 6 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 3 6 , 2 6 . 6 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 3 6 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 9 . 1 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 4 , 2 9 . 1 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 4 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 6 7 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 6 7 , 2 2 . 3 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 2 . 3 4 ) } ,
1123 /∗ a lmacenl impieza ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 2 8 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 2 8 , 2 0 . 2 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 7 2 , 2 0 . 2 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 7 2 , 1 9 . 4 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 9 . 2 3 , 1 9 . 4 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 9 . 2 3 , 2 0 . 2 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 7 , 2 0 . 2 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 8 . 7 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 2 8 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) } ,
1124 /∗bano1∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 8 3 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 8 . 8 3 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 7 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 7 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 9 . 4 3 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 9 . 4 3 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 8 3 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) } ,
1125 /∗bano2∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 9 . 7 2 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 9 . 7 2 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 4 9 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 4 9 , 3 0 . 7 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 3 , 3 0 . 7 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) } ,
1126 /∗ s a l a J u n t a s ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 4 . 4 8 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 4 . 4 8 , 3 3 . 6 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 3 , 3 3 . 6 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 3 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 4 . 4 8 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) } ,
1127 /∗ p a s i l l o F r e n t e S a l a ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 3 . 9 3 , 3 3 . 4 4 )
,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 3 2 . 3 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 2 . 0 4 , 3 2 . 3 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 2 . 0 4 , 3 2 . 8 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 3 . 9 3 , 3 2 . 8 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 3 . 9 3 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) } ,
1128 /∗Barrio ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 2 9 . 1 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 6 7 , 2 9 . 1 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 6 7 , 3 1 . 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 9 . 3 8 , 3 1 . 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 3 8 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 2 9 . 1 9 ) } ,
1129 /∗Pons∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 2 6 , 3 2 . 9 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 2 6 , 3 1 . 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 6 3 , 3 1 . 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 9 . 6 3 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 2 5 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 2 5 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 2 6 , 3 2 . 9 4 ) } ,
1130 /∗Arturo ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 3 . 2 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 7 , 3 3 . 2 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 7 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 9 . 3 8 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 3 8 , 3 2 . 1 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 3 2 . 1 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 3 . 2 9 ) } ,
1131 /∗Dudu∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 4 . 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 7 3 , 3 4 . 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 7 3 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 5 2 , 3 8 . 9 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 5 2 , 3 2 . 1 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 7 1 , 3 2 . 1 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 7 1 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 4 . 7 ) } ,
1132 /∗ J e f e Maritza ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 4 . 3 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 4 2 , 1 4 . 3 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 4 2 , 1 9 . 0 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 7 2 , 1 9 . 0 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 7 2 , 1 3 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 3 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 4 . 3 1 ) } ,
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1133 /∗Maritza ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 4 . 8 6 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 4 . 8 6 , 1 5 . 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 5 . 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 9 . 0 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 5 4 , 1 9 . 0 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 5 4 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 4 . 8 6 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) } ,
1134 /∗Rodol fo ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 1 2 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 6 . 1 2 , 1 5 . 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 7 2 , 1 5 . 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 7 2 , 1 9 . 0 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 2 6 , 1 9 . 0 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 9 . 2 6 , 1 2 . 2 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 7 . 9 4 , 1 2 . 2 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 7 . 9 4 , 1 5 . 1 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 9 5 , 1 5 . 1 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 6 . 9 5 , 1 4 . 9 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 1 2 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) } ,
1135 /∗ p a s i l l o M a r i t z a ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 7 . 6 9 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 7 . 6 9 , 1 4 . 9 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 4 . 9 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 3 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 4 , 1 3 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 4 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1136 /∗Lopsi ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 5 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 6 . 5 5 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 7 3 , 9 . 1 8 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 7 3 , 8 . 2 0 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 5 1 , 8 . 2 0 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 5 1 , 2 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 6 4 , 2 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 6 4 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 8 . 5 6 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 8 . 5 6 , 9 . 2 0 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 8 , 9 . 2 0 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 5 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1137 /∗ l o p s i O p t i c a ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 2 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 6 . 2 , 6 . 4 5 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 8 4 , 6 . 4 5 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 8 4 , 2 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 8 . 5 6 , 2 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 8 . 5 6 , 6 . 4 5 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 7 . 3 , 6 . 4 5 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 7 . 3 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 2 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) } ,
1138 /∗Mariana∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 0 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 0 8 , 9 . 2 0 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 8 . 7 8 , 9 . 2 0 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 8 . 7 8 , 2 . 5 6 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 5 , 2 . 5 6 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 0 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1139 /∗Autopia ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 2 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 2 , 9 . 2 0 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 0 . 9 7 , 9 . 2 0 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 0 . 9 7 , 8 . 1 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 6 6 , 8 . 1 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 6 6 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 5 8 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 5 8 , 9 . 1 9 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 2 . 9 5 , 9 . 1 9 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 2 . 9 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 2 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1140 /∗ Servic iosHombres ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 9 8 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 9 8 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 6 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 9 . 6 , 1 3 . 4 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 0 . 5 , 1 3 . 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 0 . 5 , 1 3 . 5 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 5 8 , 1 3 . 5 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 9 . 5 8 , 2 0 . 3 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 0 . 4 1 , 2 0 . 3 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 0 . 4 1 , 1 8 . 6 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 0 . 6 1 , 1 8 . 6 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 0 . 6 1 , 2 0 . 3 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 1 . 4 4 , 2 0 . 3 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 1 . 4 4 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 1 . 0 9 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 1 . 0 9 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 9 8 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1141 /∗ S e r v i c i o s M u j e r e s ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 1 . 9 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 3 1 . 9 7 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 1 . 6 3 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 1 . 6 3 , 2 0 . 3 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 4 4 , 2 0 . 3 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 4 4 , 1 8 . 6 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 6 2 , 1 8 . 6 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 6 2 , 2 0 . 3 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 7 , 2 0 . 3 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 7 , 1 5 . 0 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 5 . 0 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 3 . 3 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 7 , 1 3 . 3 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 7 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 0 7 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 0 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 1 . 9 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
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1142 /∗ bani toMujeres ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 3 . 5 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 5 , 1 3 . 5 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 5 , 1 4 . 7 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 5 6 , 1 4 . 7 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 5 6 , 1 4 . 0 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 4 . 0 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 3 . 5 4 ) } ,
1143 /∗ r icardoTere ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 6 . 5 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 6 . 5 3 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 6 . 2 8 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 6 . 2 8 , 1 3 . 1 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 7 9 , 1 3 . 1 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 7 9 , 1 9 . 0 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 9 . 0 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 6 . 5 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1144 /∗GonzaloAutopia ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 8 . 5 7 , 1 5 . 0 5 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 3 8 . 5 7 , 1 5 . 2 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 5 . 2 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 9 . 0 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 6 4 , 1 9 . 0 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 6 4 , 1 5 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 8 9 , 1 5 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 8 9 , 1 5 . 0 5 ) } ,
1145 /∗ sa laAutop ia ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 4 . 3 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 6 2 , 1 4 . 3 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 6 2 , 1 5 . 0 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 5 . 0 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 4 . 3 4 ) } ,
1146 /∗Lola ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 2 . 6 2 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 2 . 6 2 , 1 2 . 2 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 1 . 7 8 , 1 2 . 2 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 1 . 7 8 , 1 3 . 9 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 3 . 9 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 4 . 5 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 1 . 7 8 , 1 4 . 5 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 1 . 7 8 , 1 9 . 0 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 4 8 , 1 9 . 0 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 4 8 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 3 . 6 5 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 3 . 6 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 2 . 6 2 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1147 /∗ p a s i l l o L a r g o ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 7 , 1 1 . 5 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 6 5 , 1 1 . 5 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 6 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 5 4 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 5 4 , 1 1 . 4 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 1 . 4 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 5 , 1 0 . 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 5 4 , 1 0 . 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 5 4 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 6 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 6 5 , 9 . 9 8 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 5 , 9 . 9 8 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 7 , 1 1 . 5 4 ) } ,
1148 /∗Angel∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 6 . 2 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 6 . 2 5 , 9 . 1 9 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 2 , 9 . 1 9 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 2 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 5 7 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 5 7 , 9 . 1 7 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 9 . 1 7 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 6 . 2 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1149 /∗Delgado1 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 8 . 5 7 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 8 . 5 7 , 1 2 . 2 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 8 3 , 1 2 . 2 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 7 . 8 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1150 /∗Delgado2 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 6 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 2 3 . 6 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 9 . 4 4 , 2 3 . 6 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 4 4 , 1 8 . 8 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 9 . 6 4 , 1 8 . 8 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 6 6 , 1 7 . 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 7 . 6 , 1 7 . 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 6 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) } ,
1151 /∗Almacen1∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 5 6 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 9 . 5 6 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 8 . 7 7 , 1 2 . 2 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 8 . 7 7 , 1 6 . 8 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 0 . 9 8 , 1 6 . 8 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 0 . 9 8 , 1 2 . 2 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 0 . 3 3 , 1 2 . 2 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 0 . 3 3 , 1 2 . 0 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 5 6 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1152 /∗Almacen2∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 2 . 1 1 , 1 2 . 0 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 2 . 1 1 , 1 2 . 2 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 1 . 1 9 , 1 2 . 2 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 1 . 1 9 , 1 6 . 8 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 1 6 . 8 5 ) ,new
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Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 1 2 . 2 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 2 . 9 1 , 1 2 . 2 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 2 . 9 1 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 2 . 1 1 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1153 /∗MaquinasHerr∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 4 , 2 1 . 5 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 1 , 2 1 . 5 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 1 , 1 7 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 9 . 6 6 , 1 7 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 6 4 , 2 3 . 6 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 3 , 2 3 . 6 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 3 , 2 3 . 1 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 2 , 2 3 . 1 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 4 , 2 1 . 5 6 ) } ,
1154 /∗ p a s i l l o T a l l e r ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1155 /∗T a l l e r ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 1 1 . 2 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 4 , 1 1 . 2 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 2 , 2 3 . 6 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 6 , 2 3 . 6 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 6 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 1 1 . 2 5 ) } ,
1156 /∗ J u l i a n ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 9 . 7 6 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 9 . 7 6 , 9 . 1 7 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 8 1 , 9 . 1 7 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 8 1 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 8 . 0 6 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 8 . 0 6 , 6 . 3 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 6 1 , 6 . 3 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 6 1 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 9 . 7 6 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1157 /∗ Ju l ian2 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 9 . 8 4 , 6 . 3 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 9 . 8 4 , 5 . 9 3 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 8 . 4 6 , 5 . 9 3 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 8 . 4 6 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 6 1 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 6 1 , 5 . 9 3 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 0 . 5 4 , 5 . 9 3 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 0 . 5 4 , 6 . 3 2 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 9 . 8 4 , 6 . 3 2 7 ) } ,
1158 /∗T a l l e r 2 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 6 , 2 2 . 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 4 , 2 2 . 4 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 4 , 2 3 . 6 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 5 , 2 3 . 6 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 5 , 1 6 . 9 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 5 , 1 6 . 9 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 5 , 1 9 . 8 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 2 , 1 9 . 8 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 6 , 2 2 . 4 1 ) } ,
1159 /∗T a l l e r 3 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 2 , 1 1 . 7 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 6 , 1 1 . 7 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 6 , 1 6 . 7 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 3 , 1 6 . 7 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 3 , 1 0 . 8 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 5 , 1 0 . 8 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 5 , 1 0 . 9 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 5 , 1 0 . 9 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 2 , 1 1 . 7 7 ) } ,
1160 /∗BanoTaller ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 8 1 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 6 . 3 6 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 6 . 3 6 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 6 . 1 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 6 . 1 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 5 . 4 2 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 5 . 4 2 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 5 . 2 7 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 5 . 2 7 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 4 . 5 0 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 4 . 5 0 2 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 4 . 3 3 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 4 . 3 3 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 3 . 5 5 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 3 . 5 5 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 3 . 3 8 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 3 . 3 8 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 4 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 4 . 3 8 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 4 . 3 8 , 2 . 9 9 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 2 . 9 9 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 4 . 2 2 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 8 1 , 2 . 5 5 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 8 1 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) } ,
1161 /∗ v e s t u a r i o ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 7 , 8 . 3 3 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 3 . 9 , 8 . 3 3 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 3 . 9 , 7 . 4 0 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 3 , 7 . 4 0 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 5 . 6 3 , 1 0 . 6 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 3 . 8 6 , 1 0 . 6 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 3 . 8 6 , 9 . 0 8 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 8 , 9 . 0 8 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 7 , 8 . 3 3 4 ) } ,
1162 /∗ h a l l V e s t u a r i o ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 5 , 1 0 . 4 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 5 , 1 0 . 4 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 7 5 , 1 0 . 6 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 8 , 1 0 . 6 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 7 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 2 . 7 3 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 2 . 7 3 , 7 . 4 0 7 ) ,new
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Coordinates ( 6 1 . 8 1 , 7 . 4 0 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 8 1 , 9 . 2 5 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 5 , 9 . 2 5 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 5 , 1 0 . 4 6 ) } ,
1163 /∗Maquina1∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 5 . 3 8 , 1 6 . 9 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 5 . 3 8 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 8 . 0 9 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 8 . 0 9 , 1 6 . 9 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 5 . 3 8 , 1 6 . 9 8 ) } ,
1164 /∗Maquina2∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 5 . 4 6 , 1 5 . 5 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 8 . 2 5 , 1 5 . 5 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 8 . 2 5 , 1 1 . 6 3 ) ,new




1168 public stat ic readonly Coordinates [ ] [ ] Doors = new Coordinates [ ] [ ]
{/∗ Salvador ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 8 3 , 3 8 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 3 6 . 9 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 7 . 9 9 , 3 4 . 2 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 0 3 9 , 3 4 . 2 5 ) } ,
1169 /∗V i c e p r e s i d e n t e ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 3 . 7 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 2 . 6 5 ) } ,
1170 /∗ P a s i l l o S a l v a d o r ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 2 . 6 5 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 5 . 0 5 6 , 3 3 . 7 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 7 . 9 9 , 3 4 . 2 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 0 3 9 , 3 4 . 2 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 4 . 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 2 . 6 5 ) } ,
1171 /∗E l i a s ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 4 . 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 2 . 6 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 3 8 3 , 3 8 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 3 9 7 , 3 6 . 9 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 3 . 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 2 . 1 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 2 . 1 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 0 . 2 3 , 3 2 . 1 5 ) } ,
1172 /∗B i b l i o 1 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 3 . 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 3 7 , 3 2 . 1 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 7 . 6 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 6 . 6 2 ) } ,
1173 /∗B i b l i o 2 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 7 . 6 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 3 9 , 3 6 . 6 2 ) } ,
1174 /∗ SalaAzul ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 0 . 8 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 2 9 . 1 6 ) } ,
1175 /∗Rufi ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 5 . 7 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 . 6 9 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 . 7 7 9 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) } ,
1176 /∗R u f i H a l l ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 5 . 7 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 . 8 3 1 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 2 5 . 7 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 8 8 , 2 4 . 5 ) } ,
1177 /∗BanoHombres∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 0 . 9 ) } ,
1178 /∗CarlosAush ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 5 . 4 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 4 . 5 3 ) } ,
1179 /∗ banosMujer∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 4 . 0 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 3 . 1 8 ) } ,
1180 /∗admin1∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 8 8 , 2 3 . 6 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 2 1 . 7 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 7 . 9 2 2 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 . 8 8 6 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 . 9 2 1 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 . 8 9 3 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 . 7 7 9 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 . 6 9 , 2 4 . 1 8 ) } ,
1181 /∗admin2∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 . 9 2 1 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 . 8 9 3 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 . 8 8 6 , 2 1 . 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 7 . 9 2 2 , 2 1 . 1 ) } ,
1182 /∗ r e c i b i d o r ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 1 0 . 2 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 7 , 1 1 . 5 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 5 , 9 . 9 8 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 2 . 3 4 ) ,new
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Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 4 . 0 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 3 . 1 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 5 . 1 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 2 4 . 5 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 1 . 9 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 0 . 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 3 0 . 8 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 2 9 . 1 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 9 4 , 2 5 . 7 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 6 8 8 , 2 4 . 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 9 . 6 8 8 , 2 3 . 6 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 2 1 . 7 6 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 0 . 2 3 , 3 2 . 1 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 1 . 8 5 , 3 2 . 1 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 0 . 9 8 , 9 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 3 . 1 9 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 6 . 7 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 5 . 7 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1183 /∗ sa lon ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 2 , 1 0 . 2 6 ) } ,
1184 /∗Begona∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 3 . 1 9 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 0 . 9 8 , 9 . 5 7 ) } ,
1185 /∗Medico∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 6 . 7 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 5 . 7 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1186 /∗ P a s i l l o ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 7 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 8 . 2 8 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 2 , 2 2 . 3 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 8 3 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 9 . 4 3 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 4 , 2 9 . 1 4 ) } ,
1187 /∗ almacenLimpieza ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 7 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 2 8 , 2 0 . 5 7 ) } ,
1188 /∗bano1∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 1 8 . 8 3 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 9 . 4 3 , 2 9 . 7 9 ) } ,
1189 /∗bano2∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 3 , 3 0 . 7 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) } ,
1190 /∗ s a l a J u n t a s ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 4 . 4 8 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) } ,
1191 /∗ p a s i l l o F r e n t e S a l a ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 2 9 . 1 9 )
,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 3 , 3 0 . 7 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 9 . 9 9 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 4 . 4 8 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 3 . 4 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 7 2 , 2 9 . 1 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 3 . 2 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 3 2 . 1 3 ) } ,
1192 /∗Barrio ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 2 9 . 1 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 2 7 . 9 9 ) } ,
1193 /∗Pons∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 2 5 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 2 6 , 3 2 . 9 4 ) } ,
1194 /∗Arturo ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 2 5 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 2 6 , 3 2 . 9 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 1 , 3 3 . 2 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 2 , 3 2 . 1 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 4 . 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) } ,
1195 /∗Dudu∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 4 . 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 4 , 3 2 . 9 5 ) } ,
1196 /∗ JefeMAritza ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 3 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 4 . 3 1 ) } ,
1197 /∗Maritza ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 5 4 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 4 . 8 6 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) } ,
1198 /∗Rodol fo ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 1 2 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 6 . 9 5 , 1 4 . 9 8 ) } ,
1199 /∗ p a s i l l o M a r i t z a ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 4 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 1 2 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 6 . 9 5 , 1 4 . 9 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 5 . 5 4 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 4 . 8 6 , 1 4 . 9 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 3 . 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 1 . 5 8 , 1 4 . 3 1 ) } ,
139
1200 /∗Lopsi ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 5 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 7 . 3 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 6 . 2 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) } ,
1201 /∗LopsiOpt ica ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 2 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 7 . 3 , 6 . 6 9 5 ) } ,
1202 /∗Mariana∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 0 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1203 /∗Autopia ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 2 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 2 . 9 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1204 /∗ Servic iosHombres ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 9 8 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 3 1 . 0 9 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1205 /∗ S e r v i c i o s M u j e r e s ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 0 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 3 1 . 9 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 4 . 0 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 3 . 5 4 ) } ,
1206 /∗ bani toMujeres ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 4 . 0 2 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 2 . 3 2 , 1 3 . 5 4 ) } ,
1207 /∗RicardoTere ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 6 . 5 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 4 . 3 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) } ,
1208 /∗GonzaloAutopia ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 3 8 . 5 7 , 1 5 . 0 5 ) ,
new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 8 9 , 1 5 . 0 5 ) } ,
1209 /∗ sa laAutop ia ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 4 . 5 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 3 . 9 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 8 . 5 7 , 1 5 . 0 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 8 9 , 1 5 . 0 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 4 . 3 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 7 . 4 7 , 1 2 . 2 7 ) } ,
1210 /∗Lola ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 2 . 6 2 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 3 . 6 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 4 . 5 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 1 . 5 7 , 1 3 . 9 1 ) } ,
1211 /∗ p a s i l l o L a r g o ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 1 . 4 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 5 , 1 0 . 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 2 . 6 2 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 3 . 6 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 2 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 2 . 9 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 6 . 5 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 3 . 0 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 1 . 9 7 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 9 . 9 8 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 1 . 0 9 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 3 2 . 0 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 3 3 . 4 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 5 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 2 6 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 2 5 . 4 4 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 5 , 9 . 9 8 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 1 7 . 4 7 , 1 1 . 5 4 ) } ,
1212 /∗Angel∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 6 . 2 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } ,
1213 /∗Delgado1 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 7 . 8 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 7 . 6 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) } ,
1214 /∗Delgado2 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 7 . 6 , 1 6 . 8 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 6 6 , 1 7 . 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 9 . 6 4 , 1 8 . 8 3 ) } ,
1215 /∗Almacen1∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 5 6 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 0 . 3 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1216 /∗Almacen2∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 2 . 1 1 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 2 . 9 1 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) } ,
1217 /∗MaquinasHerr∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 6 6 , 1 7 . 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 9 . 6 4 , 1 8 . 8 3 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 2 , 2 3 . 1 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 4 , 2 1 . 5 6 ) } ,
1218 /∗ p a s i l l o T a l l e r ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 1 1 . 2 5 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
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Coordinates ( 4 6 . 2 5 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 7 . 0 5 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 7 . 8 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 9 . 5 6 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 0 . 3 3 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 2 . 1 1 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 2 . 9 1 , 1 2 . 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 4 , 1 1 . 4 9 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 4 5 . 8 5 , 1 0 . 0 8 ) } ,
1219 /∗T a l l e r ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 9 . 7 6 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 6 1 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 6 , 2 2 . 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 2 , 1 9 . 8 1 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 2 , 1 1 . 7 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 5 , 1 0 . 9 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 5 , 1 0 . 4 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 6 1 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 1 1 . 2 5 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 4 8 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 2 , 2 3 . 1 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 3 . 6 4 , 2 1 . 5 6 ) } ,
1220 /∗ J u l i a n ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 5 9 . 7 6 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 6 1 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 0 . 5 4 , 6 . 3 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 9 . 8 4 , 6 . 3 2 7 ) } ,
1221 /∗ Ju l ian2 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 0 . 5 4 , 6 . 3 2 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 5 9 . 8 4 , 6 . 2 3 7 ) } ,
1222 /∗T a l l e r 2 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 6 , 2 2 . 4 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 2 , 1 9 . 8 1 ) } ,
1223 /∗T a l l e r 3 ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 2 , 1 1 . 7 7 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 5 , 1 0 . 9 8 ) } ,
1224 /∗BanoTaller ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 2 . 7 3 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 7 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) } ,
1225 /∗ v e s t u a r i o ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 8 , 9 . 0 8 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 7 , 8 . 3 3 4 ) } ,
1226 /∗ h a l l V e s t u a r i o ∗/new Coordinates [ ] {new Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 8 , 9 . 0 8 1 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 7 , 8 . 3 3 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 2 . 7 3 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 3 . 6 7 , 7 . 2 0 4 ) ,new Coordinates ( 6 1 . 5 5 , 1 0 . 4 6 ) ,new
Coordinates ( 6 1 . 6 1 , 9 . 4 0 8 ) } } ;
1227
1228 // Connection between room , by comun doors
1229 public stat ic readonly int [ ] [ ] DoorsConnections = new int [ ] [ ] { new
int [ ] { 3 , 2 } ,new int [ ] { 2 } ,new int [ ] { 1 , 0 , 3 } ,new int [ ]{2 , 0 , 4 , 1 4} ,
new int [ ] { 3 , 5 } ,new int [ ] { 4 } ,
1230 new int [ ] { 1 4 } ,new int [ ]{8 , 1 2} ,new int [ ]{7 , 1 4} ,new int [ ] { 1 4 } ,new
int [ ] { 1 4 } ,new int [ ] { 1 4 } ,new int [ ]{1 4 , 1 3 , 1 3 , 7} ,new int
[ ]{1 2 , 1 2} ,
1231 new int [ ]{15 , 43 , 18 , 11 , 10 , 9 , 6 , 8 , 12 , 3 , 16 , 17} ,new int [ ] { 1 4 } ,new
int [ ] { 1 4 } ,new int [ ] { 1 4 } ,new int [ ]{1 9 , 1 4 , 2 0 , 2 3} ,new int
[ ] { 1 8 } ,
1232 new int [ ] { 1 8 } ,new int [ ] { 2 3 } ,new int [ ] { 2 3 } ,new int
[ ]{24 , 21 , 22 , 18 , 26} ,new int [ ] { 2 3 } ,new int [ ] { 2 6 } ,new int
[ ]{2 5 , 2 3 , 2 7} ,new int [ ] { 2 7 } ,
1233 new int [ ] { 3 1 } ,new int [ ] { 3 1 } ,new int [ ] { 3 1 } ,new int
[ ]{4 3 , 3 0 , 2 9 , 2 8} ,new int [ ]{4 3 , 3 3} ,new int [ ] { 3 2 } ,new int
[ ] { 4 3 } ,new int [ ] { 4 3 } ,
1234 new int [ ] { 4 3 } ,new int [ ]{4 3 , 3 8} ,new int [ ] { 3 7 } ,new int [ ]{4 3 , 4 1} ,
new int [ ] { 4 1 } ,new int [ ]{4 2 , 4 0 , 3 9} ,new int [ ]{4 3 , 4 1} ,
1235 new int [ ]{50 , 42 , 35 , 39 , 37 , 36 , 34 , 32 , 31 , 14} ,new int [ ] { 5 0 } ,new int
[ ]{5 0 , 4 6} ,new int [ ]{4 5 , 4 9} ,new int [ ] { 5 0 } ,new int [ ] { 5 0 } ,
1236 new int [ ]{4 6 , 5 1} ,new int [ ]{51 , 44 , 45 , 47 , 48} ,new int
[ ]{52 , 54 , 55 , 58 , 50 , 49} ,new int [ ]{5 1 , 5 3} ,new int [ ] { 5 2 } ,new int
[ ] { 5 1 } ,new int [ ] { 5 1 } ,




1240 public stat ic readonly Coordinates [ ] OutsideWalls = {new
Coordinates ( 9 . 7 5 , 1 2 . 8 3 4 1 ) , new Coordinates ( 2 . 1 39 8 , 12 . 8 34 1 ) , new
Coordinates ( 2 . 1 3 9 8 , 0 ) ,
1241 new Coordinates (13 . 8983 , 0 ) ,
new Coordinates
( 13 . 8 98 3 , 2 . 16 77 ) ,
1242 new Coordinates
( 66 . 0 45 4 , 2 . 16 77 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 66 . 0454 , 24 . 0877 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 45 . 5104 , 24 . 0877 ) ,
1243 new Coordinates
( 45 . 5104 , 19 . 4621 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 33 . 8177 , 19 . 4621 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 33 . 8177 , 20 . 7039 ) ,
1244 new Coordinates
( 29 . 2384 , 20 . 7039 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 29 . 2384 , 19 . 4274 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 19 . 5623 , 19 . 4274 ) ,
1245 new Coordinates
( 19 . 5623 , 26 . 3181 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 21 . 4995 , 26 . 3181 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 21 . 4995 , 27 . 6002 ) ,
1246 new Coordinates
( 45 . 7601 , 27 . 6002 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 45 . 7601 , 39 . 3304 ) ,new
Coordinates
( 9 . 65 34 , 3 9 . 33 04 ) ,
1247 new Coordinates
( 9 . 65 34 , 4 0 . 54 43 ) ,new
Coordinates (0 , 40 . 5443 ) ,new
Coordinates (0 , 16 . 9202 ) ,
1248 new Coordinates
( 9 . 75 19 , 1 6 . 92 02 ) ,new




1251 //TagsID and P o s i t i o n s
1252 public stat ic readonly double [ , ] Tags = new double [ 2 7 , 3 ]
1253 {{604133 ,10 . 772 ,31 . 91} ,{604134 ,5 . 2 , 29 . 2} ,{604147 ,3 . 779 , 24 . 18} ,{604120 ,17 . 42 , 29 . 39} ,
1254 {604126 ,17 .42 , 22 . 71} ,{604115 ,9 . 752 ,17 .02} ,{604118 ,17 . 47 , 17 . 02} ,
1255 {604135 ,9 .752 ,9 .57}
{604128 , 2 . 6 , 5 . 93} ,{604132 , 5 . 96 , 0 . 5} ,{604137 , 12 . 52 , 4 . 346} ,
1256 {604107 ,17 . 45 , 10 . 76} ,{604141 ,16 , 2 . 6} ,{604121 ,21 .575 ,2 . 6} ,{604136 ,19 .57 , 19 . 06} ,
1257 {604145 ,23 . 56 , 19 . 06} ,{604122 ,29 . 26 , 19 . 06} ,{604148 ,27 . 2 , 2 . 6} ,
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1258 {604123 ,31 . 535 ,12 . 04} ,{604119 ,33 . 7 , 2 . 6} ,{604139 ,33 . 81 , 19 . 05} ,
1259 {604151 ,39 .6 , 19 . 05} ,{604150 ,45 .48 , 19 . 05} ,{604140 ,45 .54 , 10 . 785} ,
1260 {604131 ,45 . 5 , 2 . 6} , {604127 ,9 . 688 , 23 . 64} ,{604142 ,17 . 67 , 11 . 54}} ;
1261
1262 // Observat ion model 3 dimesions
1263 public stat ic readonly double [ , , ] ObservationModel = new double
[ , , ]
1264 {
1265 // l i n e 0
1266 {
1267 //column 0
1268 {0 , 0} ,
1269 //column 1
1270 {100 .8108 , 100.8108 } ,
1271 // column2
1272 {4 .8810 ,4 .8810 }
1273 } ,
1274 // l i n e 1
1275 {
1276 //column 0
1277 {1 . 0 , 1 . 0} ,
1278 //column 1
1279 {106 .0282 ,107 .6 } ,
1280 //column 2
1281 {13 .2276 , 11 .8451}
1282 } ,
1283 // l i n e 2
1284 {
1285 //column 0
1286 {2 . 0 , 2 . 0} ,
1287 //column 1
1288 {108 .8801 ,101 .4577 } ,
1289 //column 2
1290 {12 .6945 , 8 .6127}
1291 } ,
1292 // l i n e 3
1293 {
1294 //column 0
1295 {3 . 0 , 3 . 0} ,
1296 //column 1
1297 {103 .6693 ,99 .6904 } ,
1298 //column 2
1299 {11 .3852 , 9 .5941}
1300 } ,
1301 // l i n e 4
1302 {
1303 //column 0
1304 {4 . 0 , 4 . 0} ,
1305 //column 1
1306 {105 .3891 , 98 .1613} ,
1307 //column 2
1308 {11 .2213 ,8 .8564}
1309 } ,




1313 {5 . 0 , 5 . 0} ,
1314 //column 1
1315 {101 .3340 ,97 .6238} ,
1316 //column 2
1317 {10 .6334 ,8 .9658}
1318 } ,
1319 // l i n e 6
1320 {
1321 //column 0
1322 {6 . 0 , 6 . 0} ,
1323 //column 1
1324 {101 .9333 ,94 .4689} ,
1325 //column 2
1326 {9 .3020 ,7 .9168}
1327 } ,
1328 // l i n e 7
1329 {
1330 //column 0
1331 {7 . 0 , 7 . 0} ,
1332 //column 1
1333 {97 .9004 ,93 .4151} ,
1334 //column 2
1335 {8 .9221 ,6 .6887}
1336 } ,
1337 // l i n e 8
1338 {
1339 //column 0
1340 {8 . 0 , 8 . 0} ,
1341 //column 1
1342 {97 .5495 ,91 .8266 } ,
1343 //column 2
1344 {8 .7137 , 6 .5952}
1345 } ,
1346 // l i n e 9
1347 {
1348 //column 0
1349 {9 . 0 , 9 . 0} ,
1350 //column 1
1351 {99 .4679 , 91 .6925} ,
1352 //column 2
1353 {7 .5628 , 7 .8220}
1354 } ,
1355 // l i n e 10
1356 {
1357 //column 0
1358 {10 .0 , 10 .0} ,
1359 //column 1
1360 {95 .4935 ,90 .0736} ,
1361 //column 2
1362 {6 .8145 ,5 .7640}
1363 } ,
1364 // l i n e 11
1365 {
1366 //column 0
1367 {11 .0 , 11 .0} ,
1368 //column 1
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1369 {91 .8 , 89 . 8194} ,
1370 //column 2
1371 {6 .6186 , 6 .1016}
1372 } ,
1373 // l i n e 12
1374 {
1375 //column 0
1376 {12 .0 , 12 .0} ,
1377 //column 1
1378 {92 .2048 ,90 .6688} ,
1379 //column 2
1380 {6 .6786 ,5 .6949}
1381 } ,
1382 // l i n e 13
1383 {
1384 //column 0
1385 {13 .0 , 13 .0} ,
1386 //column 1
1387 {89 .6429 , 87 .6827} ,
1388 //column 2
1389 {5 .1883 ,5 .4564}
1390 } ,
1391 // l i n e 14
1392 {
1393 //column 0
1394 {14 .0 , 14 .0} ,
1395 //column 1
1396 {89 .8406 , 86 .8696} , // In t h i s case we have no data f o r
LOS, so we put the same with NLOS
1397 //column 2
1398 {3 .5588 , 4 .4727} // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS
, so we put the same with NLOS
1399 } ,
1400 // l i n e 15
1401 {
1402 //column 0
1403 {15 .0 , 15 .0} ,
1404 //column 1
1405 {83 , 86 .5667} , // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS,
so we put the same with NLOS
1406 //column 2
1407 {7 .0711 ,2 .4731} // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS,
so we put the same with NLOS
1408 } ,
1409 // l i n e 16
1410 {
1411 //column 0
1412 {16 .0 , 16 .0} ,
1413 //column 1
1414 {94 .4737 , 83 .5} , // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS
, so we put the same with NLOS
1415 //column 2
1416 {5 .1030 , 2 .6077} // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS
, so we put the same with NLOS
1417 } ,




1421 {17 .0 , 17 .0} ,
1422 //column 1
1423 {92 .7111 , 81} , // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS,
so we put the same with NLOS
1424 //column 2
1425 {4 .4498 , 1} // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS, so
we put the same with NLOS
1426 } ,
1427 // l i n e 18
1428 {
1429 //column 0
1430 {18 .0 , 18 .0} ,
1431 //column 1
1432 {92 .15 , 81} , // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS, so
we put the same with NLOS
1433 //column 2
1434 {1 .3089 , 1} // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS, so
we put the same with NLOS
1435 } ,
1436 // l i n e 19
1437 {
1438 //column 0
1439 {19 .0 , 19 .0} ,
1440 //column 1
1441 {88 .8333 , 81} , // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS,
so we put the same with NLOS
1442 //column 2
1443 {1 .4035 , 1} // In t h i s case we have no data f o r LOS, so








1451 public stat ic double [ ] ReturnObservat ionProbabi l i ty ( int d i s t , int
Region )
1452 {
1453 // the f u n c t i o n t a k e s two parameters . The f i r s t i s the d i s t a n c e
f o r
1454 // which the p r o b a b i l i t y we are l l o k i n g f o r and the second i s
the reg ion where the tag i s .
1455 // The reg ion can ta ke 2 v a l u e s : 0 tag and p a r t i c l e in same
room
1456 // 1 tag and p a r t i c l e in d i f f e r e n t e rooms
1457
1458 double [ ] P r o b a b i l i t y = new double [ 2 ] ;
1459
1460
1461 int i = d i s t ; // ( FixDistance ( d i s t ) / 2) − 1 ;
1462 Pr o ba b i l i t y [ 0 ] = ObservationModel [ i , 1 , Region ] ;
1463 Pr o ba b i l i t y [ 1 ] = ObservationModel [ i , 2 , Region ] ;
1464
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1465 return P r o b a b i l i t y ;
1466 }
1467
1468 public stat ic int FixDistance ( int d i s t )
1469 {
1470 int Distance ;
1471
1472 i f ( d i s t <= 2 && d i s t >= 0)
1473 Distance = 2 ;
1474 else i f ( d i s t > 2 && d i s t <= 4)
1475 Distance = 4 ;
1476 else i f ( d i s t > 4 && d i s t <= 6)
1477 Distance = 6 ;
1478 else i f ( d i s t > 6 && d i s t <= 8)
1479 Distance = 8 ;
1480 else i f ( d i s t > 8 && d i s t <= 10)
1481 Distance = 10 ;
1482 else i f ( d i s t > 10 && d i s t <= 12)
1483 Distance = 12 ;
1484 else i f ( d i s t > 12 && d i s t <= 14)
1485 Distance = 14 ;
1486 else i f ( d i s t > 14 && d i s t <= 16)
1487 Distance = 16 ;
1488 else i f ( d i s t > 16 && d i s t <= 18)
1489 Distance = 18 ;
1490 else i f ( d i s t > 18 && d i s t <= 20)
1491 Distance = 20 ;
1492 else i f ( d i s t > 20 && d i s t <= 22)
1493 Distance = 22 ;
1494 else i f ( d i s t > 22 && d i s t <= 24)
1495 Distance = 24 ;
1496 else i f ( d i s t > 24 && d i s t <= 26)
1497 Distance = 26 ;
1498 else i f ( d i s t > 26 && d i s t <= 28)
1499 Distance = 28 ;
1500 else i f ( d i s t > 28 && d i s t <= 30)
1501 Distance = 30 ;
1502 else Distance = 30 ;
1503
1504 return Distance ;
1505 }
1506
1507 public stat ic int FindRoom( Coordinates p)
1508 {
1509 // This f u n c t i o n t a k e s as parameter the c o o r d i a n t e s o f a p o i n t
and r e t u r n s the room where the p o i n t l i e s .
1510 // In case o f the p o i n t doesn ’ t be lo n g in any room r e t u r n s
9 9 9 9 ! ! !
1511
1512 for ( int i = 0 ; i < (Rooms . GetLength (0 ) − 2) ; i++)
1513 {
1514 Coordinates [ ] currRoom = Rooms [ i ] ;
1515
1516 i f ( i != 51)
1517 {
1518 i f (KHP.KHP. InPolygon (p , currRoom ) )
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1519 return i ;
1520 }
1521 else i f ( i == 51)
1522 {
1523 i f (KHP.KHP. InPolygon (p , Rooms [ 5 1 ] ) )
1524 i f ( !KHP.KHP. InPolygon (p , Rooms [ 5 9 ] ) )
1525 i f ( !KHP.KHP. InPolygon (p , Rooms [ 6 0 ] ) )
1526 return 51 ;
1527 }
1528 }




1 using System ;
2 using System . Linq ;
3 using System . C o l l e c t i o n s . Generic ;
4 using System . ComponentModel ;
5 using System . Data ;
6 using System . Drawing ;
7 using System . Text ;
8 using System . Windows . Forms ;
9 using System . Threading ;
10 using KHP;
11 using System . IO . Ports ;
12
13




18 public p a r t i a l class Form1 : Form
19 {
20 private ob j e c t objLock = new ob j e c t ( ) ;
21 de l e g a t e void SetTextCal lback ( s t r i n g text ) ;
22 SetTextCal lback d2 ;
23 stat ic Form1 CurrForm = new Form1 ( ) ;
24
25 // Threads
26 stat ic Thread Local izeThread ;
27 stat ic Thread ReceiveDataThread ;
28
29
30 // v a r i a b l e s
31 stat ic Graphics g r a f i c o ;
32 stat ic int anchoPantal la , a l t o P a n t a l l a ;
33 stat ic S e r i a l P o r t SP1 ;
34 stat ic Queue<DataPacket> DataSignals = new Queue<DataPacket>() ;
35 stat ic Queue<int> Test ing = new Queue<int>() ;
36 stat ic Coordinates CurrentPos i t ion = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;
37 private stat ic bool FormStatus = true ;
38
39
40 public Form1 ( )
41 {
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42 In i t i a l i z eComponent ( ) ;
43 CurrForm = this ;
44 }
45
46 public stat ic void L o c a l i z e ( )
47 {
48 f loat [ ] CurrentPose = new float [ 3 ] ;
49 DataPacket Data = new DataPacket ( ) ; // Current Data to read each
time
50
51 int Start , Current ly ; long TimeNow ; int Hour , Minute , Second
, Mi l l i s e gundo s ; TimeSpan ck ;
52
53
54 //Show the new form f o r the v i s i a l i z a t i o n o f the user p o s i t i o n
55 Draw newPlan = new Draw( g r a f i c o , anchoPantal la , a l t o P a n t a l l a ) ;
56
57 // c ) Read the c o o r d i n a t e s o f the b u i l d i n g
58 newPlan . LeerPo l igonos ( ) ;
59
60
61 // d ) L o c a l i z a t i o n System Block ( 1 . Data a d q u i s i t i o n , 2 .
L o c a l i z a t i o n , 3 . V i s u a l i z a t i o n )
62 int g = 0 ;
63 while ( FormStatus )
64 {
65 Star t = Environment . TickCount ;
66 TimeNow = 0 ;
67
68 // Continue only i f they have been r e c e i v e d any data
69 i f ( DataSignals . Count > 0)
70 {
71 // 2) Pass the packe t to the L o c a l i z a t i o n a l gor i t hm and
Estimate the p o s i t i o n
72 i f ( g == 0)
73 {
74 // 1 s t e x e c u t i o n
75 // Construct
76 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r Part i c l e Implementat ion = new
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r ( ) ;
77
78 // I n i t
79 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r I n i t ( ) ;
80 Thread . S leep (100) ;




85 // P r e d i c t the new P o s i t i o n
86 lock ( DataSignals )
87 {
88 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r P r e d i c t ( /∗ l a 8 o s
p r e p e i na perne i t i n t e l e u t a i a o x i t i n






93 while ( DataSignals . Count < 3 && FormStatus )
94 Thread . S leep (1 ) ;
95
96 // Execute the c o r r e c t i o n s t e p f o r each measurement
97 lock ( DataSignals )
98 {
99 while ( ( DataSignals . Count > 0) && FormStatus )
100 {
101 Data = DataSignals . Dequeue ( ) ;
102 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r C o r r e c t ( Data .
RSSI , Data . TagID) ;
103 CurrForm . SetText2 ("TagID:" + Data . TagID+ "  
RSSI:" + Data . RSSI ) ;
104
105 }
106 //Thread . S l eep (10) ;
107 }
108
109 // Estimate P o s i t i o n
110 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r P o s i t i o n ( ) ;
111 // Save i t
112 CurrentPos i t ion = P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . Po s i t i on ;
113
114 // 3) V i s u a l i z e the p o s i t i o n o f the User in the new
form
115 CurrentPose [ 0 ] = ( f loat ) CurrentPos i t ion .X;
116 CurrentPose [ 1 ] = −( f loat ) CurrentPos i t ion .Y;
117 CurrentPose [ 2 ] = 0 ;
118 newPlan . Pintar ( CurrentPose ) ;
119
120
121 Current ly = Environment . TickCount ;
122 ck = new TimeSpan (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , Current ly − Star t ) ;
123 Hour = ck . Hours ; Minute = ck . Minutes ; Second = ck
. Seconds ; Mi l l i s e g undo s = ck . M i l l i s e c o n d s ;
124 TimeNow = 60000 ∗ Minute + 1000 ∗ Second +
Mi l l i s e gundo s ;
125
126 CurrForm . SetText2 ("Time passed:" + (TimeNow / 1000) .
ToString ( ) + "Execution:" + g + "N" +
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . current N ) ;
127 Star t = Environment . TickCount ;
128 g = g + 1 ;




133 public stat ic void ReceiveData ( )
134 {
135 // v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i o n
136 byte [ ] b u f f e r = new byte [ 1 0 0 ] , bufferToWrite ; // Declare the
b u f f e r o f the Received Bytes
137 // s t r i n g ReadData , ReadBytes ;// Declare the v a r i a b l e s where the
r e c e i v e d data y b y t e s are s t o r e d
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138 s t r i n g Hexbuf fer ; // Declare the v a r i a b l e where the Hex v a l u e o f
the TagID i s s t o r e d
139 // i n t TagID ; // v a r i a b l e where the i n t e g e r v a l u e o f the TagId
i s s t o r e d
140 int StartTime , CurrentTime ; // Declare and i n i t i a l i z e the s t a r t
and curren t time v a r i a b l e s
141 long TTime ; // Declare and d e f i n e t h e d u r a t i o n o f Reception Time
and the time o f curren t r e c e p t i o n
142 int Hour , Minute , Second , Mi l l i s egundos ; // time v a r i a b l e s
143 TimeSpan ck2 ; // Declare Time v a r i a b l e s
144 int Readers ; //Number o f readers connected to the network
145 DataPacket Data = new DataPacket ( ) ; // Current Data to save each
time
146 bool tagFLAG = fa l se ;
147
148 /// i n i t v a r i a b l e s
149 for ( int j = 0 ; j < 100 ; j++)// Define to zero a l l the r e c e i v e d
Bytes
150 b u f f e r [ j ] = 0x00 ;
151 bufferToWrite = new byte [ 7 ] { 0xAA, 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0
x00 , 0x00 } ; //
152 Hexbuf fer = "" ;
153 StartTime = CurrentTime = 0 ;
154 TTime = 0 ;
155 Readers = 1 ;
156
157
158 //// START RECEIVING DATA
159 StartTime = Environment . TickCount ;
160 TTime = 0 ;
161
162 while ( FormStatus )
163 {
164 // Send and Receive Data to por t
165 for ( int c = 1 ; c <= Readers ; c++) // f o r a l l t he readers
t h a t are connected
166 {
167 // Bui ld b u f f e r to send
168 bufferToWrite [ 4 ] = Convert . ToByte ( c ) ;
169 bufferToWrite [ 5 ] = 0x06 ;





174 // send b u f f e r
175 SP1 . Write ( bufferToWrite , 0 , 7) ;
176
177 // wai t a second b e f o r e read
178 System . Threading . Thread . S leep (5 ) ;
179
180 //Read l i n e from s e r i a l por t
181 SP1 . Read ( bu f f e r , 0 , 14) ;
182 }// t r y





187 // Time o f r e c e p t i o n
188 CurrentTime = Environment . TickCount ;
189 ck2 = new TimeSpan (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , CurrentTime − StartTime )
;
190 Hour = ck2 . Hours ; Minute = ck2 . Minutes ; Second = ck2 .
Seconds ; Mi l l i s egundos = ck2 . M i l l i s e c o n d s ;
191 TTime = 60000 ∗ Minute + 1000 ∗ Second + Mi l l i s egundos ;
192
193 // Contro l o f r e c e i v e d Packet
194 i f ( b u f f e r [ 7 ] == 85 && b u f f e r [ 8 ] == 0) // No data
r e c e i v e d
195 {
196 //Don ’ t do anyth ing
197 }
198 else i f ( ( b u f f e r [ 7 ] == 85) && ( b u f f e r [ 8 ] == 32) ) //
l o n g i t u d datos es d i s t i n t o de cero ( debe ser 32) ,
entonces s i hay t a g s
199 {
200 // I s in comment because i read 47 b y t e s d i r e c t l y
201 try { SP1 . Read ( bu f f e r , 14 , 32) ; }// segunda l e c t u r a




206 // Contro l o f r e c e i v e d packe t
207 i f ( b u f f e r [ 4 5 ] == getChecksum ( bu f f e r , 8 , 45) )
208 {
209 // Recovery TagID from the packe t
210 Hexbuf fer = b u f f e r [ 2 9 ] . ToString ("X2" ) + b u f f e r
[ 3 0 ] . ToString ("X2" ) + b u f f e r [ 3 1 ] . ToString ("
X2" ) + b u f f e r [ 3 2 ] . ToString ("X2" ) ;
211
212 // Save Data
213 Data . ReceptionTime = CurrentTime ; Data . Reader =
b u f f e r [ 3 4 ] ; //Time & ReaderID
214 int currTag = int . Parse ( Hexbuffer , System .
G l o b a l i z a t i o n . NumberStyles . HexNumber) ;
215 for ( int j = 0 ; j < Constants . Tags . GetLength (0 )
; j++)
216 i f ( Constants . Tags [ j , 0 ] == currTag )
217 { Data . TagID = j ; tagFLAG = true ; break ; }
// TAGID in array
218 Data . RSSI = b u f f e r [ 3 5 ] ; //RSSI
219 i f (tagFLAG)
220 {
221 lock ( DataSignals )
222 {
223 DataSignals . Enqueue ( Data ) ;
224 }
225 }
226 }// i f ( b u f f e r [ 4 5 ] == getChecksum ( b u f f e r , 46) )
227
228 }// e l s e i f
229
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230 // Clear Buf fer & Increase PacketsCount
231 for ( int j = 0 ; j < 100 ; j++)
232 b u f f e r [ j ] = 0x00 ;
233
234 }// f o r ( i n t c = 1 ; c <= Readers ; c++)
235




240 private void STARTButton Click ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs e )
241 {
242 l a b e l 1 . V i s i b l e = fa l se ;
243 l a b e l 2 . V i s i b l e = fa l se ;
244 l a b e l 1 . Refresh ( ) ;
245 l a b e l 2 . Refresh ( ) ;
246
247 // Open S e r i a l por t
248 s e r i a l 1 . Open ( ) ;
249 SP1 = s e r i a l 1 ;
250 g r a f i c o = this . CreateGraphics ( ) ;
251 a l t o P a n t a l l a = this . Height ;
252 anchoPantal la = this . Width ;
253 d2 = new SetTextCal lback ( SetText2 ) ;
254
255 // Create mainThread f o r the form f u n c t i o n s
256 Local izeThread = new Thread (new ThreadStart ( L o c a l i z e ) ) ;
257 ReceiveDataThread = new Thread (new ThreadStart ( ReceiveData ) ) ;
258
259 // S t a r t Threads
260 ReceiveDataThread . Sta r t ( ) ;




265 private void STOPButton Click ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs e )
266 {
267 lock ( objLock )
268 {




273 Local izeThread . Join ( ) ;
274 ReceiveDataThread . Join ( ) ;
275
276 i f ( s e r i a l 1 . IsOpen )
277 s e r i a l 1 . Close ( ) ;
278
279
280 Thread . S leep (15) ;
281 Local izeThread . Abort ( ) ;
282 ReceiveDataThread . Abort ( ) ;




286 private stat ic byte getChecksum ( byte [ ] sentence , int Sb , int Eb)
287 {
288 // S t a r t wi th f i r s t Item
289 int checksum = sentence [ 1 ] ;
290 // Loop through a l l chars to g e t a checksum
291 for ( int i = Sb ; i < Eb ; i++)
292 {
293 // No . XOR the checksum with t h i s c h a r a c t e r ’ s v a l u e
294 checksum ˆ= sentence [ i ] ;
295 }
296 // Return the checksum format ted as a two−c h a r a c t e r hexadecimal
297 return Convert . ToByte ( checksum ) ;
298 }
299
300 private void SetText2 ( s t r i n g text )
301 {
302 i f ( textBox2 . InvokeRequired )
303 {










314 public struct DataPacket
315 {
316 public long ReceptionTime ;
317 public int TagID ;
318 public int Reader ;
319 public int RSSI ;
320 }
321 }
1 using System ;
2 using System . C o l l e c t i o n s . Generic ;
3 using System . ComponentModel ;
4 using System . Data ;
5 using System . Drawing ;
6 using System . Text ;
7 using System . Windows . Forms ;
8 using System . IO ;





14 public p a r t i a l class Form1 : Form
15 {
16 // d e l e g a t e f o r the c a l l b a c k procedure
17 de l e g a t e void SetTextCal lback ( s t r i n g text ) ;
18 de l e g a t e s t r i n g GetTextCallback ( ) ;
19
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20 private Thread mainThread = n u l l ;
21
22 public int [ ] ReadData = new int [ 4 6 ] ;
23 // c r e a t e a w r i t e r and open the f i l e s
24 public TextWriter tw ;
25 public TextWriter tw2 ;
26 public int Steps = 1 ;
27 public int O r i e n t a t i o n I n d i c e = 0 ;
28 public bool RunCondition = true ;
29 private ob j e c t objTemp = new ob j e c t ( ) ;
30
31 s t r i n g tmpVariable = "" ;
32
33 public Form1 ( )
34 {
35 In i t i a l i z eComponent ( ) ;
36 }
37
38 private void Receiving DataContinueMode ( )
39 {
40 // v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i o n
41 byte [ ] b u f f e r = new byte [ 1 0 0 ] , bufferToWrite = new byte [ 7 ] {0
xAA, 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 } ; // Declare the
b u f f e r o f the Received Bytes
42 for ( int j = 0 ; j < 100 ; j++)// Define to zero a l l the r e c e i v e d
Bytes
43 b u f f e r [ j ] = 0x00 ;
44 s t r i n g ReadData , ReadBytes ; // Declare the v a r i a b l e s where the
r e c e i v e d data y b y t e s are s t o r e d
45 s t r i n g Hexbuf fer="" ; // Declare the v a r i a b l e where the Hex v a l u e
o f the TagID i s s t o r e d
46 int TagID = 0 ; // v a r a i b l e where the i n t e g e r v a l u e o f the TagId
i s s t o r e d
47 ReadData = ReadBytes = "" ; // Define a n u l l the s t r i n g v a r i a b l e s
48 int StartTime =0, CurrentTime=0; // Declare and i n i t i a l i z e the
s t a r t and curren t time v a r i a b l e s
49 long DDTime = Convert . ToInt32 ( this . GetReceptionTime ( ) ) , TTime =
0 ; // Declare and d e f i n e t h e d u r a t i o n o f Reception Time and
the time o f curren t r e c e p t i o n
50 int Hour , Minute , Second , Mi l l i s egundos ; // time v a r i a b l e s
51 TimeSpan ck2 ; // Declare Time v a r i a b l e s
52 int Readers = Convert . ToInt32 ( this . GetReadersNo ( ) ) ; //Number o f
readers connected to the network
53
54
55 // Clean the b u f f e r wi th the r e c e i v e d b y t e s
56 for ( int j = 0 ; j < 100 ; j++)
57 b u f f e r [ j ] = 0x00 ;
58
59 // Clean ReadData s t r i n g
60 ReadData = "" ;
61 // Refresh Labe l s wi th new v a l u e s
62 this . UpdateDescr ipt ionLabel ("Press STOP to exit application." ) ;
63
64 // S t a t c l o c k running
65 StartTime = Environment . TickCount ;
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66 TTime = 0 ;
67
68 while ( RunCondition && (TTime < (DDTime ∗ 1000) ) )
69 {
70 // renew the time l e f t f o r to f i n i s h the r e c e p t i o n
71 this . UpdateShowResultsLabel ("Reading Data ..        Time 
left: " + ( Convert . ToDouble ( (DDTime ∗ 1000 − TTime) ) /
1000) + "sec" ) ;
72
73 // Send and Receive Data to por t
74 for ( int c = 1 ; c <= Readers ; c++) // f o r a l l t he readers
t h a t are connected
75 {
76 // Bui ld b u f f e r to send
77 bufferToWrite [ 4 ] = Convert . ToByte ( c ) ;
78 bufferToWrite [ 5 ] = 0x06 ;
79 bufferToWrite [ 6 ] = getChecksum ( bufferToWrite , 1 , 7) ;
80
81 for ( int i = 0 ; i < 7 ; i++)
82 ReadBytes = ReadBytes + bufferToWrite [ i ] . ToString ( )
+ " " ;
83
84 tmpVariable = this . GetReadDataLabel ( ) ;





89 // send b u f f e r
90 SP1 . Write ( bufferToWrite , 0 , 7) ;
91
92 //Renew Labe l s
93 this . UpdateDescr ipt ionLabel ("Receive lector " + c ) ;
94
95 // wai t a second b e f o r e read
96 System . Threading . Thread . S leep (5 ) ;
97
98 //Read l i n e from s e r i a l por t
99 SP1 . Read ( bu f f e r , 0 , 14) ;
100 }// t r y
101 catch ( System . Inva l idOperat ionExcept ion ex ) {
ReadDataLabel . Text = ex . Message + ".." ; }
102
103 // Time o f r e c e p t i o n
104 CurrentTime = Environment . TickCount ;
105 ck2 = new TimeSpan (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , CurrentTime − StartTime ) ;
106 Hour = ck2 . Hours ;
107 Minute = ck2 . Minutes ;
108 Second = ck2 . Seconds ;
109 Mi l l i s egundos = ck2 . M i l l i s e c o n d s ;
110 TTime = 60000 ∗ Minute + 1000 ∗ Second + Mi l l i s egundos ;
111
112 // Save r e c e i v e d Bytes to F i l e
113 for ( int i = 0 ; i < 14 ; i++)
114 ReadBytes = ReadBytes + b u f f e r [ i ] . ToString ( ) + " " ;
115
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116 // Contro l o f r e c e i v e d Packet
117 i f ( b u f f e r [7]==85 && b u f f e r [ 8 ] == 0) // No data r e c e i v e d
118 {
119 tmpVariable = this . GetReadDataLabel ( ) ;
120 this . UpdateReadDataLabel ( tmpVariable + "No tag 
Detected\n" ) ;
121 ReadData = ReadData + TTime + "      " + 00 + "     
" + 00 + "     " + b u f f e r [ 1 0 ] ;
122 }
123 else i f ( ( b u f f e r [ 7 ] == 85) && ( b u f f e r [ 8 ] == 32) ) //
l o n g i t u d datos es d i s t i n t o de cero ( debe ser 32) ,
entonces s i hay t a g s
124 {
125 try { SP1 . Read ( bu f f e r , 14 , 32) ; }// segunda l e c t u r a
126 catch ( System . Inva l idOperat ionExcept ion ex ) {
ReadDataLabel . Text = ex . Message + ".." ; }
127
128 // Save the Received Bytes to F i l e
129 for ( int i = 14 ; i < (32+14) ; i++)
130 ReadBytes = ReadBytes + b u f f e r [ i ] . ToString ( ) + "
 " ;
131
132 i f ( b u f f e r [ 4 5 ] == getChecksum ( bu f f e r , 8 , 45) )
133 {
134
135 // Recovery Data from the packe t
136 Hexbuf fer = b u f f e r [ 2 9 ] . ToString ("X2" ) + b u f f e r
[ 3 0 ] . ToString ("X2" ) + b u f f e r [ 3 1 ] . ToString ("X2
" ) + b u f f e r [ 3 2 ] . ToString ("X2" ) ;
137 TagID = int . Parse ( Hexbuffer , System .
G l o b a l i z a t i o n . NumberStyles . HexNumber) ;
138
139 // Guardar Data
140 ReadData = ReadData + TTime + "      " + b u f f e r
[ 3 4 ] + "     " + TagID + "     " + b u f f e r
[ 3 5 ] ;
141 ReadBytes = ReadBytes + ReadData ;
142
143 //Renew Labe l s
144 this . UpdateReadDataLabel ( ReadData ) ;
145 }// i f ( b u f f e r [ 4 5 ] == getChecksum ( b u f f e r , 8 , 45) )
146 }// e l s e
147
148 try { tw . WriteLine ( ReadBytes ) ; }
149 catch ( System . Inva l idOperat ionExcept ion ex ) {}
150
151 try { tw2 . WriteLine ( ReadData ) ; }
152 catch ( System . Inva l idOperat ionExcept ion ex ) {}
153
154 // Clean v a r i a b l e s
155 for ( int j = 0 ; j < 100 ; j++)
156 b u f f e r [ j ] = 0x00 ;
157 ReadData = "" ;
158 ReadBytes = "" ;




162 }// w h i l e
163
164
165 this . UpdateSTARTbutton ("START" ) ;
166 this . UpdateShowResultsLabel ("Data Reception Finished .." ) ;
167 }
168
169 private void Receiving DataTrainingMode ( )
170 {
171 // v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i o n
172 byte [ ] b u f f e r = new byte [ 1 0 0 ] , bufferToWrite = new byte [ 7 ] { 0
xAA, 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 , 0x00 } ; // Declare the
b u f f e r o f the Received Bytes
173 for ( int j = 0 ; j < 100 ; j++)// Define to zero a l l the r e c e i v e d
Bytes
174 b u f f e r [ j ] = 0x00 ;
175 s t r i n g ReadData , ReadBytes ; // Declare the v a r i a b l e s where the
r e c e i v e d data y b y t e s are s t o r e d
176 s t r i n g Hexbuf fer = "" ; // Declare the v a r i a b l e where the Hex
v a l u e o f the TagID i s s t o r e d
177 int TagID = 0 ; // v a r a i b l e where the i n t e g e r v a l u e o f the TagId
i s s t o r e d
178 ReadData = ReadBytes = "" ; // Define a n u l l the s t r i n g v a r i a b l e s
179 int StartTime = 0 , CurrentTime = 0 ; // Declare and i n i t i a l i z e
the s t a r t and curren t time v a r i a b l e s
180 long DDTime = Convert . ToInt32 ( this . GetReceptionTime ( ) ) , TTime =
0 ; // Declare and d e f i n e the durat ion o f Reception Time and
the time o f curren t r e c e p t i o n
181 int Hour , Minute , Second , Mi l l i s egundos ; // time v a r i a b l e s
182 TimeSpan ck2 ; // Declare Time v a r i a b l e s
183 int Readers = Convert . ToInt32 ( this . GetReadersNo ( ) ) ; //Number o f
readers connected to the network
184 char [ ] Or i enta t i on = new char [ 4 ] { ’N’ , ’E’ , ’S’ , ’O’ } ; //
Or ien t a t ion o f body
185
186 // Clean the b u f f e r wi th the r e c e i v e d b y t e s
187 for ( int j = 0 ; j < 100 ; j++)
188 b u f f e r [ j ] = 0x00 ;
189
190 // Clean ReadData s t r i n g
191 ReadData = "" ;
192 // Refresh Labe l s wi th new v a l u e s
193 this . UpdateDescr ipt ionLabel ("Press STOP to exit application." ) ;
194
195 // S t a t c l o c k running
196 StartTime = Environment . TickCount ;
197 TTime = 0 ;
198 Orientat ionTimer . Enabled = true ;
199
200 for ( int l = 0 ; l < 4 ; l++ )
201 {
202 // S t a t c l o c k running
203 StartTime = Environment . TickCount ;
204 TTime = 0 ;
205 // s t a r t r e c e p t i o n
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206 while (TTime < (double ) (DDTime ∗ 1000) /4)
207 {
208 // renew the time l e f t f o r to f i n i s h the r e c e p t i o n
209 this . UpdateShowResultsLabel ("Reading Data ..        
Time left: " + ( Convert . ToDouble ( (DDTime ∗ 1000 − (




213 this . UpdateDescr ipt ionLabel ("Orientation: " +
Orientat ion [ O r i e n t a t i o n I n d i c e ] ) ;
214
215 // Send and Receive Data to por t
216 for ( int c = 1 ; c <= Readers ; c++) // f o r a l l t he
readers t h a t are connected
217 {
218 // Bui ld b u f f e r to send
219 bufferToWrite [ 4 ] = Convert . ToByte ( c ) ;
220 bufferToWrite [ 5 ] = 0x06 ;
221 bufferToWrite [ 6 ] = getChecksum ( bufferToWrite , 1 , 7)
; ;
222
223 for ( int i = 0 ; i < 7 ; i++)
224 ReadBytes = ReadBytes + bufferToWrite [ i ] .
ToString ( ) + " " ;
225
226 tmpVariable = this . GetReadDataLabel ( ) ;





231 // send b u f f e r
232 SP1 . Write ( bufferToWrite , 0 , 7) ;
233
234 // wai t 10 mi l i s eco nd b e f o r e read
235 System . Threading . Thread . S leep (5 ) ;
236
237 //Read l i n e from s e r i a l por t
238 SP1 . Read ( bu f f e r , 0 , 14) ;
239 }// t r y
240 catch ( System . Inva l idOperat ionExcept ion ex ) { this .
UpdateReadDataLabel ( ex . Message + "Couldn´t 
comunicate with the Serial Port.." ) ; }
241
242 // Time o f r e c e p t i o n
243 CurrentTime = Environment . TickCount ;
244 ck2 = new TimeSpan (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , CurrentTime −
StartTime ) ;
245 Hour = ck2 . Hours ;
246 Minute = ck2 . Minutes ;
247 Second = ck2 . Seconds ;
248 Mi l l i s egundos = ck2 . M i l l i s e c o n d s ;
249 TTime = 60000 ∗ Minute + 1000 ∗ Second +
Mi l l i s egundos ;
250
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251 // Save r e c e i v e d Bytes to F i l e
252 for ( int i = 0 ; i < 14 ; i++)
253 ReadBytes = ReadBytes + b u f f e r [ i ] . ToString ( ) +
" " ;
254
255 // Contro l o f r e c e i v e d Packet
256 i f ( b u f f e r [ 7 ] == 85 && b u f f e r [ 8 ] == 0) // No data
r e c e i v e d
257 {
258 tmpVariable = this . GetReadDataLabel ( ) ;
259 this . UpdateReadDataLabel ( tmpVariable + "No tag 
Detected\n" ) ;
260 ReadData = ReadData + Steps + " " + Orientat ion
[ O r i e n ta t i o n I n d i c e ] + " " + TTime + "      "
+ 00 + "     " + 00 + "     " + b u f f e r [ 1 0 ] ;
261 }
262 else // l o n g i t u d datos es d i s t i n t o de cero ( debe
ser 32) , entonces s i hay t a g s
263 {
264 try { SP1 . Read ( bu f f e r , 14 , 32) ; }// segunda
l e c t u r a
265 catch ( System . Inva l idOperat ionExcept ion ex ) {
ReadDataLabel . Text = ex . Message + "Couldn´t 
read the whole packet.." ; }
266
267 // Save the Received Bytes to F i l e
268 for ( int i = 14 ; i < (32+14) ; i++)
269 ReadBytes = ReadBytes + b u f f e r [ i ] . ToString
( ) + " " ;
270
271 i f ( b u f f e r [ 4 5 ] == getChecksum ( bu f f e r , 8 , 45) )
272 {
273 // Recovery Data from the packe t
274 Hexbuf fer = b u f f e r [ 2 9 ] . ToString ("X2" ) +
b u f f e r [ 3 0 ] . ToString ("X2" ) + b u f f e r [ 3 1 ] .
ToString ("X2" ) + b u f f e r [ 3 2 ] . ToString ("X2
" ) ;
275 TagID = int . Parse ( Hexbuffer , System .
G l o b a l i z a t i o n . NumberStyles . HexNumber) ;
276
277 // Guardar Data
278 ReadData = ReadData + Steps + " " +
Orientat ion [ O r i e n t a t i o n I n d i c e ] + " " +
TTime + "      " + b u f f e r [ 3 4 ] + "     "
+ TagID + "     " + b u f f e r [ 3 5 ] ;
279 ReadBytes = ReadBytes + ReadData ;
280
281 //Renew Labe l s
282 this . UpdateReadDataLabel ( ReadData ) ;
283 }
284 }// e l s e
285
286 try{tw . WriteLine ( ReadBytes ) ;}
287 catch ( System . Inva l idOperat ionExcept ion ex ) {}
288
289 try { tw2 . WriteLine ( ReadData ) ; }
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290 catch ( System . Inva l idOperat ionExcept ion ex ) {}
291
292 // Clean v a r i a b l e s
293 for ( int j = 0 ; j < 100 ; j++)
294 b u f f e r [ j ] = 0x00 ;
295 ReadData = "" ;
296 ReadBytes = "" ;
297 }// f o r ( i n t c = 1 ; c <= Readers ; c++)
298
299 }// w h i l e
300
301 Sound . Beep ( ) ;
302 O r i e n t a t i o n I n d i c e++;
303
304 }// f o r the 4 t i c k s o f the o r i e n t a t i o n
305
306 i f ( Convert . ToInt32 ( this . GetStopsNoBox ( ) ) > 1)
307 {
308 this . UpdateSTARTbutton ("Continue" ) ;
309 this . UpdateDescr ipt ionLabel ("Press Continue to Proceed to 
the next step" ) ;
310 this . UpdateShowResultsLabel ("Step " + ( Steps − 1) + " Data 
Reception Finished .." ) ;
311 Steps ++;





317 this . UpdateSTARTbutton ("START" ) ;











329 private void button1 Cl i ck ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs e )
330 {
331
332 // Cont lor o f data a v a i l a b l e
333 TimeErronot i f i c a t i on . V i s i b l e = fa l se ;
334 StopsNOnot i f i ca t ion . V i s i b l e = fa l se ;
335 NoModenot i f i cat ion . V i s i b l e = fa l se ;
336
337 i f ( ContinueButton . Checked == fa l se && TrainingButton . Checked
== fa l se )
338 {





343 else i f ( ReceptionTime . Text . Length <= 0)
344 {
345 TimeErronot i f i c a t i on . V i s i b l e = true ;
346 return ;
347 }
348 else i f ( StopsNoBox . Text . Length <= 0)
349 {
350 StopsNOnot i f i ca t ion . V i s i b l e = true ;
351 return ;
352 }
353 TimeErronot i f i c a t i on . V i s i b l e = fa l se ;
354 StopsNOnot i f i ca t ion . V i s i b l e = fa l se ;
355 NoModenot i f i cat ion . V i s i b l e = fa l se ;
356
357 // Open por t
358 SP1 . Open ( ) ;
359 i f ( ! SP1 . IsOpen )
360 {
361 Appl i ca t ion . Exit ( ) ;
362 }
363
364 // Open f i l e s ;
365 i f (STARTbutton . Text == "START" )
366 {
367 Steps = 1 ;
368 SaveFi l e . ShowDialog ( ) ;
369
370 tw = new StreamWriter ( SaveFi l e . FileName + "Bytes.txt" ) ;
371 tw2 = new StreamWriter ( SaveFi l e . FileName + "txt" ) ;
372 }
373
374 // C a l l the Function f o r S i g n a l Reception
375 i f ( ContinueButton . Checked == true )
376 {
377 this . mainThread = new Thread (new ThreadStart ( this .
Receiving DataContinueMode ) ) ;
378 this . mainThread . S ta r t ( ) ;
379 }
380
381 else i f ( TrainingButton . Checked == true )
382 {
383 Orientat ionTimer . I n t e r v a l = Convert . ToInt32 ( ReceptionTime .
Text ) / 4 ;
384 this . mainThread = new Thread (new ThreadStart ( this .
Receiving DataTrainingMode ) ) ;





390 private void STOPbutton Click ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs e )
391 {
392
393 /// SP1 . Close ( ) ;
394 STARTbutton . Text = "START" ;
395 Desc r ip t i onLabe l . Text = "Press START to start new reception \n 
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or CLOSE to close application" ;
396 ShowResultsLabel . Text = "" ;
397 ReadDataLabel . Text = "" ;
398 lock ( objTemp )
399 {




404 tw . Close ( ) ;
405 tw2 . Close ( ) ;
406 }
407
408 private void ContinueButton CheckedChanged ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs
e )
409 {
410 i f ( ContinueButton . Checked == true )
411 {
412 TrainingButton . Checked = fa l se ;
413 StopsNoBox . Text = "1" ;




418 private void TrainingButton CheckedChanged ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs
e )
419 {
420 i f ( TrainingButton . Checked == true )
421 {
422 ContinueButton . Checked = fa l se ;
423 StopsNoBox . Enabled = true ;





429 private void menuItemClose Click ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs e )
430 {
431 Close ( ) ;
432 T imeErronot i f i c a t i on . Dispose ( ) ;
433 StopsNOnot i f i ca t ion . Dispose ( ) ;




438 private stat ic byte getChecksum ( byte [ ] sentence , int Sb , int Eb)
439 {
440 // S t a r t wi th f i r s t Item
441 int checksum = sentence [ 1 ] ;
442 // Loop through a l l chars to g e t a checksum
443 for ( int i = Sb ; i < Eb ; i++)
444 {
445 // No . XOR the checksum with t h i s c h a r a c t e r ’ s v a l u e
446 checksum ˆ= sentence [ i ] ;
447 }
448 // Return the checksum format ted as a two−c h a r a c t e r hexadecimal
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449 return Convert . ToByte ( checksum ) ;
450 }
451
452 private void TimerElepsed ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs e )
453 {
454 Console . WriteLine ("\a" ) ;
455 Or i e n t a t i o n I n d i c e ++;
456 }
457
458 private void UpdateDescr ipt ionLabel ( s t r i n g text )
459 {
460 i f ( this . Desc r ip t i onLabe l . InvokeRequired )
461 {
462 SetTextCal lback d = new SetTextCal lback (
UpdateDescr ipt ionLabel ) ;
463 this . Invoke (d , new ob j e c t [ ] { t ex t }) ;
464 }
465 else { this . Desc r ip t i onLabe l . Text = text ; }
466 }
467
468 private void UpdateReadDataLabel ( s t r i n g text )
469 {
470 i f ( this . ReadDataLabel . InvokeRequired )
471 {
472 SetTextCal lback d = new SetTextCal lback ( UpdateReadDataLabel
) ;
473 this . Invoke (d , new ob j e c t [ ] { t ex t }) ;
474 }
475 else { this . ReadDataLabel . Text = text ; }
476 }
477
478 private void UpdateShowResultsLabel ( s t r i n g text )
479 {
480 i f ( this . ShowResultsLabel . InvokeRequired )
481 {
482 SetTextCal lback d = new SetTextCal lback (
UpdateShowResultsLabel ) ;
483 this . Invoke (d , new ob j e c t [ ] { t ex t }) ;
484 }
485 else { this . ShowResultsLabel . Text = text ; }
486 }
487
488 private void UpdateSTARTbutton ( s t r i n g text )
489 {
490 i f ( this . STARTbutton . InvokeRequired )
491 {
492 SetTextCal lback d = new SetTextCal lback (UpdateSTARTbutton ) ;
493 this . Invoke (d , new ob j e c t [ ] { t ex t }) ;
494 }
495 else { this . STARTbutton . Text = text ; }
496 }
497
498 private s t r i n g GetReceptionTime ( )
499 {
500 i f ( this . ReceptionTime . InvokeRequired )
501 {
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502 GetTextCallback e = new GetTextCallback ( GetReceptionTime ) ;
503 ob j e c t returnedCal lBackObject = this . Invoke ( e , new ob j e c t [ ]
{ }) ;
504 return ( s t r i n g ) returnedCal lBackObject ;
505 }
506 else { return this . ReceptionTime . Text ; }
507 }
508
509 private s t r i n g GetReadersNo ( )
510 {
511 i f ( this . ReadersNo . InvokeRequired )
512 {
513 GetTextCallback e = new GetTextCallback ( GetReadersNo ) ;
514 ob j e c t returnedCal lBackObject = this . Invoke ( e , new ob j e c t [ ]
{ }) ;
515 return ( s t r i n g ) returnedCal lBackObject ;
516 }
517 else { return this . ReadersNo . Text ; }
518 }
519
520 private s t r i n g GetStopsNoBox ( )
521 {
522 i f ( this . StopsNoBox . InvokeRequired )
523 {
524 GetTextCallback e = new GetTextCallback ( GetStopsNoBox ) ;
525 ob j e c t returnedCal lBackObject = this . Invoke ( e , new ob j e c t [ ]
{ }) ;
526 return ( s t r i n g ) returnedCal lBackObject ;
527 }
528 else { return this . StopsNoBox . Text ; }
529 }
530
531 private s t r i n g GetShowResultsLabel ( )
532 {
533 i f ( this . ShowResultsLabel . InvokeRequired )
534 {
535 GetTextCallback e = new GetTextCallback ( GetShowResultsLabel
) ;
536 ob j e c t returnedCal lBackObject = this . Invoke ( e , new ob j e c t [ ]
{ }) ;
537 return ( s t r i n g ) returnedCal lBackObject ;
538 }
539 else { return this . ShowResultsLabel . Text ; }
540 }
541
542 private s t r i n g GetReadDataLabel ( )
543 {
544 i f ( this . ReadDataLabel . InvokeRequired )
545 {
546 GetTextCallback e = new GetTextCallback ( GetReadDataLabel ) ;
547 ob j e c t returnedCal lBackObject = this . Invoke ( e , new ob j e c t [ ]
{ }) ;
548 return ( s t r i n g ) returnedCal lBackObject ;
549 }




553 private s t r i n g GetDescr ipt ionLabe l ( )
554 {
555 i f ( this . Desc r ip t i onLabe l . InvokeRequired )
556 {
557 GetTextCallback e = new GetTextCallback ( GetDescr ipt ionLabe l
) ;
558 ob j e c t returnedCal lBackObject = this . Invoke ( e , new ob j e c t [ ]
{ }) ;
559 return ( s t r i n g ) returnedCal lBackObject ;
560 }









570 [ System . Runtime . I n t e r o p S e r v i c e s . Dl lImport ("coredll.dll" ) ]
571
572 public stat ic extern int PlaySound (
573
574 s t r i n g szSound ,
575
576 IntPtr hModule ,
577




582 public stat ic void Beep ( )
583 {
584
585 PlaySound (@"\Windows\Voicbeep" , IntPtr . Zero , ( int ) (





590 private enum PlaySoundFlags : int
591 {
592
593 SND SYNC = 0x0 , // p lay synchronous ly ( d e f a u l t )
594
595 SND ASYNC = 0x1 , // p lay asynchronous ly
596
597 SND NODEFAULT = 0x2 , // s i l e n c e ( ! d e f a u l t ) i f sound not found
598
599 SND MEMORY = 0x4 , // pszSound p o i n t s to a memory f i l e
600
601 SND LOOP = 0x8 , // loop the sound u n t i l next sndPlaySound
602
603 SND NOSTOP = 0x10 , // don ’ t s top any c u r r e n t l y p l a y i n g sound
604
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605 SND NOWAIT = 0x2000 , // don ’ t wai t i f the d r i v e r i s busy
606
607 SND ALIAS = 0x10000 , // name i s a r e g i s t r y a l i a s
608
609 SND ALIAS ID = 0x110000 , // a l i a s i s a p r e d e f i n e d ID
610
611 SND FILENAME = 0x20000 , // name i s f i l e name
612






1 using System ;
2 using System . C o l l e c t i o n s . Generic ;
3 using System . Text ;
4 using System . Data ;




9 public p a r t i a l class KHP
10 { // Kater inas Helping procedures
11
12




17 public stat ic int MinOfAnArray (double [ ] array , int a )
18 {
19 // r e t u r n s the p o s i s i t i o n o f the minimum v a l u e in the array
20 int MinIndex = 0 ;
21 double Min = array [ 0 ] ;
22
23 for ( int i = 1 ; i < a ; i++)
24 i f ( array [ i ] < Min)
25 MinIndex = i ;
26
27 return MinIndex ;
28 }
29
30 public stat ic int MaxOfAnArray(double [ ] array , int a )
31 {
32 // r e t u r n s the p o s i s i t i o n o f the maximum v a l u e in the array
33 int MaxIndex = 0 ;
34 double Max = array [ 0 ] ;
35
36 for ( int i = 1 ; i < a ; i++)
37 i f ( array [ i ] > Max)
38 MaxIndex = i ;
39




43 public stat ic bool InPolygon ( Coordinates point , Coordinates [ ] polygono )
44 {
45 int counter = 0 ;
46 int i , o ;
47 double x i n t e r s ;
48 Coordinates p1 , p2 ;
49
50 p1 = polygono [ 0 ] ;
51 for ( i = 0 ; i < polygono . GetLength (0 ) ; i++)
52 {
53 o = i%polygono . GetLength (0 ) ;
54 p2 = polygono [ o ] ;
55 i f ( po int .Y > Math . Min( p1 .Y, p2 .Y) )
56 {
57 i f ( po int .Y <= Math .Max( p1 .Y, p2 .Y) )
58 {
59 i f ( po int .X <= Math .Max( p1 .X, p2 .X) )
60 {
61 i f ( p1 .Y != p2 .Y)
62 {
63 x i n t e r s = ( po int .Y − p1 .Y) ∗ ( p2 .X − p1 .X) / (
p2 .Y − p1 .Y) + p1 .X;






70 p1 = p2 ;
71 }
72
73 i f ( counter % 2 == 0)
74 return fa l se ;




79 public stat ic double [ ] CumSumCalculation (double [ ] array )
80 {
81 double prev ious = 0 ;
82 double [ ] r e s u l t = new double [ array . GetLength (0 ) ] ;
83
84 for ( int i = 0 ; i < array . GetLength (0 ) ; i++)
85 {
86 r e s u l t [ i ] = array [ i ] + prev ious ;
87 prev ious = r e s u l t [ i ] ;
88 }
89
90 return r e s u l t ;
91 }
92
93 public stat ic int LookInCumSum(double [ ] csum , double value )
94 {
95 int Index =9999;
96
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97 for ( int i = 0 ; i < csum . GetLength (0 ) ; i++)
98 {
99 i f ( csum [ i ] > value )
100 {




105 return Index ;
106 }
107
108 public stat ic double NormPDF(double mean , double var iance , double value
)
109 {
110 // C a l c u l a t e the P r o b a b i l i t y Densuty Function o f the Normal
D i s t r i b u t i o n
111 double m = mean ;
112 double s = var iance ;
113 double x = value ;
114 double y = 0 ;
115
116 y = (1 / ( s ∗ 2 .5066) ) ∗ Math . Exp(− ( x − m) ∗( x − m) / (2 ∗ s ∗ s ) )
;
117
118 return y ;
119 }
120
121 public stat ic double MyPOW(double x , double y )
122 {
123 // re turn Math . Exp ( y ∗ Math . Log ( x ) ) ;
124 int tmp = ( int ) ( BitConverter . DoubleToInt64Bits ( x ) >> 32) ;
125 int tmp2 = ( int ) ( y ∗ (tmp − 1072632447) + 1072632447) ;





131 public struct Coordinates
132 {
133 public double X;
134 public double Y;
135
136 public Coordinates (double Xvalue , double Yvalue )
137 {
138 X = Xvalue ;






1 using System ;
2 using System . C o l l e c t i o n s . Generic ;
3 using System . ComponentModel ;
4 using System . Data ;
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5 using System . Drawing ;
6 using System . Text ;
7 using System . Windows . Forms ;
8 using KHP;
9 using P a r t i c l e F i l t e r ;
10 using System . IO ;
11 using Centro ide ;
12
13 namespace RFID LPSv 1 notLIVE
14 {
15 public p a r t i a l class Form1 : Form
16 {
17 public TextWriter tw ;
18
19 Coordinates CurrentPos i t ion = new Coordinates (0 , 0) ;
20 DataPacket DataSignals ;
21
22 Graphics g r a f i c o ;
23 int anchoPantal la , a l t oPanta l l a , Local izat ionMethod = 1 ;
24
25
26 public Form1 ( )
27 {




32 private void L o c a l i z e ( )
33 {
34 f loat [ ] CurrentPose = new float [ 3 ] ;
35
36 int Start , Current ly ; long TimeNow ; int Hour , Minute , Second
, Mi l l i s e gundo s ; TimeSpan ck ;
37
38 long [ , ] CurrentData = new long [ 3 , 4 ] ;
39
40 DataSignals . Packet = Measurements . Data ;
41 DataSignals . MeasurementsCount = Measurements . Data . GetLength (0 ) ;
42
43 tw = new StreamWriter ("C:/help _files/Particles.txt" ) ;
44
45
46 // a ) Show the new form f o r the v i s i a l i z a t i o n o f the user
p o s i t i o n
47 g r a f i c o = this . CreateGraphics ( ) ;
48 a l t o P a n t a l l a = this . Height ;
49 anchoPantal la = this . Width ;
50 Draw newPlan = new Draw( g r a f i c o , anchoPantal la , a l t o P a n t a l l a ) ;
51
52 // b ) Read the c o o r d i n a t e s o f the b u i l d i n g
53 newPlan . LeerPo l igonos ( ) ;
54
55
56 // c ) L o c a l i z a t i o n System Block ( 1 . Data a d q u i s i t i o n , 2 .
L o c a l i z a t i o n , 3 . V i s u a l i z a t i o n )
57
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58 for ( int g = 0 ; g < DataSignals . MeasurementsCount−3; g=g+3)
59 {
60
61 // 1) read next Measurements
62 for ( int n=0; n<3; n++)
63 for ( int m=0; m<4; m++)
64 CurrentData [ n , m] = DataSignals . Packet [ g+n , m] ;
65
66 // 2) Pass the packe t to the L o c a l i z a t i o n a l gor i t hm and
Estimate the p o s i t i o n
67 i f ( Local izat ionMethod == 1)
68 CurrentPos i t ion = Centro ide . Centro ide .
Cent ro id Pos i t i on ing ( CurrentData , 5) ;
69 else
70 {
71 i f ( g == 0)
72 {
73 // 1 s t e x e c u t i o n
74 // Construct
75 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r
Part i c l e Implementat ion = new P a r t i c l e F i l t e r .
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r ( ) ;
76 // I n i t
77 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r .
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r I n i t o f f l i n e ( CurrentData [ 0 , 0 ] ) ;
78 }
79 else
80 // P r e d i c t the new P o s i t i o n
81 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r .
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r P r e d i c t o f f l i n e ( CurrentData [ 2 ,
0 ] ) ;
82
83 // Execute the c o r r e c t i o n s t e p f o r each measurement
<−−−−−−−−−−−− HERE ! ! !
84 for ( int i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i++)
85 {
86 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r .
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r C o r r e c t ( ( int ) CurrentData [ i , 3 ] ,
( int ) CurrentData [ i , 2]−1) ;
87 }
88
89 // Estimate P o s i t i o n
90 P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r .
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r P o s i t i o n ( ) ;
91 // Save i t
92 CurrentPos i t ion = P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r .




96 // 3) V i s u a l i z e the p o s i t i o n o f the User in the new form
97 CurrentPose [ 0 ] = ( f loat ) CurrentPos i t ion .X;
98 CurrentPose [ 1 ] = −( f loat ) CurrentPos i t ion .Y;
99 CurrentPose [ 2 ] = 0 ;
100 Coordinates p = new Coordinates ( CurrentPose [ 0 ] , CurrentPose
[ 1 ] ) ;
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101 // b o o l f f = KHP.KHP. InPolygon (p , P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . Constants .
I n s i d e Wa l l s ) ;
102
103 newPlan . Pintar ( CurrentPose ) ;
104 System . Threading . Thread . S leep (1000) ;
105
106 // doub le d i s t e r r = Math . Sqr t (Math . Pow( CurrentPos i t ion .X −
48.08 , 2) + Math . Pow( CurrentPos i t ion .Y − 7.077 , 2) ) ;
107
108 tw . WriteLine ( CurrentData [ 2 , 0 ] + " " + CurrentPose [ 0 ] + " "
+ −CurrentPose [ 1 ] ) ; //+ ” d i f f : ” + d i s t e r r ) ;
109 // tw . WriteLine ( g ) ;
110 // i f ( Loca l i za t ionMethod == 0)
111 // f o r ( i n t t = 0 ; t < 1000; t++)
112 // tw . WriteLine ( P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r .
P a r t i c l e s S e t [ t ] . we igh t + ” ” + P a r t i c l e F i l t e r .
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e s S e t [ t ] . P a r t i c l e .X + ” ” +
P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e F i l t e r . P a r t i c l e s S e t [ t ] .











123 private void startToolStr ipMenuItem1 Cl ick ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs
e )
124 {
125 L o c a l i z e ( ) ;
126 }
127
128 private void c loseToolStr ipMenuItem Cl ick ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs
e )
129 {
130 Close ( ) ;
131 }
132
133 private void Par t i c l eF i l t e rMenuI t em Cl i ck ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs
e )
134 {
135 // Bui ld ingPlan b u i l t = new Bui ld ingPlan ( t h i s . CreateGraphics ( ) ,
t h i s . Width , t h i s . Height ) ;




140 private void CentroidMenuItem Click ( ob j e c t sender , EventArgs e )
141 {
142 // Bui ld ingPlan b u i l t = new Bui ld ingPlan ( t h i s . CreateGraphics ( ) ,
t h i s . Width , t h i s . Height ) ;
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